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Foreword 

O
n January 31, 1974, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treat~ 
ment Act (P,L 93-247) was signed into law. The act estab~ 
lished for the first time within the federal government a 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Responsibility for 
the activities of the Center was assigned to the U. S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, which, in turn, placed the Center 
within the Children1s Bureau of the Office of Child Development. 

The Center will provide national leadership by co{1ducting 
studies on abuse and neglect, awarding demonstratiorL and re
search grants to seek new ways of preven~i~g, identifying, and 
treating this nationwide problem, and by gIVIng graryts to sta~es 
to enable them to lncrease and improve their child protective 
services. 

One of the key elements of any successful program is public 
awareness and understanding, as well as .the provision of dear 
and practical guidance and counsel to thoseworkiRg in the field. 
It is for this reason that the National Center on CIlJld Abusea.nd 
Neglect is publishing a series of booklets~three comprehensive 
and related volurnes (of which this is one),and three shorter 
booklets dealing with the diagnosis of child abuse and ,neglect 
from a medical perspective, working with abusive pqrents from 
a psychiatric viewpoint, and setting upa central registry. 

'While some material in all these publications deals with studies 
of specific local programs as opposed to .generalized .approachesj 
they are not intended to represent categOrical or functIOnal models 
upon which other programs should be base~ in.order to be ~ffec
tive. Rather they are intended to provoke thinking and consldera
tionoffer ;uggestions, and stimulate ideas. Similarly, the views of 
the ~uthors do not necessarily reflect the views of HEW, 
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In the present series, Child Abuse and Neglect: The Problem 
and Its Management, Volume 1 presents an overview of the prob
lem. It discusses child maltreatment from various per~pectives, 
including characteristics of the parents and children, effects of 
abuse and neglect, a psychiatrist's view of the problem, and a 
discussion of state reporting laws. It .also examines the many prob
lems that make the abuse and neglect of children so difficult 
to comprehend and manage-from problems of definition and 
incidence to deficiencies within our system of child protection. 

In Volume 2, the roles of some of the many professionals and 
agencies involved in case management are discussed: those 
working with abusive parents; child protective service agencies; 
physicians and hospitals; the police; and teachers and the~chools. 

Volume 3 presents a description of community coordination 
for managing andpreventil;lg child abuse and neglect. Within the 
context of the "community-team approach," various resources 
for identification and diagnosis, treatment, and education are dis
cussed. The volume includes suggestions for developing a cOor
dinated community program,. examples of existing programs, and 
some current ideas on the prevention of child abuse and neglect. 

This series of three volumes includes descriptions of many 
agencies a.nd programs involved in managing the problem of 
child maltreatment. Again, each such description is intended.as an 
example rather than as a model. 

We hope that everyone concerned with detection, prevention~: . 
and treatm~nt of child .abuse and neglect will fincisome, if not 
all, of these publications of use in the vital work in which. they 
are engaged, We hope, too, that these materials will be of use to 
those individuaJs: and organizations wishing to become involved. 
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Practical men almost b d f " 
moment, leaving the probfem: 7~lOn/ deal with the crisis of the 
selves. Scientists by contrast t~ndo~o£ro~ to t~ke care of them
soJutioils, and t;y to show; 0 e In;patlent of piecemeal 
present crisis fits as only one s .the lafrgher t:!cture into which the 

piece 0 t e Jigsaw puzzle. 

Scientists are likely t f . 
Practical men return 0 re er t~ practical m~n as "short-sighted." 
ary." We can dOWit~~~tc~mplrrr:ent .by calling scientists "vision
of vision and' action P- e peJo.ratlves, for we need both sorts 
action, even though it'be'~~~;~a~r~: o~en demand immediate 
than a symptom: it ma become la Ive .. ~ymptom may be more 
or excuse for other e0ls. Shoit-:' c~~s~ If It, ser~es as the stim,ulus 
but let us expect no mor. e tha ,g ~e actlbon IS. often reqUired; 

n s 70rHerm enefits from it. 

-Garrett Hardin 
Population, Evolution, and Birth Control 
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Chapter 1 
The CommunitywTeam Approach 

Child maltreatment, like other social problems, can oe viewed 
from at least two perspectives. It is obviously the immediate 
and individual problem of any family in which it occurs

whether this "crisisof the movement" is the one-time abuse of a 
childbyan adult under stress, periodic child torture 'Or battering, 
or long-term physical or emotional neglect. 

But from another perspective, the abuse and neglect of chil
dren is a reflection of more pervasive problems. According to Dr. 
Eli Newberger, the symptoms these children present can be seen 
"as an artifact of a· syster:n of child-rearing which encourages 
physical force and urges parents to coerce their children to con
form to certain behavioral norms./lln still broader perspective, 
he adds that. maltreatment can be viewed as "the final, tragic 
expression of a culture which deprives many young families of 
their needs for real services'-'~such as health care, teaching about 
child development, day care, and adequate housing-and for the 
goods of society." . 

The goals of those concerned ab~ut the problem·similarly span 
a continuum from the immediate to the visionary. At one extreme 
is the most basic goal: to saVe chiidren's'lives and to protect 
identified children from further injury. At the other end is a goal 
which may be stated in various ways. Some say it is to create a 
world free from all forms of violence. For others, it is to develop 
mechanisms to counteract the alienation, the· destructive child::
rearing patterns, the disintegration of family life/and the eco
nomic and social stresses from whichwe all suffer to some degree. 
However it is worded, the visionary's goal is to effect a radical 
change in th~.w.ay we 'jive as a society. 
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Between these two extremes lies a wide range of intermediate 
goals. While in many communities the most basic goals seem as 
unattainable as the most visionary, other communities are ad
dressing themselves to tasks somewhere in between. Some are 
attempting to develop appropriate identification, intervention, 
and treatment programs for families· in which children are mal
treated. Some are trying to provide both crisis-oriented and on
going social services for all families-the abusive and neglecting, 
as well as those in which children have not yet been hurt. Still 
others are working toward an increased awareness by profes
sionals and public alike of the causes, nature, and outcome of 
child maltreatment. 

The approach which a number of communities are taking to 
reach these goals is that of community-wide coordination and 
cooperation-the "community-team approach." This approach 
has been variously defined-from "people simply talking to each 
other," 2 to "a multidisciplinary diagnostic/treatment/and preven
tive program for families and children who have or are likely to 
have the problem of abuse and/or neglect." 3 For the purposes of 
this book, a community team is defined as a body of professionals 
and the representatives of service agencies and groups who work 
together, using some form of coordination, to ensure more effec
tive management of cases of abuse and neglect. 

However it is defined, the primary purpose of the community 
team is to upgrade the quality of protection for children and 'ser
vice to families. To quote Dr. Edmund Pellegrino of the National 
Academy of Sciences, Institute of Medicine: "The purpose of the 
group or team approach is to optimize the special contribution 
in skills and knowledge of the team members so that the needs 
of the persons served can be met more efficiently, effectively, 
competently, and more considerately t!1an would be possible by 
independent and individual action.;' 4 

Community teams are fashioned by people within the com
munity to meet particular local needs. Although the members 
vary with the community, teams generally include social workers, 
doctors, lawyers, juvenile or family court judges, psychologists, 
public health nurses, teachers, police officers, day care workers
in short, representatives of the agencies and groups that work with 
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childrel! and 'families. Many community teams include private 

citizens as well. 

Wi~~~~e ~~O~H~~~~:~;.~~s~t~~~~~~~:f~:h~t~~~~~~~u~:~ . 
~~~;:~~ :~vice that each cornmunity must provide l!b~l~d~~~ 
are to be pr0tected, families are to be .hel~e~he~~ t~~ements fall 
neglect of children ultimate h C?:t~;~~ i~ discussed in detail in 
roughiy into three groups, ea.c 0 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 respectively. .'. " 
• The first has to do with identification and dlagros/t famt 
. lies having the problem of child abuse or neg ect av~ dO 
:. b 'dentified-either through self-referral or by a thl~ -

p:r~on report-if they a.re to be helpe~~~h~al':~:!:S~:~~ 
appropriate social, medical, anfd P,Slych t gbe developed. 
and a treatment plan for each ami y mus 

• The second required group of servis:es relat~s to treatme:~~ 
identified children must be pro~cted ~nd 11~~~ea~~~~~eir 
sary medical, PbSychol09dicadl, ~th e~pop~~~~iate therapeutic 
Parents must e provi e h f'l y . The treatment plan for t e ami y ma 
and support ~e.r~~~e~~r any number of services of any type 
in~~~~ F;~~~~~rm psychiatric services f~r the ~~rentsl an 

I "t by a parent aide, to cemporary 
~~~~~~~~en~a~{a~~~~~tOf the children, or their involve-
ment in therapeutic day care. 

h unity should provide 
• The third service element ~ac co~m. formed about child 

is education: the communltYdmusth e bn 
of potential re-

;~~~~~:t:dn~obZ~~~;~ ~~~~c e~:r:ne~~~~t~~lat~~g~~I~~ 
professionals workmg with childre? buse and neglect· 

~dn~nt~~o:~e d~~~~:1/7~v~y:~ty~Sc~se a management must 

receive additional specific tramlng. 

Identification and diagnosis, treatment, an.d education a~r cOR~y-
. I . ssful community program. . 

ponents essentla t? a s~cce . Infant and Preschool Com-
Helfer, in cooperatl?n with both t~~ Pediatrics and the National 
mittee of the Arnenca~ . Ac~d~~rd Abuse and Neglect in Denver, 
Center for the Prevention 0 I 
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B 

A.-Identification and 
Diagnosis 

B-Long-Term Treatment 

C-Edu~ation, Training, 
Public Relations 

1-:-Case Coordination 

2-Professional Training 
and Recruitment 

3~Public and Professional 
Ed~c~tion, Professional 
Training 

4-Program Coordination 

Figure 1. Heifer'S Model of the C . 
ommu"'ty~Team Program. 
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has developed a model of the community-team program* bas~d 
on these three components.s As the diagram of this model in 
Figure 1 shows, coordination is the central interface of the pro
gram's component parts. 

In common usage, community can refer to any area from per
haps a five-family village to the city of New York or Los Angeles. 
For the purposes of program coordination, however, Helfer feels 
that regionalization is necessary; and he defines as a "community" 
any geographic area with a population of 200,000 to 500,000. This 
number of people allows the necessary array of services to be 
developed while facilitating their optimum use. A program devel
oped for a population smaller than this would lack either the 
variety of services individual families may require, or the clients 
needed to make the various services cost-effective. On the other 
hand, attempted coordination of a large metropolitan area such 
as Chicago, Los Angeles, or New York would lead to "undue 
frustrations and stumbling blocks." 6 By Helfer's definition, New 
York City would require some 20 comf11unity programs; while, 
in some states such as Wyoming, Alaska, or Vermont, there would, 
be only one. 

The discussions in this volume revolve around a central ques
tion: How can a community develop and coordinate its 'services 
in attempting to manage, and prevent child abuse and neglect? 
While every community will, of course, have to answer this ques
tion for itself, this volume presents practical information about 
various aspects of the community-team approach. It includes 
discussions of alternative identification, treatment, and educa
tional resources; a section of guidelines on community coor
dinationi several examples of community teams functioning in 
different parts of the country; and some current ideas about 
primary prevention. The purpose is to offer information, alterna
tives, and encouragement to those working to help reintegrate 
families being shattered through inadequate parenting and to 

*Whife the literature on child maltreatment is extensive, little has been written 
on the community-team approach. Models of hospital teams and discussions of 
the problems inhibiting'community-wide coordination are abundant, but, a;:tual 
models of coordinated community programs are few. Helfer's model has been 
chosen because it is comprehensive, without being restrictive. In fact, as a gen
eral framework, it may be found to have value in the management of various 
social problems in addition to the maltreatment of children. 
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those working toward tomorrow's goal of preventing the abuse 
and neglect of children. 
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Chapter 2 
Identification and Diagnosis 

The,first 'component of the community-t~am progra,r.1 includes 
all the people, procedures, and resources involved in the 
initial phase of case management: the identification and 

diagnosis of families in need of protective intervention, and the 
development of a coordinated treatment plan for each. 

Prime responsibility for case management in this initial phase 
lies with the child protective service (CPS) agency orr in some 
states, with other mandated agents such as the police. However, 
other persons are necessarily involved. Identification, for exam
ple, is the responsibility of all those mandated by law to report, 
generally professionals:--physicians, nurses, teachers, social work
ers and others-who have direct contact with children. In a 
br~aaersense, everyone in the community shares the responsibil
ity for identification. Even those who are not legally required are 
often encouraged by their state/slaw to report 

Since some reported children require medical assessment and 
care" physicians and nurses are also directly involved in c;~?e 
management.. The parents may require psychological evaluation 
by a psychiatrist, psychologist, or psychiatric social worker. The 

,protective service caseworker, after evaluating the family, may 
need to consult an attorney on the handling of the case. In 
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some cases, the police will have to make an emergency removal 
of a. child from the home. If temporary or permanent placement 
of the child is indicated, the case will usually have to be re
ferred for adjudication and disposition to the juvenile or family 
court. 

In the identification and diagnosis component, essentially five 
procedures are involved: reporting, investigation, intervention, 
assessment, and disposition. To be effective, these procedures 
must be viewed as an interrelated process. 

~eporting. In most communities, the public child welfare agen
cy IS mandated to receive and investigate reports of suspected 
abuse and neglect. However, as noted in Volume -I, Chapter 3, 
n;any states divide this responsibility among two or moreagen
cles. 

. When the responsibility for accepting and investigating reports 
IS ~ivided, the community is in danger of haVing "everybody's 
business b,ecome nobody's responsibility." Every community 
should desIgnate one agency to receive, initially investigate, re
fer, and follow up all reports. The Final Report of the New York 
City Mayor's Task Force. on Child Abuse and Neglect recommends 
this practice for two reasons: one central agency would have 
"prime responsibility for knowledge of a particular case"; and 
the centralization of this knowledge would facilitate "the most 
efficient flow of information." I 

"Prime responsibility" would, in most cases, reside with the 
public child protective agency-the only public agency specif
Ically addressed to the problem of child maltreatment. But there 
are communities where another of the legally mandated agencies 
fills this role. In los Angeles, for instances, the police depart
me~t's ~bused and Battered Child Unit handles the receipt, in
vestIgatIOn, and referral of all reports. 

Regardless of which agency is designated as haVing prime 
responsibility, it should meet certain criteria: it should be able 
to accept reports 24 hours a day, seven days a week; ideallY, it 
should be able to investigate emergency reports within an hour, 
and other reports within a day; it should maintain, at the local 
or state level,a central register of reports; and it should have 
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access to multidisciplinary consultation, as well as effective lines 
of communication with other agencies throughout the commu
nity.2 

To facilitate reporting, the agency could provide a sing~e tele
phone number as a 24-hour reporting line. Sev~ral states, .lnclud
ing Florida and New York, have initiated statewIde reporting sys
tems which use one toll-free number for reports from a~ywhere 
in the state. Under such a system, reports are enter~d Into ~he 
state's central register, correlated with any previous informatIon 
about the family, and immediat:'y tra~sferr~d ~rom the central 
intake office to the local CPS unIt for investIgatIon. 

However there are dangers inherent in efforts to facilitate re
porting. On'e of the prime risks is the generation of an unexpected 
increase in reports before resources are deve.loped. to ~and.le th.e 
increased caseload. Florida's experience WIth thIS sItuatIon IS 
discussed in Chapter 4. 

Investigation. As noted in Volume 1, Chapt~r 3, chil? protective 
agencies rely on fairly routine pr~cedures In ha~dllng reports. 
Following an intake process in whIch the repor~ IS screened t.o 
determine whether CPS investigation is appropriate, the case IS 
assigned to a field worker whon;ust .determine whether the re
port is valid and what if any actIon IS necessary to protect .the 
child and help the family. The investigation of reports reqUIres 
both skill and experience: Discussion of inve~tigative techmq.ues 
and considerations is beyond the scope of thIS volum~; detailed 
information is presented in The Fundamentals of Chtld Protec
tion* by Vincent De Francis, as well as various other sources. 

One point that deserves mention here co~~erns the i~form~
tion generated through investigation. In add,t,on to the investI
gating agency, other professionals involved in a family's asses.s
ment and treatment require information about the case. To aVOId 
unnecessary duplication, information gathering should. be stan
dardized. The following is an example pf what theoretlcallyean 
happen to a case of abuse reported by a hospital in New York 
City. 

*See .bibliography for complete source information. 
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A( n dinvestigati~n is made by the Bureau of Child W If 
un er most CIrcumstances di d' h e are 

other than the medical find' srefar ~ng t e ~ospital report 
elicited from the parents If t~ngs an, ~ore Information is 
sistance or to the SPCC' it ' e cas~ IS nown to Public As-
~hemselves to protect th~ othe~~~s;"d'e f~r thhem

f
. to, involve 

Ing for one 0 t f h' ren In t e am"y, call
investigation ~a;~r ~t er Intake investigations, Each new 

~a;~i~: i~~:;ation Ob~~i~~J ~~~~i~~:~~ ~h~i~~i::S~d~~~fd 
refTland,Puntil aa;naJi~;~f ~~u~;~/~~~~,temporariIY through 

Probation also has an intak d . 
sentially the same informatioen ~roc~t ~re dUring which es
also probable that with all th ,IS 0 ,aln~d again" . , It is 
no servit' e has been given th e bnv:stlgatlons made thus far, 
have no d e a uSing parents-though they 
story fiv; t~~~s~3nte their possible traumatic (to them as weIll 

Ideally, all relevant ba' 'f ' 
should be available and ~'~c~~~~~a~on collected about a family 
volved in the case To a a e ~ a~y other professional in
should mutually d~termit:r~ac~ }hls Id~al, involved agencies 
develop an intake form to incl J In ormatIon generally needed, 
that information already colle~t ~ t,hese ~abta, take steps to ensure 
formulate procedures to e IS use yother agencies, and 
dentiality is respected.4 ensure that the family's right to confi-

Intervention. If initial investi t' 'd' 
tecting the child the invest' t~a Ion In Icates a need for pro-
diate alternative;, de endin

,ga 
Ing casewor~er has three imme

child can be hosPitali~ed' ca
g 

on t~e sevherlty of the case: the 
supervision and with su 'ort ~ remain at ome under protective 
aides, or other such ser~~es) , o~ ~~~ barents (homemakers, parent 
shelter or other temporary f~cility, e removed to an emergency 

Kempe and Helfer stress that an h'ld d 
we" as most older children h y c I un ,er ,the age of six, as 
suspicion of abuse 5 The A's, ouldAbe hospItalIzed if there is a 
~ittee on the Infa~t and P~~~'h~~1 ~~.1Jm~ of Pediatrics, C?m
tlOn as a means for providing the I a v?cates hosplta"za
for complete diagnosti~ evaluation~~~~ssaadrYd,tt'.me and'lresources 

I lon, untl a more 
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thorough evaluation can be made, the hospitalized child is pro
tected, while the parents are at least temporarily spared the shock 
of having their child removed /lby the state." . 

Whatever form intervention takes, the professionals involved 
should be open and honest with the parents at all times, Sanders 
suggests that the initial contact between the parents and a pro
fessional can /laffect the way the parents will later respond to 
suggestions for help./I 7 The parents should be told that a report 
has been or will be made, and all decisions affecting the case 
should be explained and discu5sed with them. Through the ex
pression of concern for the parents and the emphasis of their 
needs as well as those of the child, treatment begins the moment. 
the diagnosis of abuse or neglect is considered. 

Above all, the parents should never be accused of abusing or 
neglecting their child nor should they be cross-examined. As 
Kempe notes, the professional is not in a position to "play detec
tive, looking for confession./I.s With patient and sensitive inquiry 
and respect for the family, the interviewer ~hould eventually be 
able to determine the nature of the home situation, 

Assessment. Probably the most critical step in case manage
ment; assessment includes the diagnosis of the child and the eval
uation of the parents. If the family is found to be in need of child 
protective services, the caseworker must develop a coordinated 
family treatment plan on the basis of these evaluations, 

In some cases, assessment requires medical diagnosis of the 
child and psychological or psychiatric evaluation of the parents 
in addition to the CPS worker's 'evaluation of the dynamics in the 
home, Particularly in severe or difficult-to-diagnose cases, assess
ment can be shared' by members of a multidisciplinary diagnostic 
consultation team. Such teams often include the CPS caseworker, 
a pediatrician, a psychiatrist or psychologist, a nurse, and some
times a hospital social worker and a lawyer. Each professional 
evaluates the child, or the parents, or the family as a whole; to
gether they recommend to the caseworker the most feasible 
treatment plan. 

Disposition. The help and advice of multidisciplinary consul
tants can be an invaluable asset to protective service decision 
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~a~i~~ie~~.~:r~~~e~(lyu~~:~~e~~S~f:~i~~I~:r ~r hde~eloPi~g and 
worker or, In some cases with th' '1 t . t e CP.,. case-, e Juvenl e or family court judge. 

Terr and Watson emphasize the i 
of planning" treatment 9 The f t .mport~nce of the "sequence 
whether the child can ~afely r~rs .Iss~e ~ ath must be settled is 
safety is in questio . main In t e ome. If the child's 

~g: ~:;:n:~;~r~sb:~~~;~~:~t:~~!~~f~\{;eO~ee~~V~t~h:r~~il~~' t~~~ 
the type or types of treatment b~~vseu~~eed ~~Ut~~ The. next issue is 
treatment plan is implemented all h bT . family. Whatever 
vices should be c d' .' re a I ItatLve and support ser-
to the needs of th~o~h:rt~~' treatment should be individualized 
and the case should be :naietP~rednts, alnd the family as a whole; 

n alne as ong as necessary. 

In addition to the pe I d . cation and diagnosis tho: e an pr.ocedures Involved in identifi-
tate the initial phas'e 'ofre are various resources that can facili-
. case management Two f th 
~:k~~ant, central registers and hotlines, ar~ discus~ed in

e 
:e~~t 

Central Registers* 
A central register is essentially an index of cases handled b 

agency or a number of .. y an 
existed i~ ... penver, Los :;ge~I~:s. RJgNlsters of chil;! abuse cases 
1964 d' ", r'" ' an ew York City as early as 

f
.' an

lll
, 1n~~"InClnnatl and Milwaukee by 1965 10 By 1966 C I' ' 

orma, InOIS, 'Virginia and M ' I d '. ,a 1-
established by law;" a~d Col ady a~l ~dd stateWide registers 
Utah maintained r~ ~isters a ora a, on a, ~~rth Dakota, and 
By early 1974, 46 st;teJ,; and St~e m~tte.r of admlnlstr.ative policy.12 

~egis~ersi of these, 33 ~~~re estab~~~~dc~~\~~~I~~~1~4hbad cdent.ral 
Istratlve decision 13 Th \\) b f . ' y a mln
creased almost 500 per~e~~~iteh~ 0 sta~ewd Idfe :egisters had in-In a peno 0 eight years. 

The Present Status of Central Registers 

To say that a state has a central register says little about the 

*This section has been adapted fro b kl 
by Douglas J. Besharov for the Office':; C~fd ~ onl Central .Registers, written 
the material in this section was ori' I . I . eve ?pment rn 1975. Some of 
Justice Advocacy (New York City' ~~~~tli~i~ubtshed I~ Mr. Besharov's Juvenile 
here with the permission of the publisher. g aw InstItute, 1974), and is used 
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kind of facility it maintains. Registers vary in scope and purpose 
from those such as Indiana's, which merely collects statistical re
ports from county welfare departments each month, to those 
like New York's, which is set up for research and policy planning 
and for the diagnosis, evaluation, monitoring, and coordination 
of cases. In Georgia, the central register is a handful of 3 x 5 index 
cards in a shoebox-size file. In contrast, Tennessee's register will 
soon be expanded into a sophisticated, on-line, electronic data
processing system, with remote terminals for input and for access 
via cathode-ray tubes and computer printouts. In some states, 
such as California and Illinois, reports are made to local agencies 
which forward copies to the central register; in others, such as 
Florida and New York, reports are made directly to th.e register. 
Although most central registers are the responsibility of the state 
social service agency, California's register is maintained by the 
State Department of Justice, Bureau of Criminal Identification and 
Investigation; and the District of Columbia's by the Youth Division 
of the Metropolitan Police Department. In South Carolina, eacH 
county's department of public welfare is mandated to have a 
central register of reports. 

In light of the proliferation of central registers broad and the 
uses to which they are put, the origins of the concept of a regis!er 
of child abuse reports are surprisingly unclear. There was no 
outstanding research finding, publication, or national group tHat 
introduced the concept. In fact, since 1963, only three articl,es 
have been published on the subject. '4 None of the early model 
child abuse reporting laws made reference to a central registeri 
or even to a single repository for reports within a given jurisdic
tion. To date, the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on 
the Infant and Preschool Child appears to be the only nationwide 
group that has specifically recommended the central register. 
In 1966, it proposed thBt the agency that receives legally man
dated reports "should establish a central register of all such 

cases." 15 

Though its origins are not documented, the central register 
seems to have grown from two quite different conceptual al1

d 

professional frameworks. One was the medical conception of a 
register to assist the diagnosis of suspicious injuries by providing 
a record of previous suspicious injuries. The other was the social 
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science conception of a . t . problem of child abus regis e~ ~o assls~ i~ understanding the 
nostic tool th . e by provldl~g statistical data. As a diag-

, e register would provide a m fl' 
reports on a particular child or f '1' eans 0 o~atl~g prior 
provide data on the character'st~m' Yf' as a research aid, It would 

I ICS 0 reported cases. 

Most existing cent"al . t . by law, are said to h~ve r:~~ ers, Jartlcul~rly those established 
pose, or both. But in their ;;:s: lagno.s~lc or a statistical pur
unused and unusable. Beca~se thnt Jond.ltlon, most .registers are 
complete, inaccurate and out-of e ata In m~st regIsters are in
is a largely ignored appendage ofdt~te, the ,typl~al central register 
tem. As a special committee of th A

e sta~e s child protective sys
rics commented, "In eneral e men.c.an Academy of Pediat
registries would like t~ have' thom~bnltl:s and states lacking 
are dissatisfied." 16 em, ut lhose that have them 

The Diagnostic Purpose In 1974 27 f h 
ing central registers made' sp 'f ' f 0 t e 33 state laws creat
agnostic ur os . 17 eCi IC re erences to the register's di-
provision~ fo~ u~~g :h:d r!~:s~~al tther. st~te~.had a?ministrative 
less, no state can point to more r 0 assist In lag~osls. Neverthe
a professional has requested th!h:en .a tha,ndful. of Illstances where 
suspicious circumstances In mo t g~s er 5 a~51Stan.ce to diagnose 
been used as a diagnosti~ aid. s sates, t e register has never 

In fact, few states have reg' t h' h . requested information T . IS ers w IC . c~uld gUlckly provide 
signed to the . t . I ypl~ally, there 15 insufficient staff as-
quires a manu;~~~a~~~ ;fcfi~;S~ SP~cifiC information usually re
qualified or too b . ,a~ pers~mnel are generally un
few registers incl~~~ troh~ov'de ~I~gnostl~ consultation. Because 
the recorded data ar w-up In ormation on reported cases, 
and outdated (O e usu~lIy Incompl~te, inaccurate, unverified 
tently progra~me~eso s:~t~ s computerized register was inadver~ 
prior report on the same ~h~~err repo:t. automatically erased any 
operate only during regul b') ~ addlthlOn, most central registers 
weekdays. ar usmess ours-9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 

Although several states . d f 
register, a greater number ~~OqVI. e thor telephone access to the 

ulre at requests for information 
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be made by mail. If the register contains a prior report, some 
states will notify the inquirer by telephone, but others respond 
only by mail. The professional who must make an immediate de
cision about the safety and welfare of a child obviously cannot 
afford to wait the three days to three months needed for a re
sponse from the register. The following incident, which occurred 
before New York's Child Protective Services Act was passed in 
1973, illustrates the potential dangers of the mail-notification 

system. 

In Erie County, New York, a case brought before the fam
ily court as a result of a report to the county's department 
of social services was dismissed for lack of sufficient evi
dence. More than two months before, the department had 
requested information from the state's central register con
cerning prior reports on the child or the family. Three weeks 
after the case was dismissed, the department received the 
register's response: a report of abuse had been made about 
the child some 10 months earlier. Because the report had 
been made in Westchester County, because the register's 
operation was 310w, and because mail-notification was used, 
the information took more than three months to reach Erie 
County. By that time, the department had had to close the 
case and was unable to locate the family again. 

The Statistical purpose. At least 27 state laws specifically men
tion research or planning as a purpose of the register.

IB 
But as 

presently organized, most central registers cannot provide the 
kinds of comprehensive and sophisticated data which agency 
managers and planners need to develop and improve child pro
tective and treatment services. Rather than being used as a means 
to learn more about the problem of child maltreatment and to 
gauge the impact of the reporting process, the typical central 
register is little more than a statistical index of past and current 
cases. The only real use of most registers is in the preparation 
.of statistical reports addressed to the most rudimentary questions: 
How many reports? From whom? Reporting what type of abuse? 
Even the data portrayed in these simple reports are inadequate 

for statistical use. 

Because of fragmented and complicated reporting procedures, 
many reports received by local agencies .are never forwarded to 
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the central register. In some states, the data in the register are 
neither complete nor consistent because the state does not pro
vide printed forms for reporting to the register. In California

, 
for 

example, ordinary arrest reports or "injured child reports," which 
differ with the community, are sent to the central register. 

The scope of most registers is further narmwed by the exclu
sion of ncnmandated reports-reports made to an agency other 
than that specified in the state's reporting law, made by a person 
who is not designated by law to report, or made about a form 
of maltreatment not covered in the legal definition. In 12 states, 
reports of child neglect are not expressly mandated; 19 and in 30 
states, private citizens are not subject to the mandatory reporting 
law. The exclusion of either of these categories of reports from 
a central register would clear/y have a serious impact on the 
statistical picture of child maltreatment in a state .. 

Compounding the problems caused by haphazard and incom
plete collection of reports is the paucity of information in the reg
ister's files. The forms used to send information to the register 
are quite brief, containing littie more than the basic data required 
by the reporting law. Data are typically limited to the identifica
tion of the child (age, sex, and address); a description of the 
alleged maltreatment; and the name of the suspected perpetra
tor. (/n at least one state, the latter is purposely not collected.) 
Figures are therefore available for the number of cases reported, 
the ages and sex of children involved, the incidence by geo
graphic area, the types of maltreatment reported, and the rela
tionship of suspected perpetrators to the children. Such limited 
information tells little about the children and families involved. 
Data that would explore and document the patterns of abuse and 
neglect and the variatioris ;n family status, treatment programs, 
and dispositional alternatives are Jacking. . 

Most registers cannot even reveal elementary operational needs. 
The reports they .generate present a narrow and distorted picture 
of the child protective system,and provide little guidance for 
service evaluation and planning. For example, central registers 
often do not reveal problems such as what one state calls the 
"bank" or what another calls the "pending caseloadl/-reported 
c:ases that have not yet beei1. .investigated. 
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h (' 't d d ta that the register contains are Gener~I"Y' even'~leef~~~s~ an~ evaluation. Electronic data pro
not readl yaccessl I bTt e rare When a state 
cessing and i.mmed,iate r.etrieva c:~fz~~ Yt~rs usua'lIy means that 
reports that Its reglstedf ISh comGu"'n key'~punched for simple, nu
data on manual recor save e" 
merical tallying. 

Rethinking the Centrai Register 

. . h Iy 19605 have served to Various developmer:ts .. since ~ e ear. . . I ur ose of cen-
downgrade the original wag-nostlC and f'b;'~~~fy ~x:anded child 
tra! registers. For exahPle, ~~ca~s~r~inal diagnostic function~ 
abuse reporting laws, t \regl~t er to record concern that the chil? 
to "enable the doctor or .~Spi a

ent 
before the evidence is suffl

may be in ~~ unsa~e envl/on: orted" 2°_is no longer necessary. 
ciently speCifiC that It c~n Je rh P altreatment is suspected; the 
Reporting is now reqUire W. .en" m. /I 

reporter does hot need speCifIC eVidence. 

" . d child welfare and social service. record-
Slmliar/y, Improve h . t r's statistical function In many 

keeping has outshone t e re~ls e . 'n toward comprehensive 
respects. Some states ~re rapIdly mOh~lchg rovide more statistical 
social service informaftlOn 7Y

l
5 temlsf wre 

I incfuding child protective d II speets 0 socIa we a , . 
ata on a a b h st ambitious central registers, services, than any ut t e mo 

f h f tions that have been assigned 
It appears ~hat many <;> t e un~ well or better by other com-

to registers might be fulfilled equal y t for example 
D' . and case managemen , . I 

munity res<;>urces. laITnos~s 'th less duplication by such. deVIces 
may be aS~lsted a7 we an Wl state social services Informa
as the SOCIal servIce exchange, the. d x The same devices and 
tion systems, ~r the agency mfdste~:~inel; be sufficient for almost random sampling of cases wou c 
all statistical purposes. 

.. 'n a state of flux. Every year, 10 to 
Existing register sy~te~~IJr\1 laws including the provisions 

15 states amend theIr c I a use· tat~s Maine and Minnesota, 
for central r.egister:. At .Ieast two :rentl' because of cost, dupli~ 
are dismantlmg theIr reg~ters~ app f dara Yet many rnore state$ 
cation, a~d fears abo~U e ml.susel~aho New Jersey, New York, 
-includIng Connecticut, FlorJ'~i' upgra. ding their registers' scope Tennessee, and Texas-are rapl y 
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and capabilities. However, states that choose to upgrade the 
register generally do so without rethinking its role in light of re
cent developments. As a consequence, these registers are likely 
to be as irrelevant to improved child protective services as their 
smaller and less costly predecessors. 

Further refinement of central registers can be expected in many 
states. One reason is that the 1974 federal Child Abuse Preven
tion and Treatment Act, Public law 93-247, provides for "tech
nical assistance (directly or through grant or contact) to public 
and nonprofit private agencies and organizations to assist them 
in planning, improVing, developing, and carrying out programs 
and activities relating to the prevention, identification, and treat
ment of child abuse and neglect." 

In addition, the activities of The American Humane AssOciation 
in testing the feasibility of collecting official child abuse and ne
glect incidence data from all states is haVing a catalytic effect in 
moving states to vitalize their registers and record-keeping sys
tems. The association, which is collecting information on the in
cidence and nature of child maltreatment nationwide, has cre
ated an 'obvious need for "accurate, complete, and uniform" data 
from the indiVidual states.21 

There is no "true" or "best" approach to the operation of a 
central register. Each state must rethink the concept of the regis
ter in light of its own needs and capabilities, and must tailor its 
register syster:n to its particular situation. The following pages pre
sent alternatives and considerations in the use and organization 
of central registers. 

Uses of the Register 

Properly organized and used, the central register can serve as 
one means to begin upgrading child protective services. The reg
ister is a largely untapped resource which could be used to co
ordinate many aspects of a system of child protection. It can be 
a prime tool for both immediate and long-term planning. If it 
keeps track of prior reports and treatment efforts, the register can 
provide immediate, concrete decision-making assistance to child 
protective workers and other professionals directly involved in 
cases. If it stores data on how reports are handled, the register 
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h stem's overall performance, and 
can monitor and measurle t e tSY picture of the problems in the can present at least an e emen ary 
system. 

Specifically, the uses of a properly operated central register .in-

clude: . _I r n by providing or locating 
• Assisting diagnosl~ and eve. tua ~~ prior treatment efforts 

information on prror repor sa. . 

. I .' to child protectIve • Providing convenient consu tatlon 
workers and potential reporters 

• Providing feedback to reporters . 

f the child protective servIce .. Measuring the performance 0 

by monitoring follow-up reports 

, . 'd treatment efforts • Coordinating communIty-wI e f 

. . he handling of reports to a-• Providing statIstIcal da~a on t d program development 
cilitate research, planning, an. . 

P'ublic and professional educatIon • Providing a focus for 
campaigns. . r 

' .. t By providing Informa Ion 
Diagnostic and. Evalu.abve ~~~t~ ~~c~is or her siblings, the cen-

on prior reports Invo~~lng a h 'd ntification of abuse or neglect, 
tral register could faCllltda~e t e., ~f danger to the child.' 
and could assist in the lagnosls 

. . ossible to know for cer-
It is often difficult and sometlm~~r~~ied In general, the diag-

tainwhether a child has been ma that' based on certain signs 
nosis of child abuse or neglect meansluati;n of the child's con
or indicators (obtained through eV~I. f the home and of the 
dition, of other members o! th~;~hl~ Yth~ family), a 'profession~1 
psycho-social forc~s. operatln~ child has been maltreated~ T~ls 
has formed an OpInIon that t. e f and at times uncertain. 
decision, if seen realisticall~! dS t~n~~~v~rotective workers jnter
In one surv~y, ovher. °dn~f-f~ '~ty ~n verifying reports of abuse and viewed admItted t elr I leu 
neglect.22 

.' lect ':Ire usually part of a rep.etiti.ve 
Since chrld abuse an.d neg. the existence of prror In-

or continuing patter.n, Inf~rma~~nm~ltreatment could help projuries or other manIfestatIons 
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fessionals differentiate between the isolated accident and a 
condition that is part of a series of injuries or p'''ports suggesting 
abuse or neglect. Knowledge of a previous incident, similar in 
kind, could turn doubt into relative certainty. 

Some abusive parents "hospital shop," taking the child to a 
different doctor or hospital each time there is a need for medical 
care. As a result, a physician or other professional who sees the 
child for the first time will probably be unaware of previous in
juries or suspicious circumstances. By providing such information, 
the central register can facilitate diagnosis. As an example, two 
hospitals in Albany, New York maintain and share information 
from files on suspicious traumatic injuries in children seen in the 
emergency room. Although their files are of more limited geo
graphic scope than most central registers, and although the rec
ords list cases about which there 'is too little suspicion to report, 
the hospitals have identified 75 cases by pattern rather than by 
specific incidents.23 

In some cases, a protective worker, physician, or other profes
sional recognizes that a child is abused or neglected, but cannot 
assess the degree of risk in the home or the family's treatment 
needs. Knowledge of prior reports and their outcome can help 
gauge the seriousness of the family's situation and can be an im
portant factor in determining whether the child should be im
mediately removed and which services the family needs. 

William Ireland describes how the register can aid in evaluating 
a report and determining a family's service needs. 

Since the Central Index on Child Welfare Services and the 
Central Registry on child abuse are closely correlated, the 
same inquiry may elicit information on whether or not the 
child or family is being or has ever been served by the de
partment or any of the voluntary child welfare agencies 
licensed by and reporting to it. This optional procedure may 
be interpreted as a diagnostic aid or simply as a means of 
reducing duplicated efforts. It is diagnostic in the sense that 
a child or family that has been reported previously on sus
picion of abuse can be identified and the worker directed to 
the source,of more detailed information. Even if no previous 
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b de on the family, a cross check 
report of .abduse haS h.f~n:el~are services will reveal whether 
with the In ex on c I d b a child welfare 
the family has previousl

k
y ~~eno:~b~: to yget further back-

agency and so may ma e I p . 24 
ground information to assist in diagnosis or service. 

f Ifll dded {unction-locating fam-
Statewide registers can u I an a t to another. While school, 

i1ies who have moved from on.e .cou~e~ords are often helpful in 
welfare, ~mpl?yment, and .~nvtn~e are sometimes unavailable 
locating individuals or families, t y 'd . dex is the only re-

~~~~cC:~~~~~~:h:~~e u~~~~~ra p~~~~ed~t: ~~ a family. < 

. h d for wisdom of using the central 
Many peopl~ questl.on/ ~ n;~eir rationale is that the presence 

register as a diagnostic 00 .. , rutch by those who do 
or absence o~ prior repo~\s 1:0 u:~~ua:t: the family carefully. They 
not take the time ?f trou he h ld be reported will not be, and 
fear that many children w 0 s ou . 
others who should not be reported will be: 

h . tence of a previous report 
But as others point out,. t e ~~I~ecision making, just as the 

should be only ?ne factor In sU
the 

fact that a prior report was 
absence of prevIouS reports or I ne factor to be weighed. 
unfounded shoul.d amount to r~ni~e~ accounts for only a small 
Though info~matlon. from. ~he ; availability of the inform~t~on 
part of the dlagnostl~ deCISion, t . e orts can effect a decIsion 
is important. The eXistence h<?tl~or r~~aling a pattern of injuries 
to report or to remo~e a c

f 
I It Y r~ent_a pattern that might 

or incidents suggestIVe? ma rea 
otherwise not be recognized. 

d f d' nostic assistance, it must in
If a register ~s to be use or la~r resent status of previously 

elude information on the ouht<:om
f 

e tPlon the decision maker is 
. d t Lacking sue In orma, ' ' ma e repor s. '. . f k in that a prior report was 

left in the tenuous position 0 now g f'ounded but having no 
d k . that many reports are un ,', ' I'd Th 

ma e, nowlng , he child in question was va I. e 
idea w.hether the re~ot~eOdif~iculties this situation can cre~te oc::-
following example . h'ld welfare service of a large city. 
curred in the emergency c I, . 

, , 'd' ht a case of suspected child 
At nine p.m, on a Frs ay

d
, n~~e I caller identified herself as 

maltreatment was reporte. 
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the aunt of three children, aged 72 months to five years, who 
were home alone While their mother was out on the town. 
A check of previous reports showed that two weeks before, 
a similar report had been made by the same aunt. However, 
because the agency did not include information on the out
come of reports in its central information system, the worker. 
would have had to wait until Monday morning to learn what 
had happened from the caseworker's file. 

The worker had no choice but to request that the police 
investigate the report. The police went to the apartment, 
located in a rough neighborhood, and knocked. Hearing 
footsteps but receiving no response, they broke down· the 
door. Cowering in the corner were the three children and 
their terribly frightened, 74-year-old babysitter. The follow
ing Monday, the vindictive nature of the original report was revealed.25 

The diagnostic potential of the central register has never been 
adequately revealed. Due to administrative failure to organize 
registers properly, to widespread concern over personal data 
banks, and to ambivalence about the underlying premise of di
agnostic need, central registers have not yet been used to assist 
diagnOSis and evaluation. 

Consultation. If the register's staff has training and, preferably 
field experience in protecive services, the register can serve as 
a means for convenient consultation. Both professionals and pri
vate citizens can often benefit from advice on whether to report, 
how to handle a particular situation, or what their legal rights and 
responsibilties are. The advantages of such consultation can be 
almost immediate in terms of more accurate diagnOSis and im
proved handling of cases. 

Feedback to Reporters. A person who reports suspected abuse 
or neglect is rarely informed of the disposition of the report, or 
even whether it was verified upon investigation. Requests for such 
information are sometimes refused on grounds of confidentiality. 
As a result, the reporter may feel isolated from efforts to protect 
the child. Unsure of the validity of his or her suspicions and of 
the consequences of the report, the person may heSitate to report 
again in the future. 
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. I It f 'nvestigation with the If the law permits sharr.ng t le re~~ :h~ ~ehicle for such feed-
original reporter, the .r~glster/an rovided would, of course, be 
back. The amount of In orma lon'p c and the source of the re
limited by t~e familysdbrighkt to pr~vgao~O nonprofessional sources. port. Only minimal fee ac wou 

h .. I eport can refine the 
Feedback on the validity of ~ e rO!~~I~~a rnostic purposes, and 

reporter's ability to use th~ regls~eaccurac/of any future reports 
can thus improve the qua.lt~ an the return of information can 
the person might make. Slmf"~r1Yd t in the register by providing 
also increase the accuracy o. t e ~ a . d . 
a "double check" on the intormatlon supplle . 

.. . S rvice Performance. The central 
Measurmg Child Protechv~ ~ f e arts of suspected child 

register is more tha~ ~ c~mp"a~102 ~ o~ ~ast failures of the child 
abuse and neglect; It IS a so an In e t e o;t on a family, unless 
protective sy~t~m. Every subsef(u~~ / p~ior failure of the system 
made for ma"cl~us reasons, reo ~c roblems~ In New York state, 
to treat or ameliorate the fam:ly ~ PII rer:;orts involve previously 

for examd Pf Ie, '1
2
. 
0 ~? 1~~I~:~fge~t t~e ~egister is hard-and-fast prohof 

reporte ami les. . . 'b' hel ed enough. But t e 
that children and fam"I~~ a~e not eln;f ag~ncy performance; it 
register is not only a crr~lca m~asu~~i1d protective services. 
can be a prime tool for Improving 

h dfficulty making the decisions Protective workers often . ave t states there is no review of 
their role requires. Because, In :nos etim~s avoid making a dif
worker's decisions, a w<?rk~r Will sO~ents to "voluntarily" accept 

. ficult decision-:-by convrnclng the '~h ut determining their need 
services, includrng foster care, WI 0 to the juvenile court for 
for the services; by referring the case . definitely "for serv-
disposition; or by. ke;pin

g ~e c~~: ~~:~al~iIY is being treated 
ices" or "counselrng, not eca . make an alternate de-
or helped, but ~ecause the ~o~::~~~~~f: violate families' rights; 
cision. Such avoldan<;:e tec~nrq . . ossible since agency man
they also make program ~ annIF~hl:~ctual c~seload and cannot 
agers cannot kn~w the size o. 
gauge actu~1 Service needs. . 

. . I'fd staff and improved worker Recruitment of suffiCiently .qua h Ie d acy of child protective 
training will be needed to raise t ~ t :tq~he central register can services. But,for the short term a ea , 
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be used to help protective work b 
their responsibilities. For exam I ers e~ter understand and meet 
send to the register fol/ow-up Fnf' wor. ers could be required to 
tice would not only help str t or~atlon on reports. This prac
but if the register monitors ~c ure t e workers' decision making, 
sure that reports are investtese fol/ow-uP. reports, it could en
and families helped. gated, that chddren are protected, 

The Wisconsin register reviews fol/ f . 
sure their completeness t f if ow-u~ ?rms In order to as-
mation, and to identify' a~d 0 o~ up on ml~slng or. unclear infor
of incidences of unmet ~ot~ y a~pro~nate regIonal agencies 
tion). Similarly, A/abama'sn~~ s :uc as Inap~ropriate interven
maintains on each child b par ment of PensIOns and Securities 
the report of abuse as w~lIuse case a central file which includes 
department relating to the ~s c?rre~pon?ence from the county 
service being offered. If th a;dy sItuatIon and the protective 
protective action has not b:en i~rtm~ntf flelels that appropriate 
telephone. a en, It 0 ows up by letter or 

In New York, protective service k . 
the register a preliminary report o~~ :rsar~ re~Ulred to send to 
days, and follow-up re orts a . e.lnvestlgatlon within seven 
prevents workers fro":: avoiJi~:g~.~;. In~er~als: This requirement 
manage individual cases In ad .. I ICU t . eClsl.ons on how to 
reports in the register allows st~~,o'd the l~cJu~fon of casework 
vides a centralized and constant! WI ~ mOdnlt~nng of cases, pro
agement of each case a d I Y up ate pIcture of the man
lost information. ,n essens the danger of lost referrals and 

Of course, using the register to f 1/ 
a sophisticated tabbing system A o. ow up on reports reqUires 
ity is an unparalleled tool fo' re8"ster wIth follow-up capabil
dling of cases. With automa r. ma7glng and .':l0nitoring the han
help establish agency and :~rke\ lew capabd~ty, the register can 
requires progress reports from ~r t~cou~tab"lty. A system that 
courages workers to make earl a~n a e .t roug~. disposition en
ice needs of individual client y't d pr1C1se deCISIOns on the serv
mE~nt data that can be useds. can a so generatecase-manage_ 
lepgth of each stage of the r~e ~~asuJe ~~ch variables as the 
services given as compared t; ~ lVe eClslon-making processj 

servIces requested; and total case-
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worker time spent with each case, classified by type of case and 
type of activity. 

Coordination of Treatment Efforts. Therapeutic and rehabilita
tive services are delivered by a social service system that is frag
mented and uncoordinated. Scarce resources are shared, divided, 
and duplicated among local child protective agencies, police, 
juvenile courts, hospitals, and various other public and private 
agencies. Referrals for treatment must be followed up if sufficient 
protective and rehabilitative services are to be assured. 

Used as a case-management and case-monitoring device, the 
central register can lessen the barriers between agencies by pro
viding a constantly updated picture of the present handling of 
individual cases. Protective workers making referrals to commu
nity-based treatment programs could feel secure in knowing that 
the register will follow up on the family'S progress in treatment. 
Because it will have an up-to-date picture of primary case respon
sibility, the reJjister will further lessen the danger of lost referrals 
and information. 

Research, Planning, and Program Development. After one hun
dred years of organized child protective efforts, many of the fun
damental questions about child maltreatment remain unanswered. 
No one knows why some parents maltreat their children while 
other parents, in the saflle situation, do not. We are not even 
sure how best to structure crisis intervention. 

The child protective system lacks meaningful data on the char
acteristics of its clients and how they are served. Agency planners 
lack a sufficient information base for intelligent planning and 
program development. They need statistical data to gauge the 
effects of different services and treatment approaches. Virtually 
all efforts to plan and develop services are hampered by a per
vasive lack of adequate, objective, and quantifiable information 
about the incidence of child maltreatment, its effects on the va
rious individuals involved, and how agencies handle these cases: 
Without objective evaluation of the methods of treatment,. it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to make rational choices about what 
kinds of treatment programs should be developed and to whom 
they should be directed. 
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No activity, process, program, or administrative prccedure in 
the child protective system operates so smoothly that it could not 
benefit from systematic scrutiny, evaluation, and improvement. 
The impact and effectiveness of reporting laws, the deployment 
of emergency services, the operation of central registers, and the 
impact of different intervention and treatment techniques are 
part of a broad range of procedural and treatment issues needing 
to be further studied and understood. 

Central registers, created in part for this purpose, have so far 
failed to provide the necessary data. As a result, planning for 
children and families cannot be conducted in a predictable or 
reasoned pattern. In general, agency planners cannot give the 
comprehensive direction that child protective services need. They 
cannot maximize the effectiveness of existing resources; cannot 
assign priorities in the development of additional resources; and 
cannot point to a concrete record of accomplishment or need. 

Organized and operated proper/y, a central register could 
analyze the extent, nature, and demography of reported child 
abuse and neglect; reporting patterns and compliance with the 
reporting law and administrative procedures; the use of the reg
ister for diagnosis and evaluation; the deployment and effective
ness of child protective personnelj and the impact of treatment programs. 

But a central register is no better than the quality of its data 
and their potential for useful application. In the past, too little 
attention has been paid to what should go into the register, and 
how it should be collected and entered. If the register is to be 
used only for research or planning purposes, there is no need to 
accumulate data on every case. All reported cases do not have to 
be examined in order to determine, in a statistically valid manner, 
the age distribution of the children reported, the distribution of 
the nature of abuse reported) and so forth. Random sampling of 
the caseload will suffice. If a sampling of 1400 households can 
lead to a prediction of the outcome of a presidential campaign 
within one or two percentage points of accuracy, it is not neces
sary to read every file or to have a printout on every case reported 
to the register. 

Modern information systems can generate great quantities of 
data Without providing the information needed by management 
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.. h ts and reports a central reg-
in a usable form. The statIstIcs, ~te~ti~1 to overwhelm managers 
ister can generate h~~e the p much more than they can pos
with enormous quantItIes of d,afta, h cked the mania for collect-'bl ad let alone use. unc e , 
Sl Y ev~r.re , b the undoing of central registers. ing statIstIcs can e 

.. . t be pursued and used with Finally, statistIcal informatIOn mus
d 

effect relationships in the 
. C I sions about cause-an - I t' 

cautIon. onc u. t be superficial. True re a lon-
real world of chJld ma/t:eatm~n ca~nterwoven with many differ-
ships are com~lex an.d lnexV'cabl: Even now, the most basic rela
ent, and sometImes hIdden, actor

F
· exam Ie it is often mislead-

tionships are poorly ~nde.rst~~~. m~~sures ~f ~ost effectiveness to 
ing to attemp~ to app y JCJen 

I ~ numerical costs include both 
child protectIve proce ures. ven nnot always be discovered. 
direct and indirect ?urdens that ~~nd to oversimplify and dis
Furthermore, numerJ~al m:asure~ch as justice, individual liberty, 
tort issues, since consIderatIons s beyond the realm of quan
rights of privacy, and hun:aneness are

oach 
should not be used to 

tification. Th~ cos.t-effle ~tlveness e~~;eable human values. 
decide questIons mvo vlng unm 

. B ollecting analyzing, and Public and Professional EducatlO~. f ~~ation o~ the incidence 
disseminating statistics a,nd other tmt~e central register can help 
and severity of child ma treat:rent~nt of the problem locally. In 
alert people to the nature an ex hour recipient of all re
addition, if the register serves .as :he ~4dramatic focus for public 
ports, it can become a ~onvenJen aJ~f resenting a complicated 
a~d pr?fessional educatlonh InSt~ re oria particular type of mal
dISCUSSIon of where .and w en unh the campaign's message 
treatment in a partIcular hcomm 

h'llis -bused or neglected, call could be: "If you suspect t at a c I d . 

the central register." 

Organizational and Operational Considerations 

fons do not specify the Most state laws, ,,:,ith a few ex~~p ~he ' provide only that a 
operations of the reglste.r .. I~ gene tr~' re ~ster of reports," note 
specific stat~ agency :'n:amtam a cen and i; some states describe 
its diagnostIc or statIstIcal p~rp~sihe register's organization and 
the data that are t~ be confa~r~o' administrative decision.27 its mode of operatIon are e 
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Before a central register is established, concrete and broadly 
accepted decisions about its functions and operations should be 
made. On the following pages, some of the issues that warrant 
careful consideration are discussed. 

The Agency Responsible for the Register. All but a few existing 
central registers are maintained by the social service agency hav
ing prime child protective responsibility in the state. It would be 
advisable for all states (and communities operating registers) to 
adopt this practice. If one agency receives, investigates, and fol
lows up on reports but does not maintain the register that stores 
them, there is a greater risk of misuse of the register and greater 
likelihood that the register will not be used at all. For example, it 
would be impractical, if not impossible, to use such a register for 
casework monitoring. In effect, protective workers would have to 
make follow-up reports to another agency which would, in turn, 
have to supervise their day-to-day activities. 

Geographic Scope. Central registers now operate at the city, 
county, or state level. There are currently 46 statewide registers. 
In South Carolina, registers are countywide in scope. Some states 
have a two-tier system, with registers at the city or county level 
in addition to one for the entire state. 

In deciding geographical coverage, at least three considerations 
must be balanced: the transience of the population; the cost of 
maintaining the register; and the confidentiality of the names and 
histories recorded. 

Like U.S. families in general, families in which children are 
abused and neglected are geographically mobile. Although their 
movement sometimes results from the desire to escape detection, 
their transience for the most part appears to stem from the same 
social and economic forces that cause Americans in general to 
move. Since abusive and neglecting families move not only within 
cities, counties, and states, butthroughout the country as a whole, 
local and even statewide registers seem to have limited value for 
diagnostic purposes. To maximize the diagnostic function of 
registers, it would seem most appropriate to have a system of data 
exchange between the registers of individual states. Some states 
are already encouraging such cooperation. Texas law, for example, 
states: liThe department may adopt rules and regulations as are 
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necessary In carrying out t f with other states in exchanging 
shall provide for ... coopera Ion 

t il 28 repor 5. 
. f f b oad geographic coverage 

The strongest argument In avor 0 r . . bl' h a ')4-
. II 't is unrealistIc to e5ta IS <-

concerns cost. Economklca y~ I th t may be needed after hours 
h -day-a-wee service a . II our, seven b bl would be the case In any sma -
only once a week, as pro ,a y wide 0 eration serves a popula-
Population area. New Yo~k s state dl p than 70000 cases 

d' 18 million han es more , 
tion excee Ing $400000 a year To reproduce the state-
annuallYI an~ cos~s over N w York ~hich has a population of 
wide system In Ene courdtyb el ost $200000 a year. While New 
1,2001000, the ~ost wou ~/t~ set up its own register system, 
York law permits any.dcounf N w York City has done so to date. 
only one county OutSI e 0 e 

The broader the geographic cov~rage of r~~e f;~g~~~er~o!~~ 
greater the potential to match prev~~~~a;:~o monitoring g of the 
and ev~luative purpo~r' to ~~s~:eeconomies .of scale. But there 
protective process, an. to ac Ie As the register's geo-
are disadvantages to dlnc~eas~d ~o~~r,~gc~1 cooperation and trust 
graphic s,:ope exlPan d~i': o~ ~~cause the larger quantity of d.ata 
can detenorate. n ~ I I , cause broader coverage requires 
attracts more attention, and be. . 'es from distant and un
the register's staff to . res~o~d td ~~~I~f unauthorized access to 
known callers, there I.S gl e~ e~ a hie coverage makes it 
confidential information. ~~~Itet? l?t~O~;Precords and facilitates 
easier to secure ~he con.1 en .Ia I between the register's staff 
cooperative" trusting ~elatlOnrl~s als (Measures to protect the 
a.nd

h 
locafl childtPdroftaemct'II~:t~~e ed~~~~ssed later in this chapter.) 

ngts 0 repor e 

Contents. If the central register ;s tto fu~iI~~~~~:t~~C~~~~u:~n~f 
ti.ons, its conten~s. mu.st be com~ne aeb~~e and neglect, the regis
the often hazy distinctions b~~we . f child maltreatment, even 
ter should include data on a c~ses 0 state's re oiting law. In 
those not specifically covered In the t f thePtotal CPS case
some communities, as much as 90 percen 0 h h sical abuse. 
load involves cases of maltreatment ot~er t. a:as~s Yof maltreat": 
To limit the register'S cOh~ehltsf~a~~~~~~~la~jcture of the local 
ment would produce a Ig Y . dreds or erhaps thousands 
incidence of abus~ and neglelcdt. ~un xcluded from the register's 
of endangered children wou e e 
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r~cords. In turn, the diagnostic statisti I d .. 
tlOns of the register would suff~r. ca ,an monltonng func-

Similarly, the contents of h . reports on the basis of the t e .reglster should not exclude 
which they are made Unl reportln~ source or the agency to 
suspected child maltr~atm:~~ the/eglster receives all reports of 
protective workers and other

ma 1 to. any local or state agency 
register for diagnostic assistan~:o esslOnals ca~~ot rely on th~ 
rely on it to measure agency p f agency administrators cannot 
rely on its data to assess prograem

r 
ormt. ance, d

and 
planners cannot ma IC nee s. 

Each record in the central . t h the following information: regis er S ould contain at a minimum 

• Identification and de h' d . 
address, age, sex, andm~a~:~/~hea~~ili~c~~~in~ ~~e namh e, 
parents or guardians' the na f 0 IS or er 
responsible for the ~uspecte~e 0 I;he person or persons 
composition and economic st t ma reatment; and family a us 

, Information about the initial re . . 
and extent of the chiid's in' port, Incl~~lng the nature 
any evidence of rio . . .Jury or condition, as well as 
the child or hit or r ~nJun.~(- abus:, or maltreatment to 
reporter his or h er Sl. mgs; Identification of the 

(f 
' er occupation or relatio t th f 

riend, relative), and where th n Q e amily 
a summary of the actions t ' e reporter can be contacted; 
such as takin hot aken by the reporting sotlrce, 
in protective gc~stod~gr~~h~o~·~d. x-rat, pla~ing the child 
or coroner; and the d~te and ?lng ht e medical examiner Ime t e report was received 

• Information on the handlin of h . 
initial evaluation by the h~ld t e report, Including an 
f~m.ily situation and the rfsk

l 
to ~hotec~~~J agency of the 

siblings; the actions taken eel and his or her 
report was unfounded or ?rd~ontemplatedi whether the 
treatment; services offered I~ clcated.; the plan for family 
evaluation of the child prot n /ervlc~s accepted; and an 
including, when indicated ec Ive Ian . treatment -process 
needs that have not b ,an eva uatlon of the family's 

b
een met needed se' h 

not availa Ie existin se" ,rvlces t at are 
family's need for addgl't'lornvalcl es th.at are unsuitable, and the 

, services. 
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Mode of Operation. As noted earlier, registers can be operated 
in various ways. They range from index-card files to sophisticated 
computerized systems. They may be open a few days a week 
during regular office hours or may operate on a 'round-the-clock 
basis. Their design and operation are, of course, determined by 

their functions. 

Although most child protective decision making is safely made 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, situations requiring access 
to the register do arise after regular office hours and on week
ends. To provide diagnostic and evaluative assistance, the register 
must be conveniently available at any hour, any day. To facilitate 
both reporting and access to the register, many states use a 
statewide, toll-free telephone number for the register that is open 

_~I 

24 hours a day. 

A computerized central register combined with a statewide 
system of remote access terminals, much like Tennessee's devel
oping system, would be an optimum system for many states with 
large child protective caseloads. But it is riot a necessity. An 
upgraded central register can be operated satisfactorily with 
electronic data-processing assistance. For example, during the 
first year of operation of New York state's new register, some 
60

,
000 initial reports and over 75,000 progress reports were 

processed manually. The register's staff was never more than 
one or two days behind in its workload-which is generally equal 
to or perhaps less than the lag in a computerized system of the 

same size. 

All the operations of a central register depend on the skill of 
and the resources available to its staff. If there are too few 
workers to receive and enter reports and to respond to personal 
inquiries, if staff members are not adequately qualified or trained, 
or if there are not enough incoming and outgoing telephone 
lines, the effectiveness of the register will be compromised, and 

its work may grind to a halt. 

Access. Information in the central register should be confiden
tial; it should be made available only to certain specified persons 
under specified conditions. Limiting access to the register clearly 
limits its use~yf.!t broadening access increases the possibility of 

its misuse. . 
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Although several states allow all mandated reporters direct 
access to the register, most states severely limit access. Direct 
access to the register's information is often restricted to child 
protective workers. Of 27 state laws that assert a diagnostic 
purpose for the register, only 12 allow access by physicians.29 

The rea~on for limiting access involves a twofold concern over 
the misuse of the register's information. First, large-scale access 
to the personal and family data in the register unreasonably com
promises the right to privacy of those Whose names and histories 
are recorded. If all mandated reporters are allowed access, there 
would be immense practical problems in guarding against unau
thorized disclosure of ini~:mation. One alternative would be to 
give an identifying code numb0 r : murh like a credit card number, 
to each person mandated to report. To obtain information from 
the register, an individual would first have to recite his or her 
code number together with a password. (Tennessee will reqUire 
this procedure for access to its computerized central register; 
but in Tennessee, only protective workers are granted access.) 
Fraser suggests a simpler but less secure system. 3D The person 
requesting data would have to give his or her name and address. 
Once the requested information is obtained, the operator can 
check the given identification with the listing in the city's tele
phone directory. If the name and address can be cross-referenced 
and if the person is mandated by law to have access to the 
information, the operator will telephone the inquirer and give 
the requested data. 

The second concern over misuse of the register is that many 
individuals may not know how to use the data intelli[;·~·ltly. As 
discussed ear/ier, a potential reporter could use the presence or 
absence of a prior report as the sole determinant for reporting 
or not reporting a child. Many states therefore withhold from 
potential reporters information about previous reports, partic
ular/y since the law reqUires the reporting of reasonable suspicions only. 

Both these arguments lead to the conclusion that direct access' 
should be limited to protective workers. But the issue of access 
to the register cannot be settled so easily, since other profes
sionnls must often exercise child protective responsibility. For 
instance/ in all states, the police have the legal authority. to place 
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. d . and in many states, physicians 
children in protectlv~ c~t~o~tor se~ing a bruised or emaciated 
also have thiS authOrity. t determine not only 
child in a hospital e~~r~ency r~t~~ ~~salso whether the child 
whether the case shou e r~po One part of the physician's 
should be allowed to return. nom:. k to the child between the 
decision rela~es to the ~os~lble·tr and the protective worker's 
time the family leaves t e liosf~rfous risk particularly in urban 
visit t~ the ~ohmef; a~, equ,~, ~isappear int~ the anonymous city. areas IS thar t e ami y WI 

/ . 

. . . k' responsibility similar to Professionals havmg declslon-ma mg ss to the same infor.., 
that of CPS workers. should be allowed a~~~hough the. sharing of 
mation that protective w~rk~r~ crn .~s~ften a suitable alternative 
information between pro eS~lon~ St~r it is not a practical solution 
to direct access to the cen~a .r:gls who needs particular informa
for the police offjc~r or p hysl~~n during regular working hours. 
tion quickly or at times ot er ~n . n those authorized to 
To minimize potential misuse ~f mfor~~~~so ;hould be trained in 
have access, including p~otec~lve'dw~~ updated with follow-up 
the register's use; recor s s ou hould be removed. Any other 
reports; and un~ounded repor~s s an abused or neglected child 
professional having co~tact wdlth, . formation through consultashould be able to obtain nee eo In 

tion with local protective workers. 

. . b d f r monitoring and research/its 
If the register IS to e use h .0 d' iduals as academic research-

data sh<;>uld be availabl~ fO ~u,c td~. ~hild protective services n.eed 
erSt poliCY planne~s, an e1's a. 'ties corporations, and various 
the advice and assistance 0 universl . .' 0 sharp line dividing the 
other institutions a~d grou~s. There ~f, n from that which is more 

. research that agenCies can ~ mter~nd~nt researchers. But those 
appropriately performed .by mdep re generally better able to 
outside the child protective systemr a ns to explore new modes 
question its 'ong-accepted, ass~mp 10 r~search which could lead 
of action/ and ~o co~du,ct on~ ra~sg~tructure and functioning. to basic alterations In t1e sys em . 

. h f families about whom data In an effort to protect the rig ts 0 anagers should not lose 
are recorded in the r:g~ster, ~genfY :ds of outside researchers 
sight of the legitimate In or~atl~~a k ns and weaknesses can easily 
and i~ves.tigators. A~ agency ,s m~so~ ~onfidentiality. 
remam hidden behmd the c oa 
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The subjects of a report in a central register-that is, any 
reported child and his or her parents or guardians-should also 
be granted access to the register. They not only have a right to 
know the recorded allegations concerning their family situation, 
but only with knowledge of the contents of the record can they 
pursue their legal rights to have the record amended or removed. 

Protecting Civil Liberties 

Although some people are unduly concerned about the exis
tence of data banks, there is no question that they pose a poten
tial threat to families' individual liberty and ability to reform. 
Central registers often contain the unverified suspicious of thou
sands of individual reporters. Many reports received, stored, and 
made easily accessible by central registers prove to be unfounded 
-depending on the community, between 10 and 60 percent. 
Sometimes, neighbors or relatives report for malicious reasonsi 
more often, well-intentioned reporters are simply mistaken in 
their suspicions. But whether the reports in the register are con
firmed or unfounded, it is essential to protect the rights of those 
reported. The register contains information on the most private 
aspects of personal and family life. There is a definite risk that 
improper disclosure or misuse of these personal data could 
stigmatize reported children and families. 

As an example of the potential danger, a worker from Mas
sachusetts noted that some automobile companies are identifying 
high-risk groups as a means of determining potentially poor 
insurance risks, and that one of the factors being examinee: is 
family stress.31 Without appropriate provisions regarding dis
closure, it is impossible to be sure how information released 
from the register may be used. 

The coming computerization of registers, with easy electronic 
retrieval of information magnifies the potential dangers as well as 
the potential benefit of registers. As more states seek to improve 
the accessibility and usefulness of the information in their regis
ters, greater consideration must be given to the uses to which 
the material is put and the conditions under which it is used. 

In most states, at present, those reported are not informed 
that their names have been entered into the central registeri 
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. ee their files; they cannot have un-
they are not pern:'ltted to s ., nd the have no right to appeal. 
founded information rer:n~)Ved, a e ~he security or conflden
Often there is no prOVIsion to ensur 
tiality' of the register's data. 

facts is that the protection of 
A typical response to t.hese romise of parents' rights. 

children inevitably results ~ t~ee cC::r~1 register, while d~s~gned 
However, both the law a~ n also rotect the legitimate 
to protect endangered chdd~n'h~l~ren an~ families. There are 
rights to privacy of re~ort~ c ~tral re isters, but the nee~ .t? 
legitimate needs to mal~taln ~~ bour individuals and families 
store and use personal in orma IOn a nt the register's' misuse. All 
should not forestall ~f~o.rts to preveral re isters (with the excep" 
the civil libertarian c.ntlclsm

f 
s of fent rson~ data banks) can be 

tion of the generalized ear 0 . pe 
avoided through intelligent planning. 

. eds of administrative efficiency 
After studying the competlnbe artment 'Of Health, Education, 

and citizen's rights, the 'U'~d .ep ry Committee on Automated 
and Welfare'S Secretary s vIsa. f recommendations con-

S made a series 0 . 
Personal Data ystems f . I data records The following 
cerning the maintenanche 0 socl'~tee are directly applicable to 
recommendations of t e comml 
central registers . 

• There must be no pe:sonal data record-keeping systems 

whose very existence IS secret. 
'ndividual to find out what 

• There must be a way f~r .an I ecord and how it is used. 
information about him IS In a r 

n individual to prevent informa-
• There must be a way for a b . d for one purpose from 

tion about him that was'lobltal~:r other purposes without 
being used or made aval a e . 
his consent. 

an individual to correct or amend 

• :hr~~o~u~~ ~~e~~~rbfl~r information about him. . 
. ., 'ng or dls-f maintaining, USI , 

e Any organization cre~ I~l' ffiable personal data must 
seminating re~or?s 0 "I en data for their intended use 
assure the reliability ':1 the nt misuse of the data. 
and must take precautions to preve 
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• The~e should be civil and criminal 
thonzed use of information?2 penalties for unau~ 

It should be noted that 'such . 
being established for cred't dPfr?tectl.ons are parallel to those 

I an manCial records. 

I n order to protect the sub' ect f ' there is a need to ensure th 1 s 0 a report In a central register 
mation recorded and a ne:d a~curacy a~d integrity of the infor~ 
to the register's (elatively narrowo f

lmlt 
,t e use of recorded data unctions, 

To ensure accurate inform f h . have the right to review th: lon, t e sublect~ o~ a report should 
appropriate application to a~~n~nts of their file and to make 
Connecticut, welfare de artm n or rer:nove the material. In 
parents of a reported ch~ld ent regulations provide that the 
missioner remove the ch'ld;nay request that the welfare com~ 
request is refused, the par~nt~ ;fl~~ fron:. the. regi:t~r; if the 
:easons for the refusal. New York's ~9notlfle? In wntln.g of the 
Ices Act guarantees children 73 Child .Protectlve Serv
report the right to receive a ~o parents, ~nd oth~r subjects of a 
the central register How p~ of all informatIOn contained in 
rized to prohibit th~ relea~~e~f ~a~asthte commi.ssion~r is autho~ 
or anyone who cooperated' t at woul? Ide~tlfy reporters 
con:missioner reasonably fi~~ a t~bsequent .lnvestlgation, if the 
ardlze their safety or interest~ l~t ~J,h. disclosure will jeop~ 
report may request that the ' a, ~tIOn, the subject of a 
expunge the record of the commissioner amend, seal or 
to comply within 30 days th rep~,t. If the c?mmissioner refuses 
to determine whether the' rec~:J sh~c~l~a~ a nght to a fair hearing 
on the grounds that it is ' e amended or expunged . Inaccurate or being . . d' 
manner Inconsistent with the I mamtalne m a aw, 

Statutory provisions in at least f 
provisions in others require that ou~ stbtes and administrative 
or removed if they are unfound~dcor she a~ton:atically sealed 
made or kept. In add't' or ot erwlse Inappropriately 
or remove a record ~~~~ ~~me h~~~tes have provisions to seal 
usually 18 years. e c I reaches a particular age, 

l~ order to restrict the use of data' . defmed group of persons h' I I~ ~he register to a narrowly avmg a egltlmate need for the infor~ 

mation, 13 states have legislation limiting access to the central 
register. As noted earlier, these laws generally grant access to 
child protective 'workers and sometimes to physicians, police, 
and the courts as well. In eight other states, the register'S records 
are confidential, and the agency that maintains the register is 
authorized to allow access to certain persons. Some states have 
no specific statutory provision regarding the confidentiality of 
the register, but rely on the general confidentiality of social serv
ice records to limit access to records in the register. In addition 
to limiting access to specific persons, some states prohibit tele
phone access to the register, Fina!!y, an increasing number of 
states are enacting provisions for criminal and civil liability for 
the unauthorized disclosure of information from the. register. 

Legal restrictions on the use of the register are essential. The 
central register can prove to be an invaluable asset to a com
munity'S efforts to manage child abuse and neglect. But unless 
its function is explicitly defined, its design and operation care
fully planned, and its information closely ,guarded, the register 
can prove to be a device that not only wastes money and stores 
useless data, but compromises the rights of children and families. 

The central register is an attractive technological solution to a 
complex social problem. But its potential is easily exaggerated 
and its utility easily compromised. The mere establishment of a 
central register, even if it is the most elaborate and promising of 
systems, is not the end of the process of improving child pro-

tective services. But it is a good beginning. 

Hotlines* 

Several weeks before the Child Abuse Listening Mediation 
(CALM) hotline started up in 1970, Enid Pike visited a number 
of Santa Barbara agencies to explain the new service that she 
helped create and to solicit their cooperation. She was surprised 
to discover a good deal of skepticism. The purpose of the hotline 
was to receive reports of suspected child abuse and to offer 
direct assistance to callers who feared harming their own chil-

*Much of this section has been adapted from material written by William E. 
Howard for the Office of Child Development in 1974. 
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dren. It was the self-referral a f h . 
questioned: "What parents ~0~13 t. k service that professionals 
to a stranger that they had h t P'C up the phone and admit 
their childrent' Yet in CAL~; ~.r even contemplated clobbering 
line's calls were self-referral/ fr~~ year, 30 percent of the hot
self-referrals has since risen to 72 parents. The proportion of 
of calls CALM receives. percent of the total number 

The CALM hotline incor t h f . 
types of telephone hotline{'~ha es t e. unc:t1ons of the two basic 
reporting of suspected chiid e rFPortlng line, set up to facilitate 
vention line, aimed at helpi ma treatment; and the crisis-inter
hurting their children. ng parents who call out of fear of 

This section deals prim'l . I but this focus should notai~~tltt~ th~ crisis-in~erve.ntio.n hotline, 
value. Florida Now York and I~I' a~ t e reporting line IS without 
public-suppo;ted"reporti'ng hotli~~I: aa~d among the stat~s having 
fap.:! departments operate sim'l ,I d many metropolitan wel
~8iephone-reporting systems I ~r ~oun ~he-c1ock services. These 
focused on immediate inv . e~ to ~ well publicized and 
reporting lines have prodestlgdatlon anfd Intervention. But while 

uce an 0 ten dram l' . 
reports, most receive relativel f If - a IC Increase in 
As Jeanette Dille, the exec tY e~.se -referral calls from parents. 
Care-Line, a citizen-run ho~·lve h Irector of Connecticut's Child 
going to call an official hotli~~e~ndas observed: "Few people are 
them from hurting their child T~ay they need h.elp to prevent 
be a policeman or a social renk ey ~r~ too afraid that there'll 
find themselves in a worse ~10:SS~~ at t elr door and that they'll 

The crisis-intervention line on h . 
designed to reach these pare~ts Itt. e ?t~~r ~and, IS specifically 
?ther special-purpose hotlines' su~h Simi ar In many .r~spects to 
Intervention for suicide preve~tion d as those prOViding crisis 
lems, and venereal disease Th .'. ~ug abus~, teenage prob
an instant outlet for the d' t e c~SIS-Jnterventlon line provides 
0; answerer on the other e~~ r~f~~e raren~ through the lis,tener 
hiS or her anonymityk' me. T e caller can maintain 
accept the assistance ~ff~~e~~ng that there is no obligation to 

The crisis-intervention line has d' 
function than the reporting line Th

a 
el ~Idedly more complex . e u tlmate purpose of both 
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is to provide help for parents and protection for children. Yet 
the reporting line functions specifically as a resource for iden
tification of abusive and neglecting families, while the cnsls
intervention line can serve as a therapeutic and preventive 
resource as well as an identification device. The hotline functions 
therapeutically when the listener can provide immediate under
standing and support for parents in a time of crisis. It functions 
as a preventive mechanism when parents can release their frus
trations through talking with the listener rather than through vent
ing their feelings on their children. And it serves as a resource for 
identification by allowing parents in need of help to identify 

themselves. 

Individual hotlines vary in the services they provide. Some 
function. mainly as a referral service-they refer callers to appro
priate community services and check back to confirm that the 
referral contact was made and whether alternate or additional 
referrals are needed. others with professional listeners supple
ment referrals with crisis counseling over the phone. Still other 
hotlines provide volunteers who visit the p'arents in their homes. 

The following discussion makes no attemptto present a model 
of the ideal service. Rather, it focuses on the "problems one can 
expect and the issues one should consider Il'.l planning and 

operating a hotline. 

How to Set Up a Hotline 
There are no hard-and-fast rules for setting up a hotline, but 

there are a number of organizational and operational issues that 
have to be considered. As a first step, several basic questions 

should be answered: 
• Is the service really needed? Will it duplicate an existing 

service? 
• What area will the hotline serve? What is the potential 

number of callers? 
• Is the service prepared to deal with every type of call 

relating to child maltreatment-from parents in need of 
help and from others reporting incidents of abuse or 

neglect? 
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• Can the hotline be integrated . h h 
ices to provide meaningful ':If tIt ot er community serv-

assls ance to families? 
As a means of answering such . 

eral present hotlines be an b quest.lOnsl the founders of sev-
lines operating locally. furve ~ conduct.mg careful surveys of hot
potential duplication of servi~e c~n b~d!1~aluable f?r determining 
?dministrators, even those funct' n.a .Itlon,. experienced hotline 
mtervention, can provide p t' 10,nmg m a. dIfferent area of crisis 
defining the area and pop~~c t~ca sug~estlOns and gUidelines on 
s.etting up the phone service a~b~i~~ e

f 
sedfved, handling calls, 

tlOnal concerns. ,mg un s, and other opera-

Another helpful preliminar st· . 
hotlines. While little has be yep. IS to revIew the literature on 
and potentially abusive pare~~ ~hJtten on hotlines for abusive 
the'development operation d' ere are numerous articles on 
intervention line~.33 ,an Impact of ether types of crisis-

. Having some understanding of th bl . 
mg a hotline, one should anSWer th e fr~ e.ms mher~nt in operat
How well equipped am I to su t . e 0 owmg guestlOn honestly: 
emotionally, and physically? ~t.n such a serVIce professionally, 
IIglamour" of starting a h~tl' IS easy to be misled by the 
operating a hotline has to b me. Ho:vt):ver, establishing and 

t e seen realIstIcally it' . 
men to an. endless amount of difficul - IS a. commlt-
be rewardmg, but onlv if th . t ':Ifork. The experience can 
needs of callers. . e servIce IS truly responsive to the 

Authorities at the National C 
Treatment of Child Abuse and N e,ter for the Prevention and 
of hotlines by well-meanin bu .eg ect I.n Denver feel formation 
discouraged. As one Cente~ offi~:~,experl~n~e/~ groups should be 
Clbout some housewives raising exp ~ns. We hear too often 
ting up a telephone, and adver~s~~ey ~ rough a bake sale, set
T.V. soap operas When th g t e number between the 
trouble, they bec~me franti~~~~'::t ~o ~e% calls from parents in 
them. As far as I'm concerned rY on t now ~hat to do with 
worthless unless they have pr~f l~ate-r~ouP hotlmes are almost 
coordinate resources and mak eS~lOna, . ackup or the ability to 

e re erra s m the community." 

Officials at the Center su h . . . 
ideally be professional sOcialg!es% t atThhotlme l,steners should 

or ers. ey also emphasize the 
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need for structured handling and follow-up on calls: there should 
be a standard procedure for a social worker or a trained volun
teer to make the initial contact with the parent, for review of 
the case (perhaps by a multidisciplinary team), and for making 
decisions regarding the assistance given to the parent. A hap
hazard handling of calls should be avoided at all costs. 

Geographic Service Area. The target area and client population 
defined for service should match the services the hotline can 
provide. If service is to be limited to referrals, the hotline can 
serve a larger population than can one relying primarily on volun
teers to personally assist parents who call for help. 

There may be a temptation to start with a wide geographic 
area or a large population, particularly if local services are lacking 
or scarce. But a new program can easily be overextended. (t 
usually takes several months for a hotline to become known in a 
communitYi as word of the service spreads, the number of calls 
can increase dramatically. (f unprepared, the service may find 
its effectiveness declining. The quality of the service is more 
important than the size of the population served, especially in 
the beginning stages of the program. (f resources are limited, it is 
advisable to start with a small service area and to expand as 
personnel and funds develop. 

Organization. In terms of organization and operation, there are 
three basic types of hotlines: those operated by a parent orga
nization, such as a hospital or protective service uniti those 
affiliated with another organization; and those that are totally 
independent. Each type has its advantages and drawbacks. 

The primary advantage of a hotline run by a larger organi>:a
tion is its secure source of funding. (naddition, the parent orga
nization may offer more credibility for the service with other 
community agencies and may provide resource personnel and 
consultants. But there may be a price for these benefits. The 
parent organization may stipulate rigid management practices, 
such as in the employment of personnel, and may limit the num
ber or types of services provided. Also, potential callers may 
doubt the confidentiality and heipfulness of a hotline run by a 
large organization or a public welfare agency. 

Partially or totally independent hotlines enjoy considerably 
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more freedom .. They can set their own operating standards, and 
can J s~/ect theIr o~n personnel and training methods. Once 
estaDllsh~d, the servIce may gain even more credibility with the 
cOf!1munlty than the hotli~~ run by another organization. The 
main drawb~ck to the afftf,aled or independent service is the 
almost contInual need to write proposals and solicit funding. 
All ,the resour,ces needed-from office space and telephone 
equIpment to lIsteners am] uther personnel-have to be planned 
for and budgeted, 

Whil,e the type of organization is essentially a matter of choice 
th~ varrous. ~lter~atives should be thoroughly investigated befor' 
a final deCISIon IS made. e 

Funding. Th~re are many ways to obtain financing, but most 
?em?nd both tIme and effort. In general, competition for funds 
IS brtsk. Sour.ces of st~rt-up and operational monies include pri
vate foundatIons; varrous community and business groups that 
re.gularl~ ~lIocate money t? social service agenciesi and affiliation 
WIth a CIVIC group, a hospital, Or an educational institution. 

Several hotlines have been started on demonstration grants 
from state and c~un~y mental health departments; a few have 
managed to o~tal~ Incre.ases in these grants and to maintain 
them on .a cont/~ulng baSIS. But public funding has its disadvan
t~ges, being subject to budgetary cutbacks and annual J'ustifica
tlons. 

Regardle~s of h~",:, financing is obtained, fund raising tends to 
~e hn ongOing actIvIty of any independent service. The task can 

e andled most efficiently if delegated to a specifc person or 
gro~p-perhaps to the service's board of directors, or to an 
auxtlrary group that can conduct bazaars and other fund- .. 
events. raIsing 

Before prospective funding Sources are approached, it will be 
necessa:~ ~o d~velop a budget. Get firm figures on the costs of 
rent, ytdltles, Insurance, phones, paid staff, consultants office 
suppl,es, and expenses for volunteers if they are to be u~ed T 
show that these costs are reasonable, it may be helpful to I~av~ 
the budget of a comparable hotline in hand. 
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At the administrative level, a hotline must be run like any 
other business. Responsible accounting practices should be 
developed early for the income and outgo of funds. It is also 
important to maintain records of both the number and type of 
calls received and the services delivered. These records can be 
used to keep track of cases and their disposition, and will provide 
valuable statistical data to support fund-raising requests. 

Management. It is generally recommended that the administra
tor of the hotline be a professional such as a social worker or a 
psychologist. In addition, a decision-making body or advisory 
group can be extremely helpful. Some hotlines have boards of 
directors drawn chiefly from their own staffs; others are man
aged by groups comprising various specialists in case ma~age
ment as well as community leaders. The broad-based adVIsory 
group offers two specific advantages: its professional members 
can provide the service with readily available consultants; and 
community leaders can be influential in raising funds. One hot
line service is considering the establishment oUwo boards-one 
to provide professional consultation, the other to manage fund 
raising. 

Type of Service Provided. The decision on the type of service 
the hotline will prbvide has to be based on the needs of the 
community and the number and quality of services already avail
able locally. Connecticut's Child Care-Line provi.des some te~e
phone counseling along with referrals to approprrate communIty 
agencies; the Parental Stress Service of Berkeley, California sup
plements its referral service with direct in-home work by volun
teers, three therapy groups for parents, and a speakers burea~, 
Other hotlines, lacking sufficient professional backup amo~g theIr 
own personnet have established links with local CPS unIts, and 
call on their staffs when needed. County welfare departments 
providing this type of backup place a certain number ~f case
workers on 24-hour call and rotate them on il weekly baSIS. 

As indicated earlier, an initial survey of the community and its 
eXisting resources can be invaluable in determining the txpe. of 
services needed. Here again, there are advantages to beginning 
conservatively and adding new services as additional funds and 
personnel become available. 
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Making Referrals and Using Consultants. Among the prerequi
sites for success is that the hotline be fully integrate,j' with other 
community service agencies, particularly the child protective 
service unit. In order to provide appropriate assistance to callers, 
an up-to-date referral list of all relevant community services
from mental health clinics, to alcohol and drug treatment centers, 
to day care centers-has to be developed and maintained. The 
list should include the names of key personnel, the address and 
the telephone number of each facility, and a brief descrip
tion of every service. The administrators of each agency should 
be contacted for information about the services provided, their 
criteria for accepting referrals, operating hours, and other relevant 
matters; in addition, the agencies must be informed that they 
will be used for referrals. 

The real test of how well the service has been prepared comes 
when community agencies are approached to integrate their 
services with the hotline. No hotline can survive in a vacuum. The 
people in other agencies must know and trust the hotline's ser
vice if there is to be an exchange of referrals. Agency administra
tors will probably want to know the professional qualifications 
of the hotline's staff; the goals, philosophy, and standards of the 
program; and the types of services that will be offered. Expect 
tough questions, and do not be surprised if some agency admin
istrators perceive the hotline's services as an encroachme!1t on 
theirs. 

In addition to the referral list, it is important to develop a list 
of on-call consultants, particularly psychologists and psychiatrists, 
who are available in emergencies and on short notice. Consul
tants can be used in various ways: to expedite problem solving, 
they can be brought in on a telephone conference-call; in an 
emergency, they may be needed to provide immediate assistance 
to the parent at home; in a less critical situation, they may agree 
to see the parent in their office the next day or within a short time. 
Some consultants may reduce their fees for people with low in
comes or may provide counseling over the phone without charge. 
As noted earlier, some hotlines use professionals from their boards 
of directors as consultants. This is probably the most effective 
way to obtain consultants who understand the goals and policies 
of the service and who are committed to its success. 
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I hone call from an anguished parent 
Recruitin~ the Staff. ~ f~r eihe child involved; the person ta~ing 

may mean \tfe or deat handle the situation responsibly. 
the call must kno~ how to rofessional, or a lay volunteer, 
Whether a profeSSional, t para~essiona\ly competent. It is also 
each staff member must e pro rmanent as possible to assure 
important that the. staff bde as Pci ce the need for repeatedly 
continuity of service an to re u 
training new personnel. 

. d I 'th arents who typically are 
The staff of the hotllne ea s .WI a ~riod of crisis. In general, 

isolated, of low self-esteem, ad~ ~n d~hip a kind of mothering 
the callers need suppor~ ~n ~e~elf_re~pect and dign'ity. The 
that will help restore l.t elr ow lIy seek are mature, com pas
type of personnel hot mes genera I ommon sense to family 
sionate, patient, and ~bl.e to ~p~ Yas

c 
is the individual's ability 

problems. Voiee tone I: Impor an 'thetic nonjudgmental way. 
to deal with people m a sympc~ssful'parents who have had 
Preferably, staff members are suc . . 'l 
the advantage of being l'ilised by a lovmg faml y. 

. . f key professional social 
Many hotlines em~loy a combl~~f~o~:ers. The composition <;f 

workers, paraprofesSIOnals, I an~ t 'sties of the workers Will 
the staff and the persona c arac frlthe service. Choosing the 
reflect the philosop~y a~d gOhals 0 cess or failure of the hotline 
right people is essential, Since t e suc 
will ultimately rest with its staff. 

. hire as their key professionals 
Professionals. Most hotllnes. d' child protection and 
. k hare expenence In .' h social wor ers w 0 f T with social serVices In t e 

mental health and who are a~;II~ at training paraprofessional 
community. Ideally, they areds I e ble to conduct educational 
listeners and volunteers, an are ,a 
programs for schools and community groups. 

. . f' nal personnel is to design 
The first step in recrUltmg ~1~Oh~S~\? ht the individual qualities 

a job application form .t~~t WI Ig. Ig of applicants. It is impor
sought and aid in the . initial scree~l~g of the population to' be 
tant to consider speCial charactens Ics

hire 
one or more bilingual 

served. For example, is .it nelcessaryl:o ts might be asked to help 
staff members? Professlona consu an 
develop the application form, 
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Applicants can be obtained in . _ 
pap,er advertisements, throu h e vrrrous ways: t~rough news
by In~orming other service a

g 
e r:np oyment ~?enCles, or simply 

A suffIcient number of ap /' g nCies that POSItIons are available 
of mouth alone. p Icants can often be obtained by word 

The screening of applicants sh 1 
fully handled. It may be h I f IOU d be professionally and care-
health, child protection an~ f u·lto have ~onsultants in mental 
screening, process. Int~rview amI y. counseling participate in the 
over the telephone to gau ~ppllcants personal/y as well as 
with callers. ge ow well they will commU.'licate 

Paraprofessionals. Some hotlin 
on-call professional backup ~~ employ paraprofessionals with 
ends~ and referral services 'fr~s ~steners. at night and on ~eek
full-tIme employees. The qu I't~ ently hire paraprofessionals as 
p~ofessional are much the ~~ les generally desired in the para
Hiring procedures are also . m.e as for professional workers. 
although the screening pro sImilar to those described above 

cess may not havo to be as stringent~ 
V I . 0 unteers. In most commu " 

qUIte easily through communi;,t,es, .volunteer.s can be recruited 
~areful screening is needed if y Iservlce organIzations. However, 
Ized. needs of the hotline se~~' unteer." are to. n:eet the special
hotllne require candidate t Ice. The adminIstrators of one 
form that includes probin s 0 c0?'Jplete a very long application 
pare~ting experiences. W~t~u~tons ab?ut their childhood and 
applIcants requesting the f s technIque, two-thirds of the 
do complete the form pas~~~ never r~turn it; most of those who 

" e screening process. 

The volunteer program sh Id .' 
exactly what duties volunte~ru be desIgned with care. Decide 
they know what is expected o~ ~~e to perform, and be certain 
volu~teers to make a time co . em. One program requires all 
certain number of hours e ~mltment of one year, including a 
each mon~h. Volunteers sho~~d :eekk plus tw~ training sessions 
worked. l,mit the number to th ept busy wIthout being' over-

ose actually needed. 

Trajnj~g the Staff. A well- lann ..' '. 
Approprrate training can :nabl edhtralnlng program IS important. 

e t e staff to share information 
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dearly, can improve telephone-communication techniques, and 
can enhance sensitivity and awareness. 

Training should begin with a thorough orientation to the 
problem and management of child maltreatment, followed by a 
specific orientation to the service itself. For example, a reading 
list of general books and articles could be prepared for trainees, 
and professionals in various aspects of case management could 
be asked to conduct seminars for the group. The designers of 
the hotline could then instruct new staff members in the philos
ophy and goals of the hotline service. 

Trainees must become familiar with the resource files and 
must learn how to make referrals, when to call in professional 
backup, when to consult with a supervisor, and how to use con
sultants. They should also be given firm guidelines on the use 
and extent of their decision-making power. 

Staff can be trained in telephone-listening techniques through 
role playing-with the instructor playing the part of the parent 
in hypothetical telephone conversations-and by listening to 
actual recorded calls. When the trainee is felt to be prepared, 
he or she can be allowed to take hotline calls with the instructor 
monitoring the conversations. Complete training may require 
three or four months. 

Many hotlines conduct regular in-service training sessions once 
or twice a month for the entire staff, including v·olunteers. While 
these sessions sometimes consist of lectures by, the service's 
consultants, followed by question-and-answer periods, the time 
is primarily used for discussion of the handling and progress 
of actual cases. Through case discussions, administrators are kept 
informed of the staff's performance, and staff members obtain 
support and guidance. In planning these sessions, it is helpful 
to ask the staff what they need in terms of additional training. 

Offices. Most independent hotlines operate out of small, cen
tral offices. Frequently, the space is donated or made available 
at a low monthly rate. While the office does not have to be 
large, it should accommodate desks and filing space for aiL on
duty listeners without crowding. In addition, it should be rela
tively free from outside noise. 
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Some hotlines keep the s 'f 1 . 
dential for security purpo pec~ Ie:: ocatlor~ of their offices confi-
or run bother . s~s. ut many that are affiliated with 
Still other~ do not r~~ar~'~~~~~~ cannot conceal their address. 
group therapy sessions at their 'o~f~e:. problem and even provide 

Operating Hours. To deter . . 
sider the philoso h mme operating hours, one must con-
backup services, fnJ s~~e~~i~~~vl~e; the a~ailability of staff, 
emergency services in the ' t e. operatmg hours of other 
straints. If there are times communIty; a~d b~dgetary con
service, attention should be gi~;;~O ~e h~tlme will. not be in 
An .unanswered phone will hurt theo~ht Ie ph?,n~ IS answered. 
servIce; by its nature a hotl' . . e ping Image of the 
one person and another If me ,~eans I.nstant contact between 
used, it should reflect th' .a cc,nmerclal answering service is 
callers with an alternate e philosophy of the hotline and provide 

emergency number. 

~he Telephone System. Hotlines . 
vanous needs. Since individual c II can I~e desIgned to meet 
many hotlines coverin wide a scan. ast an hour or more, 
numbers to eliminate fi~an . r ;eowaphlc areas have toll-free 
use one outgoing and two clfn ar~lers l~o callers. Some hotlines 
phones for listeners in order commg '!1es. Some provide ear
for checking files and resourc~li:~:.e theIr hands for Writing and 

The operating hours . fl 
system. Some 24-hour Ch~tt ",uenfce the deSign of the telephone 
in the!r h?mes for night a~~~s.:ve~k e~a~ple, en;ploy li.steners 
extensIon m each listener's h en u~~. Th,s reqUIres an 
eliminates transportation costso~e;al' add,tIonal expense that 
freedom. about their homes b " e l'lsteners and allows them . Clween ca s. 

Telephone companies can hel . d . . 
in saving money and tim p rn . eSlgnrng such systems and 
list the hotline number ~'thTh~h company may also be able to 
in the front of the telephone ~ir:;t~;.ergency-serVice numbers 

legal Counsel. Before the h tl' b 
attorney should be consulted 0 ICle. ecomes operational, an 
respect to malpractice d f {egardlng personal liability with 
insurance needed to pr~~ct tl se-counselmg lawsuits, types of 

le agency and the staff, and in-
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corporation of the service. Most hotlines incorporate, usually 
to obtain tax benefits as nonprofit concerns. However, incor
poration should be examined in light of state operating laws. 

Confidentiality vs. Reporting. Most crisis-intervention hotlines 
have built their reputations on the confidential services they 
proVide. The Child Abuse Listening Mediation hotline, for ex
ample, receives a large share of its calls from its ad in the 
"personals" column of the Santa Barbara, California News-Press: 
"Anxious about an unruly child? CALM's confidential listening 
referral service can help." According to Enid Pike, the director 
of the service, confidentiality is the reason people call: "We've 
built up a very strong reputation in the community for keeping 
information in the strictest confidence, and we tell our callers 
that we will never use what they say in any way without their 
permission." 

But in most states, the operators of hotlines are included under 
mandatory reporting laws. They have to dra~ a line on confi
dentiality if they learn that a child has been hurt or is in danger. 
To safeguard the child, they must immediately report these cases 
as required by law. 'In actual experience, the need for reporting 
is rare with self-referral calls. 

If a report of suspected abuse or neglect is received via the 
hotline, the listener must relay it at once to the legally designated 
agency. Depending on the state, the oral report may have to 
be followed by a written report. If available, forms for written 
reports should be obtained and kept on hand. 

Hotline operators must be familiar with the provisions of all 
applicable laws and must institute procedures in line with their 
legal responsibilities. 

Promotion and Education. If it is to reach the parents it 
proposes to serve, the hotline must be well publicized. Once 
the line becomes operational, press releases should be prepared 
and distributed. Radio and television stations will likely agree 
to broadcast free public-service announcements. A brochure 
describing the service can be developed and distributed at 
schools, P.T.A. meetings, churches, supermarkets, and various 
other places that parents may frequent. Notices can be posted 
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in laundromats and drug stores and on the bulletin boards of 
churches, schools, and service organizations. Ads in the "per
sonals" column of newspapers may also be effective. 

With the increasing public interest in the problem of child 
abuse and neglect, many hotlines have created speakers bureaus 
with the twofold objective of public education and publicity 
of the hotline service. Members of the staff and the board of 
directors can appear before community groups, on radio and 
television talk shows1 and as participants in seminars with pro
fessionals from other community agencies. 

As part of its educational efforts, at least one hotline has 
found students in junior and senior high schools quite responsive 
when asked: "What kind of parent would you like to be?" The 
thrust of the program-which includes the film The Battered 
Child, produced by the National Center for the Treatment and 
Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect in Denver-is to make 
young people aware of parents' responsibility and long-term 
commitment in raising a child. As one official of the agency 
explains: "We don't try to dispel the idea that parenting can be 
a beautiful experience. But we do try to get them to think 
realistically about their responsibilities and expectations. And 
we stress that any parent can be a better parent with the proper 
training./I 

Evaluation. Regular evaluation of the service and the staff 
should be carefully planned. Questions such as the foHowing 
should be examined: Is the service meeting its stated goals? 
What is its overall effectiveness? What does the service lack? 
Should some part or parts be eliminated or changed? Are con
sultants .and referrals being used effectively? Is there a need for 
additional or alternate training? Is each staff member performing 
in accordance with the goals and philosophy of the service? 
The answers to such questions are essential if the quality of 
service is to be maintained and improved. 

Telephone listening Techniques 

Every caller to a hotline has a unique set of problems that 
leads him or her to place the call. AccordinglYI it is important 
that listeners develop techniques to help them learn what makes 
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. . h . the emotional state 
Creative listening ?egm~ WI\ t~~s~~t~~gin order to determine 

~h~t~eCra~lh~ .~~ftdt~~ :~t~~~~d~ate c~fl~~:r.~{\1 s~:~~as::{~hi~ni~ 
extremely dIffIcult, sm~e f m~n\ose to the breaking point. Con
rational when they are In ac C i e whether immediate 
siderable. ex~ertise .is needed t~stdl~:~~f~r clues-the inflecti.on 
intervention IS reqUlr~d. On.e m . -while asking gently probing 
of the voice, pauses, mconslstencles d bl 
questions to draw out the ca\lerls fears an trou es. 

Handling the Crisis Call. The caller in the following situation is 
a woman so upset she can hardly speak. 

, d . ht W I'm going to hit my 
"If I don't talk to somebo y ng ~o,,' . d'bly but 

baby again." (She sa~s the word Ilagaln almost tnau I , 

the listener catches It.) 
"How old is the baby?'1 
"Seven months." 
"Where is he now?" 
"In his playpen./I 
"Is he feeling all ri~ht?'I. h' If But there's some
"Oh, yes. H~/s maktng nOIses t~ o/b~d feelings about him. 

thing wrong WIth me. I havfe ha I~. e and 1 feel like I'm going 
He makes me angry most 0 t e 1m. I /I • 

to hurt him. 1 can't control the fe~ltn~. ?/I 
"Did you hUd~tdh!mL~hh~~ you l~'ts~di felt like I was going 
"No ... I I n t illt 1m.·· 

to hit him." h' k' the reason for your feelings 
"Wedlf, what d?oAYOloUt ~/~u/scallers have those feelings and 

towar your son. /I 

it often helps to talk about t~~m. 
"I don't know exactly ... 
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In this case, the listener w ld 
as. high. The woman probabl ou

d
. as~ess the. risk to the child 

chr/d. If the listener had t' J Id hIt but dId not injure the 
child after she had denie/~ t~ mal~e her admit striking the 
~elt ~c7used and might have hun e ~a er woyld probably have 
In .shlftlng the conversation to th g p. T~e Ilst~ner was correct 
aging her to talk about them B e ~oma.n s feelings and encour
the listener, the caller is le~ hdlrusslng .her frustrations with 
But since the risk of abuse r:m~i e y to s.tnke her child again. 
some type of treatment perha ns, ~~e lIstener should suggest 
feels about joining a moth ' ps as Ing the Woman how she 
be helped with her feelin<7SearnsdgfrouPt \l\;'here sire can discuss and 

-.:1 rus ratIons. 

If the caller had said under '. 
hleeding or unconscious th rquestlonlng that the child was 
immediate aid. The Iisten'er ~ ,:tener would have to provide 
an emergency-to act calmly u~ be hrepared to act quickly in 
obtain the correct nam d' eep t e caller on the line and 
fied, the child protecti~e a~e ~ddress. Once the caller is identi
c~l.led. Alternately, if the volu~~~~e~gen~r b~r the police can be 
VISit to the home, the listener co:l~ aval a

h 
e
f 

to m~ke a personal 
/I use t e ollowlng approach: 

. As you probably know thi . '. 
It seems that your baby is I s IS a confIdentIal service. But 
Let's do this: 1'/1 send one7~r and we really must help him. 
house or, if you prefer !'II our volunteer helpers to your 
baby' to the hospital No'w th ~om'll '}1yself, and we'll take the 
ment (or the policej beca~se/~hwl d Involve t~e welfare depart
report. But I'll stay With you th e ~ct(rS .wtll have to make a 
this out together . . . /1 e woe tIme, and we'll work 

Situations such as the followin 
unWise to involve the police initi~lI~ay occur where it could be 

"I'm frightened " a wo If h 
my children last n'ight. I'm m:'~nt: s. th e /ste~er. "/ hurt both 
and I'm afraid I'm going to kill th Wlt" t 7em In a motel room, 

Und " . em. . er questIonIng the Wom It.. 
under care in a psychiatric ho ~n revea s lIavlng recently been 
her husband left her Sh . spItal. Shortly after her discharge 

I . e IS now nearly pen ., d d I 
ate, a one with the two childre nJ ess an esper-
the way she talks inc h n, ~ged two and three. From 
trollably, she appe~rs t~ be:entffat. tImes and sobbing uncon-

. su ertng a breakdown. 
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"You said you'd been in a hospital. Would you like to talk 
to a doctor?/I 

"Something is happening to me. { don't know . .. A doctor? 
What kind of doctor?" 

"A therapist. Someone who can help you." 
"{ feel this terrible pressure on my head. Yes. Yes, I would 

like to talk to someone ... here." 
"{ know how it is to be alone and upset. But we'll get you 

over this. I'll have a very helpful doctor over to see you in a 
few minutes. Now, give me the name of your motel and your 
room number. After I make the arrangements with the doctor, 
I'll call you back, and we'll talk until he gets there." 

The listener had the option of calling protective services or 
the police to take custody of the children. But the woman could 
have become more frightened and upset if someone she did 
not see as a helping person arrived at the door. By getting her to 
agree to admit a doctor, assuring her that she was about to 
receive help, and keeping her on the line until the doctor arrived, 
the listener helped avoid a threatening situation and lessened her 
distress as well as the risk to her chil.dren. 

Calming the Caller. It is important to put the callers at ease. 
The listener should let parents know that they can stay on the 
line as long as needed and can discuss whatever they want. If 
the caller is upset or is being interrupted by children, the listener 
could suggest that he or she get a cup of coffee or, if possible, 
send the children out of the house. Most important, each caller 
should be given time to think through his or her problems. 

Clarifying Feelings and Options. The listener's general role is 
that of assisting callers in clarifying their feelings and options. 
For example, a caller may state: "My new husband seems to 
resent my daughter. He wants me to spank her for the slightest 
reason." To help clarify the situation for both the caller and 
the listener, an appropriate response would be: "Have you and 
your husband ever discussed his feelings about her? ... How 
well do you and your daughter get along when. you husbafld 
isn't home?" With a caller who says, "I don't feel the same about 
my kids since my husband left me," the listener could ask: 
"Do you mean you don't love them as much, or are you worried 
about carrying the burden all alone?" 
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Particularly when deprived of meaningful adult relationships, 
parents of young children often become depressed by the 
monotony of their lives. They feel "closed in" and can see no 
means for change. In such cases, the listener can often help make 
callers aware of available options, as the following examples illustrate: 

Caller: "Before I got messed up with these kids, I was making 
pretty good money and enjoying myself as a sales 
representative in a clothing store. I don't see how I 
could get back there, much as I'd like to." 

listener: "Have you thought about placing your children in a 
day care center? Or, if you'd like, perhaps we could 
help you find a good sitter. Then you could work at 
least part-time." 

Caller: "My son Larry is a/ways hiding from me and won't mind 
at all. I can't teach him to do any thing. 'I 

listener: "/ know of a mothers' group that holds discussions on 
child behaVior problems. Maybe you'd like to join. If 
that doesn't help, I could put you in touch with a good 
child psychologist for your son.'1 

Preventing "lost" Calls. Among hotlines' biggest worries are 
"/ost" calls-where the parent reveals a need for help yet refuses 
to identify him- or herSelf, hangs up, and never calls again. As 
a rule, listeners try to obtain each caller's identity so they can 
send immediate help if needed and can follow up on referrals. 
Obtaining this information requires patience and skill. 

In the midst of an emotional crisis, anonymous callers may 
talk freely about their personal behavior and their relations with 
intimates and may admit that they have mistreated their children. 
But as the conversation progresses and the caller begins to 
"cool off," he or she may become uneasy about the admissions 
and may be reluctant to identify him- or herself. To avoid losing 
the call, the listener must take the initiative. One approach is 
to swing the conversation momentarily away from the parent and 
onto the service itself. 

"00 you know anything about this hotline service? How it operates?" 
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"No, not how it operates. I just heard abolJt it and g?t the 

number." I we function." (Here, the 
"Okay. Let me te/~ you exactly 1~W the hotline-private citi

listener briefly deSCrIbes W7? oper!ne:
y

' discusses the confiden
z"'ns a church group, a we .are ag

h 
k" ds of services availa.ble, 

- 'f d . and mentions t e In I t 
tiality 0 recor s, f I) "We're here to he p you, no 
either directly or thro~gh re er~~ . more problems. I'm sure you 
to embarrass you or give you .Y t help you'll have to trust 
also understand that if we're g~/~~e~e you 'live." 
us and tell me who you are an 

. . h caller's confidence .. This can The key of course, IS to galn.t e h the service has helped 
often be facilitated by mentionlln

l 
gl tOW week from a woman in a 

Ie ' "I got a ca as . 't'ng others. For examp . f olunteers is now VISI ~ 
situation similar to yo~rs. ~~~fth ~~rr ~hildren ... " One hotllne 
her every day and helping h f the parents she works 
listener tells new c~lIersl th~t s~~~atOshe thinks of them as her 
with refer to her as mot lefr. an II . 
children. She has lost very ew ca s. 

t become regular clients' of a limiting the Call. Some paren s . the line an hour or 
hotline; they c~1I daily,. often s~~;~;ti~en issues. Some ~otli~es 
more but refUSing to discussdsl u f frequency. Others find It a 

' I"t n calls regar ess 0 II 
never set Iml s ~ . ~ d b relatively few ca ers. problem if the line IS tie up y 

, f limiting excessive calls, such as 
There are several ways 0 uraging over-dependence 

examining whether listeners ~el' enco
with 

the regular caller on 
in the callers; e~tablishi~g gd' ~t~7~s the caller in touch with. a 
what is to be dlscus~ed, an . p or a~other agency, perhaps WIth 
worker from the hotllne service . with the parent each day 

h n spend some time . . lis a volunteer w 0 ca I"t the duration of VISitS or ca . but who knows how to Iml 

. ood hotline listener develops. a per-
With experience, every g d' Experienced listeners 

sonal style of listening and r~s~on '~tat work well for them 
should note the tele~hon~1 te~ ~~q~~:h trainees and with other 
and should share their ski ~ °troubled parents is a skill that experienced workers. Helping 
can always be improved. 
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Examples of Hotline Services 

The Parental Stress Servic f 
necticut's Child Care-Line 'II e to Berkeley, California and Con-
a h tl' I us rate some of th ' f o me service can incorpor t e various unctions a e. 

Pare~tal Stress Service.* A staff m . 
Stress Service and its clients as fo~lmbe: ~,esCrJbes the Parental 
are al?ne and isolated. They don' h ows. Most of our callers 
babysJtters, and they lack h t ave a car or money to pay 
friends and relative:.;, TheY'r: r:!lI

we 
call a 'support system' of 

than a.nything is a friend and hY ,stuck, What they need more' 
a helping friend." ' t at s what we try to provide-

The Parental Stress Service (PSS) begun by Carol Johnston f of Ber~eley, California was 
parents PSS now serves sh a k ormer abusive parent. Like the 
and isol(lted and /'stuck'il ~h.lofs. th~ feeling of being alone 
state of Washington sh~ I e IVlng In a remote part of the 
assistance, yet was ~fraid ~~ss:::rhef;, her need for professional 

After moving to Berk'ele J h . 
began working for the Al:~e~ n~ton did obtain therapy, and 
she saw numerous battered a:d ounty Juveni,le Court. There 
saw the pain and confusion f ~eglected chlldrenl and she 
and her own experience th~ i~helr/arents a~ well. From this 
any ~arent could call ano~ymouslye~ ~~ka hotlJne grew-a line 
provIde support. 0 a to someone who could 

PSS was launched in the s rin f 
stration grant from the Calif p . g ~ 1972 on a $15,000 demon-
By 1974, the Service was ~r;la epartn:ent of Mental Health. 
health program and was rec . ?rporated Into the state mental 
now has two satellite offic:~V\~g .~fuble its initial funding. PSS 
follow-through services in add'f ar:neda County,. a range of 
annual budget of $84,000, I Ion to Its hotline, and a projected 

In Berkeley cases f b Alameda Co~nty pro~ec~iV~se5ea.n? negl~ct are handled by the 
court, and the police But wit~vlce unl~l the county juvenile 

*F fl' ' protective services limited to 
or urt 1er mformation contact· P I 

Berkele)', California 94709; (415) 845_62:;~nta Stress Service, P. 0, Box 9266, 
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welfare families and with parents reluctant, for fear of punish
ment, to seek aid from the court or the policel PSS has become 
virtually the only local resource for parents caught up in a crisis 

with their children. 

lt~ 24-hour toll-free hotline covers all of Alameda County and 
part of neighboring Contra Costa County. The Service currently 
receives about 60 crisis-intervention calls a month-70 percent of 
which are self-referrals-and maintains an active caseload of 
about 50 families. More than half the client-families are headed 

by single parents. 

Staff, The staff includes eight paid members-a dire~tor, an 
assistant director, an administrative assistant (all professionally 
trained in social work), a secretary, three coordinators, and a 
community-outreach worker-and about 60 volunteers. Each 
volunteer must make a year-long commitment to work four 
hours a week-answering the hotline or working directly with 
client-families-and to attend two training sessions a month. 
Their training is handled by the professional s~aff and members 
of the PSS board of directors, which includes child psychologists, 
marriage counselors, therapists, and a registered nurse. 

PSS sets no age limit for volunteers. While the Service has 
found that experienced parents are most successful, there are 
some childless people and a few former clients among the 
volunteers. Administrators of the Service match up each volunteer 
and client, and volunteers are not given a choice about taking a 

particular case. 

Volunteers are instructed to act as helping friends who assIst 
clients in dealing with their problems and improving their lives. 
PSS administrators feel their biggest problem is training volunteers 
to set limits with their clients on the time spent with the parents 
and the issues to be discussed. volunteers have to define their 
role in terms of their own time and energy to avoid overextending 
themselves and, in turn, rejecting the parent. Yet many find it 
difficult to restrict their time with people whose needs are great. 

Those working directly with clients may provide various serv
ices. On occasion, the agency sends two volunteers to a client's 
home-one to mind the children while the other talks with the 
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parent. When a parent is sick, in a period of crisis, or going out 
of town a few days, volunteers may take the children into their 
own homes, stay with them in the client's home, or take them 
to a playground for several hours. They may also help parents 
negotiate with the welfare department and other agencies. While 
the volu~teers do not. aC.t as counselors, they do encourage 
parents LO seek psychlatnc or other professional help when 
necessary. 

. PSS vol~nteers work under very close supervision :md are 
gIven continUOUs support with each case. They frequently discuss 
the progress of clients with their supervisors and case dis
cus~ions constitute ~ large part of the twice-:-month training 
sessIOns. The superVIsors also work to increase the volunteers' 
sensiti~ity to clients and their awareness of personal feelings 
that mIght cause them to reject a client. The volunteers have 
t~ b~ prepared to fight off discouragement when the help they 
gIve IS not reflected in a client's behavior. 

Ancillary Se:vices. In addition to its hotline counseling and 
volunteer servIce, PSS sponsors a referral service, three parents 
groUPSl and a speakers bureau. 

Having integrated its service with other community agencies 
PSS rep.eatedl}, refers callers and clients to these resources. I~ 
return, It receives many referrals from the county family service 
agency and other local agencies. 

Professionals from the staff and the board of directors conduct 
t~e three therapy groups for parents. There is one group for 
single mothersl one for single fathers, and one for couples. 
The purpose of the groups is to create an atmosphere of trust 
among the parent members in order for them to discuss and 
learn to cope with their problems. PSS initially conducted the 
group meetings on a drop-in basis, but this did not work well. 
Group members must now agree to attend meetings for at 
least two months. The parents have responded better to the 
consistent, well-defined program. 

As part of the Service's pUblicity efforts-which include radio 
and teleVision public-service announcements, occasional news-
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paper articles and the posting of the hotline number in places 
that parents frequent-a speakers bureau is maintained. Staff 
members are on call to speak to community groups about the 
problem of child maltreatment and the a,gency's efforts toward 
prevention. 

PSS oflkials feel the future of the Service is secure. They have 
not only acquired operational funding status from the state, 
but they point to the continual increase in self-referral calls 
as evidence that the Service is filling a real, local need . 

Child Care-Une.* A combination reporting and crisis-in~erv~n
tion line Child Care-Line was set up by the Connecticut Child 
Welfare Association-a private, nonprofit, citizens' group-as a 
demonstration project in 1973. Connecticut's reporting law was 
expanded that year to include virtually all .of the. more than 
100,000 professionals having contact WIth children In the state. 
The Association, which had backed passage of the law, saw. a 
need for a 24-hour statewide communications system to aId 
in the reporting of c~ses and to provide a crisis-ori~nted resource 
for parents. The line is toll free from anywhere In the state to 

. the Association's headquarters in Hartford. 

One reason behind Care-Line was to provide a .n:~ans of 
educating professionals about their reporting responsIbil,ty and 
how to make a formal report. But the Association also wanted to 
demonstrate that existing reporting proc~dures. ~:eded to be 
improved. The state's Child Protective ServIces D,VISIon accepted 
telephoned reports from 8 :30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., ":1onday through 
Friday, and had no emergency nlImber for e~enJn?s, weekends, 
and holidays. As Jeannette Dille, the execut,ve d,rector of the 
Association commented liThe state seemed to assume that 
children ar~ abused and' negiected only during office hours on 
work days." 

Before launching the hotline, Dille surveyed the entire state 
to avoid duplication of existing services. Althou?~ there ~ere 
a number of hotlines for drug and other types of crrsls counseling, 

'For further information contact: Child Care-line, Connecticut Child Welfare 
Association, Inc., 1040 P;ospect Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut 06105; (203) 
236-5477. 
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there was no statewide network that could be adapted to the 
problem of child maltreatment. 

Care-Line officials feel their service has proved its worth. 
In its first year of operation, there were 2,359 calls to the hotline, 
including 255 "crisis" calls. Between the hours of 5:30 and 11 :30 
p.m., the service receivec 45 percent of its total number of calls, 
and 65 percent of those considered crisis calls. Moreover, calls 
from abusive or potentially abusive parents have been steadily 
increasing. During a recent six-month period, self-referrals 
accounted for 16 percent of the calls to th~ hotline. 

Budget. One of four demonstration projects sponsored by the 
Association, Care-Line was begun on a $25,000 grant from a 
private foundation. The budget has since risen to $60,000 a 
year, and there has been some difficulty in obtaining continuing 
sources of funds. 

Among other costs, the budget covers the salaries of three 
professional staff members, secretarial help, and three parapro
fessional listeners who work out of their own homes. The 
statewide telephone system-which includes three toll-free lines 
(two incoming and one outgoing) and extensions to the listeners' 
homes-costs approximately $1,000 a month. 

Training and Backup. One of the three paraprofessional listeners 
is on duty from 4:30 p.m. to 9 a.m. each weekday and 'round
the-clock over the entire weekend. The three are on a four-day 
rotating schedule, and each is on duty every third weekend. All 
three are women; two are married and have children. One 
listener is bilingual in Spanish. 

S(~lected for their ability to deal with people via the telephone, 
their common sense, and thei~ patience, paraprofessional listeners 
are trained by the professional staff. With the initial group of 
listeners, the trainers used hypothetical cases to demonstrate lis
tening techniques .and how to obtain needed information from 
callers. The trainees were also instructed in self-awareness and 
sensitivity. New listeners are now given some initial indoctrina
tion training, followed by several days in Care-line's office, where 
they take actual calls with a staff member at their side .. The 
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trainer listens in on the calls and gives advice ein how to handle 

each. 

dut in their homes, the listeners have constant 
Whe~ on y f the three professional staff members 

professional baclkuP
d
· C?ne 0 Ited whenever the listener believ'es .. 

. I on cal an IS consu 
IS a ways k hould be brought into a case. 
the police or a casewor er s .. 

Reporting. Care-line .advertises its services thkroughburr~d~~ ~~~ 
I· . ouncements a spea ers , 

television pub Ic-:ervlceb~~~ stresses that Care-Line is a non
a brochure. All Its pu.. y . h n official agency. However, 
statutory service, n~tlaff"lakted ~~ f,oiline's three administrators 
as professional sOCia wor erSt e 
are mandated by law to report. 

\\' with a complaint of 
The listeners encourage persOtn~.cac~l~g to protective services 

child abuse or neglect to repor k~ethe report. The Care-Line 
and inform them of how to ma re that the report to CPS 
staff follows up on such calls to If;rs~efuses to make the report, 
was made. If, for any reason, ~ ca .' . formation Since the 
Care-Line will report if there. IS ,sufflclet~t In are legally' "second-

h t Care-lme s atten 10il • . 
reports t at come 0 .' t'll trying to formulate crltena 
hand" or "hearsay/' the service IS s 1 

for filing its own written reports to CPS. 

. d' arents who call in themselves 
Care-Line's policy regar m~ P . hbor 1/ The listeners respond 

is to act as an "!nforme.d goo nelF o~threatening way. Self
in a sympathetiC, nonJudgmenta , I~ CPS arid callers are 
referrals are not repo;ted to the:u~ Iff ~~ey v.:ish. As Marsha 
encouraged to remain anonym . I . ed' "The real 
levinson, Care-Line's program assl~tant, ~~~ea\~ke' this is that 

. benefit of a citizens' group o~eratl~g a We've never reported 
the callers know we are not t e :o.~~e. We're not willing to 
any of these parents to the. aut O~l le:~nding in a report. But, 
sacrifice the trust they place m uhs Y h· 'Id had been injured 

. . ··f we knew t at a c I 
without question, I 'ld would immediately send 
and we knew where th~t C~} was, Y'e . to levinson, there has 

. for emergency protection. Accord~n~hiCh a professional staff 
been only one self-referred case fo . d' ted The listener 
member believed a report to CPS was In Ica . d'd 
en~ouraged this mother to call CPS herself and she I • 
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Referrals and Counseling C . L' " 
ferral resources and emer' al e- In~ m~lntalns a book of re-
state, In addition to rovidi~ency services In every town in the 
assistance in their o~n comg ref~~rals V~ pare~ts t<;>r professional 
mobilize emergenc rotect~Unltles, t e service IS prepared to 
immediate call to t~ePpol' on for an ,endangered child via an 

Ice or protective services, 

Professional staff members 'II I phone, Levinson who is a WI a s,o counsel parents over the 
the hotline cou~seling she p;r~~i~log~;~ by profession, notes that 
going professional help but it ' es IISltot a substitute for on-
can get the caller to th~ "IS a la, -'!lay measure until we 
She adds that h tl' pOIn~ of obtaining professional help 1/ 

o Ine counseling is also d dd ' 
treatment, since man of the ' ~ goo a endum to 
operate on an 8:30~tO-4'30 a~~~~desl to ~hlch callers are referred 
between times, Some ~o I . u e. We act as a buffer in 
instead of hitting their ~hildP e ~;ck up the phone and call us reno 

Even if the hours of the stat h'ld b . ~ned, Care-Line officials expe~t cthlat :h ~sehregl.lster were length-
In operation The are' elr ot Ine would remain 
necticut for ~ pri!atel ~onvlnced of t~e co.ntinuing need in Con
parents As ev'd y hperat~d, confidential service for troubled 

f 
. I ence, t ey Cite the incr' b 

rom parents who frankly admit th fJslng 
num er of calls 

. from a public agency. . ey wou never seek assistance 
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Chapter 3 
Treatment 

O f the three components of the community-team progr.am
identification and diagnosis, treatment, and edu~at./On
treatment tends to be the most notably lac~ing. ~t. IS ~ot 

uncommon for a community to develop extensive Iden~Iflcat/On 
and diagnostic resources and then to find itself ill-~qulpped to 
help identified families. Even communities with a Wide range of 
thuapeutic resources may lack effective alternat!v:s to meet a. 
family's individual needs. More often than not, eXisting resources 
have to be modified. ' 

For example Dr Richard Galdston, in describing the Parents' 
Center Project for' the Study and Prevention of Child Abuse, 
notes the tendency of agencies to promote a "treatment tech
nique" rather than to respond to families' needs: "W.e have had 
patients who have been picked up b~ other a.g:ncles ~or da~ 
care treatment, night care treatment, Job retraining, n~l.gh~or 
hood activities, group therapy, psychotherapy, rehabilitatIOn, 
Montessori training, and psychotropic pharmaco-therapy .. In many 
instances the patients we~e dropped. by ,the agency Involved 
when it became obvious that the patients problems were not 
amenable to or suitable for the treatment offered." I 

Professionals and agencies that provide therapeutic servic~s 
have traditionally assumed that "if people want help, they II 
show Up.i' This assumption, however, does not always apply to 
abusive or neglecting parents. For them,. the request for help 
may take a more subtie form-like bringing a beate.n or mal- . 
nourished child to the hospital emergency room: Since these 
parents are typically untrusting and afraid of bel~g "branded 
as 'bad' and then hurt by the authorities," 2 they miss sche?uled 
appointm.entsi discourage help; ~nd are ?enerally recalcltrantl 

hostile, atJd unresponsive to traditlOna.1 service methods. In short, 
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they require "reaching-out" services as well as individualized 
care. 

As Dr. John Reinhart of Pittsburgh's Children's Hospital ex
plains: "You can't sit back and expect these people to come in 
for help. You've got to go out to them." Therapists, for example, 
often have to modify their practice "by occasionally seeing the 
parents at home, chasing them down the hallway, and seeing 
them at odd times-like two weeks late." 3 

In most communities, modification of traditional resources 
and procedures-something Reinhart feels "every system has to 
learn"-must go hand in hand with the development of addi
tional treatment resources. This is the work of the community 
program's "therapeutic development grouP"-to encourage 
groups and agencies to offer innovative treatment programs 
geared to the needs of families in the community. Its members 
may, for example, try to "sell" the idea of parent aides to pro
tective services; or speak to a church group about expanding an 
existing day care program to include crisis nursery facilities; or 
encourage public schools to offer courses in parenting skills, 
child development, or family life education as part of their adult 
education program. 

The therapeutic development group functions as a facilitator 
in initiating and helping set up new programs. Since its members 
neither operate nor administer these programs, they require no 
particular qualifications other than "selling" skills. Dr. Ray Helfer 
emphasizes that therapeutic development is not a job for protec
tive service workers or any other professionals involved in the 
identification and diagnosis component-"they're too busy put
ting out fires." 4 On the other hand, Vincent De Francis, director 
of the Children's Division of The American Humane Association, 
feels that the development of therapeutic resources is the respon
sibility of the protective service agency: "CPS is doing this sell 
job all the time." Whether it is CPS or some other agency, group, 
or indiVidual, unless someone in the community is responsible for 
this role, effective therapeutic alternatives are likely to remain in 
short supply. 

Most of the available therapeutic programs that have proved 
successful share at least three basic assumptions: 
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• That child maltreatment is ~ "serious r;;~nifestation of 
abnormal rearing within a family structure 

• That while the child must be protected and th.e parents 
given help, the family as a whole must be the prime focus 
of treatment 

• That with present therapeutic techniques, there should be 
a si nificant improvement in approximately 7~ t~ 75. per
cenf of all the families entering treatment wlthrn SIX to 
nine months.6 

The follOWing sections discuss various therapeutic resources 
that should be developed, modified, or at least considered by 
every community program. 

Treatment for the Parents* 
While no two parents who abuse or negleq their chi;d~en ?re 

exactly alike, the majority share to ~ome d~gree t~eas~o~~~~~ 
characteristics: a special form of Immaturity an of ersonal 
dependency; tragically low self-ke.stee~ and : :~~s~indi~g satis
incompetence' difficulty in see rng p easur k 

faction in the ~dult. world; s?cial jSfol~tio.n f~~~' r=I~~:~nocfe s~ofl~~g 
help; significant mlsperceptlOns 0 tie 111 f I ishment. and a 
children' a strong belief in the va ue 0 pun 'ond 
serious I~ck of ability to be empa.t~icaIlYdawar~ of ~~~ t~h~e~~mu_ 
a ro riately to the child's condition an nee s. I. 
I~Fve ~ffect of these factors and the dynamic interac~l~n.s a;~:~ 
them it is extremely difficult for the. paren~ to m~~ al~ sk~ of 
nimity and to be successful in meeting the eman mg a 
child care.** 

Parental actions that result in t.he abu:e and neglec~ ofs~~li~~~~ 
do not fall into any standard diagnostic category 0 p h' t . 
disorder, nor should they be considered a separate psyc la riC 

. d d f m the booklet Working with *Much of this section has. b~en a. aPt~ V' r~ written by Dr. Brandt Steele 
Abusive Parents from a PsychIatric Po~nt 0 Ie I 

for the Office of Child Developmen~~n' 19~4. f the personality factors and 
"'See Volume 1, Chapter ~ for ~scussJOn ~ lectin parents, an outline of 

characteristic traits prominent 'h abu~,~e and 7tr!atme;t and the main factors 
the pattern of child care that c hra~ter~z~~ rna to follow' this pattern. 
in the early life of- the parents t at ea em . 
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disorder in themselves. As noted in Volume 1, child maltreatment 
is a problem of abnormal parenting, a distorted pattern of child
rearing, rather than a psychiatric disorder. This does not mean 
that these parents are free from emotional problems or mental 
illness. Among abusive and neglecting parents, the incidence 
and distribution of neuroses, psychoses, and character disorders 
are much the same as in the general population. But such psy
chiatric conditions tend to exist more or less independently of 
the behavioral patterns expressed in the abuse and neglect of children. 

less than 10 percent of the parents suffer from such serious 
psychiatric disorders as schizophrenia, serieus postpartum or 
other types of depresSion, and incapacitating compulsive neu
roses. Since these parents may be either temporarily or perma
nently unavailable for treatment of the more subtle problems of 
maltreatment, they should ideally be screened from the regular 
treatment program and given in-patient or out-patient care as 
necessary. Similarly, those parents who suffer from severe alco
holism, abuse of narcotic and nonnarcotic drugs, or significant 
sexual perversion or who repeatedly exhibit serious antisocial 
violence or criminal behavior need much more intensive and 
prolonged psychiatric care and rehabilitation than the usual child 
protective program can provide. Until such basic problems have 
been treated, it is futile to try to alter the parent's pattern of 
child-rearing. In such cases, it is often necessary to remove the 
children either temporarily or permanently from the home in 
order to protect them. 

Psychiatric consultation and proper psychiatric screening pro
cedures ensure that the parents will receive appropriate help 
and that workers will not have to expend time and energy on 
problems requiring treatment that they are ill-equipped to pro
vide. Working with the seriously disturbed parent should never 
be delegated to workers in child protective agencies. Not only 
is this practice unfair to the child, the parent, and the worker, 
but the results are rarely satisfactory. 

In addition to those parents with serious psychiatric and social 
problems, there is a small but significant number who were 
abused or neglected in their earliest years and, as a result, suf
fered organic brain damage due to either head trauma or ma/-
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. .. I th erjods Because of brain damage, nutrition dUring Crltlca grow p f . d' .. h d IQ and sig-
h d tual de ects Imlnls e , 

these parents . a percep velo me~t-deficits that may pro-
nifica~t delay l~u:;~~~a;~c~~harIcteristics as significant. lack of 
dbu~e l~n~!~:Jge and attitudes of helplessness, immatdurlty, afn d

l aSlc . blems are suspecte , care u 

~~~~~~~~c~hr~~u~~c~p~rr~~nr~~t:r~~~~~OJ~~~~1 P~:~~~~ ~hdo p:~~ 
chiatr~c ex~mln~tlOn ~~ould re~e ond easily, if at all, to the usual 
organically ImpaIred WI n'ht p those whose immaturity and 
methods of treatmenti w erea~onal in nature-related to emo
dependency ar~ essen~lally ~~~~~od-are much more responsive 
tional deprivatIOn dUring c I . due to brain damage is 
to intervention. If pare~tal djsfunct~~nappropriateIY revised and 
documente~, ~herapeuhtlc goao~~~~ve effort by 'the worker. limited, aVOIding muc unpr 

Goals of Treatment 

Abusive or negle~tful behavior,is ~~~r~~et~ ~rl~~~~~;g lc~;~~~ 
deeply embedded Inl thet. pare~~~ch behavior is a difficult and ingly, treatment or a te~a Ion 0 

probably long-term proJect. 

. h I the parents replace 
The p.rimary gOfl ~: ~r~~~~~~tolt ;~ild~r~aring with a m.ethod 

an abusIve 0: neg ec u rdin to them and conduCIve to 
of care that IS both more rewa. g ent includes reopen
their children's optimal develohment. T~:ai~m order to help them 
ing channels of gro~th for t te If~~~~tions and the hampering 
develop beyond thel: presen I rves In short the basic goal residual effects of theIr own ear y I. , 
is to help the parents become more mature. 

h rents' development include Subsidiary goals necessary to.t e ~a sic trust and confidence; 
. bUilding self-esteem; devel.ohlnt~ ~eople in the family, neigh

learning to make conta~ts :-V1~r;er ~~ establish personal supports; 
borhood, and commu~l.ty In . I"f and to have rewarding and 
and developing the abdlt.y to enJoy I e Id ~ . 
pleasurable experiences In the adult war . 

h Id I n new ways of looking at In treatment, parents s au hear and their relationship to 
themselves, the world arouhnd them

ld 
learn new techniques of 

that world. Subsequently, t ey s au 
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living so as to improve the lives of themselves and their families. 
Their learning should focus on attaining the ability to try some
thing and, in spite of mistakes, to try again in order to eventually 
find the most effective technique to gain desired ends. The 
parents very much need to learn that mistakes are a normal 
fact of life. 

Workers, in turn, must accept errors in both themselves and 
others and must be ready to give approval and praise for even 
minimal success. Guidance and education toward improving the 
parents' ratio of successes to failures is one way of describing 
the treatment process. The worker is not an indoctrinator but a 
teacher who makes it possible for the parents to learn. 

General Problems and Considerations 

Whether they come voluntarily or under some pressure, abu
sive and neglectful parents usually enter treatment hampered by 
a set of characteristics that makes the therapeutic relationship 
difficult. They do not expect to be listened to, understood, nor 
really helped. Rather, they fear being criticized and punished 
by workers who will not care about them. As a rule, they have 
already felt accused or attacked by someone-a doctor, social 
worker, policeman-who has discovered and described their 
behavior as abuse or neglect. Thus, in entering treatment, they 
are reliving a new edition of their life-long nightmare of being 
criticized and punished for failing to do well. 

Particularly in the initial contacts, the worker should bear in 
mind how the parent must be perceiving the situation. Suspicion 
and reluctance to become involved should not be interpreted as 
irrational or "paranoid" behavior but, rather, as the inevitable 
result of past life experience. In addition, workers should not 
expect the parent to recognize or appreciate their good inten
tions. It is not unusual for a parent to question why help is 
offered or even to ask what the worker expects in return. The 
worker should not be dismayed if offers of help are spurned. 

Some parents are openly angry, argumentative, obstructive, 
rejecting, and evasive, and their behavior can be an almost 
insurmountable obstacle to developing a helpful relationship. 
Often, there is little the worker can do except to wait patiently 
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to find time to be supportive and 
without retaliation, trying 
appropriately helpful. . . 

.. ropnate 
On the surface, ~he anger appear~e~~t~~d ~~lt:Vil~:~~e of the 

and irrational, but It cadn al~o be s~:nd work toward a healthier 
parent's attempt to un 0 tepa t ·s sa in . Ifl will not be 
·pattern of behavior ~/ n a ;~Yt t~:r~Jr!~thl as t w~~ in childhood. 
controlled, manage , an. din er dent and run my own Iife.1f In 
I oing to become In epen d t 
a;~ti~n to this element of rebelli~g ag~insf ~h~;,a~fe~en~t~rih~ 
ing to ~stab~is~ ind~pen~ence, ~r ~!~S a~t~oritative and aggres
parent IdentifYing ":'Ith hiS or h nd act like an adult, the parent . 
sive parents. In trYld

g
l 

tO
f 
b~ult behavior learned in cbildhood. 

simply uses the mo e. 0 ~ ers ective rather than taking it as 
Seeing parental anger In thiS p h P k to deal with the situa
a direct personal attack allows t e w~r er 
tion more comfortably and constructively. . 

. b lessened or avoided If 
These situations can. somettn:,es. e ortin or investiga-

the therapeutic :-vork~r IS nOf aC~V~e(nb~~ ri~olveJ in the iden
tion of the faml.lY· T o.se w,o a n then remain the primary 
tification and diagnostic I pro.cessthc: therapeutic worker a better 
target of parel:tal anger, eavl~gl If parents remain severely 
chanc:e of. being see~ fS f~l t~ ~~~rb treatment responsibilities 
negative, It may be e p ·ntain office contacts and the 
between two workers, one to mal.. . f t 0 workers may 
other to make home visits. The partlclp~tloFa~t c~ncerned about 
convince .the p~rents thbatd°tl')~rs ~~~hl~f the workers involved. 
them, while easing the ur en or 

Men are notoriously reluctant to ac~ep~c~~~t ~~t~~e :~~~n~~ 
of male workers encourages some. 0 . . im ortant that both 
individual therapy program~. I~ po~~~~ei~\~~atr:ent. Child abuse 
the mother a.nd the father e I~V~ ves the whole family, even if 
and neglect IS a problem th~t In~ ~ tI e child As Elizabeth Elmer 
only one parent a.ctually mahtr~~. e a~ abuse· without collusion. 
notes: "[T)here IS no s~c h flng·1 may be the active abuset, 
Although one member 0 t. e

l 
ami y ted by other adult family 

his beha~ior has to be tacit y accep 
members." 7 

h ·te agreeable docile, and 
There are some pare~ts ':" 0 ar~ ~~II into treat:nent. Occa

cooperative at the begmnlllg an 
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sionally, these are people who experienced relatively little distress 
in childhood and are able to respond quite readily to an honest, 
helpful worker who offers some measure of liking and support. 
But more often, these are parents who learned early in life how 
to respond appropriately to a situation in order to avoid criticism 
and punishment. They can perceive what will please others and 
simply act accordingly. 

It is important that the worker not be misled by this superficial 
appearance of progress. Feeling that the parent's problems are 
being solved and that the family's life is improving, an unsophis
ticated worker may.end therapeutic contact much too soon, with 
the possible result of further injury to the children. By maintain
ing a high index of suspicion, an observant worker can pick up 
clues to disturbing family situations that may have been glossed 
over and that make further contact essential. Home visits are a 
valuable technique for determining these unspoken problems. 
Here, too, the sharing of treatment contacts between two workers 
can be quite valuable, since the parent may unwittingly present 
quite different pictures of family life to each. 

Parents who present inadequate or inaccurate information 
should not be seen as trying to outwit and manipulate the worker; 
rather, they are mor.e like frightened children, "telling stories 
that are untrue" in order to protect themselves from being hurt. 
It is not uncommon for a worker to learn, after several months 
of treatment, the full story of what happened between the parent 
and the child. In general, this will only happen when the parent is 
able to trust the worker. Pressing the parent to tell the truth or to 
produce facts is, in most cases, probably unwise and pointless. 
Strenuous efforts in this direction are more likely to produce de
fensive and evasive maneuvers than useful, accurate information. 

For example, as discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, the parents 
tend to have significant misperceptions of their children. Only 
with great caution should the worker directly confront the parent 
with the illogic of these misperceptions. Unless the treatment 
relationship is solid, comfortable, and trusting, the parent is very 
likely to feel misunderstood, criticized, and accused of being 
crazy. It is usually more profitable for the worker to use skillful 
and gentle questioning to help the parents explore the bases of 
their ideas and to find out for themselves how unrealistic their 
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erce tions are. In fact, parental mispercep~ions may n?t nee~ 
p b/ dealt with directly. The parent who IS treated Wlt~ sen 
~~tiVit and empathy will, in turn, become more empathic: ~s 

.Y h' h'ld w'lth more sensitive awareness of the child s he views 15 c I II d' .. h 
real character, the misperceptions should gradua y ImlnlS. 

The issue of parental misperceptions b~comes complicated 
hen there are real abnormalities in the child. W?rkers have to 

W d d d deai with "reality" problems differently than 
un erstan an th h either may 
the deal with parental misperception~, eve~ oug . 
be ihe basis of the parent's dissatisfaction With the child. 

One of the intermediate goals of therapy is to help th~ 'par~n~s 
finel more satisfaction in the adult world by overcoTI~g t elr 
fear and distrust of people and finding new sources 0 P e.as.ure. 
Only after the parent has succeeded in obtaining. at least ml~lmal 
satisfaction will he or she be able to .allow the chd? ~o e~~erl~~i~~ 
pleasure. One criterion of 5ucce5~ I~ ~reatment 15 o~ e more 
to become less restricted and Inhibited and to s ow 
pleasurable activity than before. 

Another potential problem is that ma~y parents, i? d~:~~~s 
need of uidance, may Ilcely ask for adVice: ~o comp y .y 
with thisgrequest, the worker not only unwIttingly rep heats th~lr 
own arents' mistake of telling them what to do and oW to 0 

it b~ can also perpetuate their apparent helples5n~~s a~d lac~ 
of self-reliance. On the other hand, by no~ respon ~ngmi~s~~~S' 
requests the worker repeats another of their pa:ents 0 h ~ f I' 
not liste~in to them and not responding to their thoug ts, ee
ings, or ne:ds. This is a difficult situation, for the wOffker m~~~ 
listen and show clear understanding of reque~ts, b~t.o er use 
support and information rathp~ than controlling a vice. 

One area in which the parents may request a?vice involves t~r~ 
handling of crises. A major task for the wo.rk~r IS to help the P'd 
ents understand the impact of crisi? in their Itv:s~ an? to proVI ~ 
support as they develop new techniques for antlclpatmg and han 
dling crises The worker must keep in mind that what may appeba

l 
r 

'". d blem may be an unmanagea e to be a minor eaSily manage pro h f II 
disaster to th~ parent. The worker'S ability to b.e syr:npat e I~a y 
understanding and helpful with even minor crises IS sometimes 
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the first step toward d~ve!oping a therapeutic relationship with 
the parent and the beg)nnlng of tl:12parent's rehabilitation. 

A differe~t kind. of p:ob!em in establishing and maintaining 
a. therapeutic relationship Involves working with parents of a 
dlffe~ent race or from a significantly different cultural or eco
n?mlc background. In such cases, parents often have a profound 
distrust of ~he worker and tend to feel strongly that they will not 
only be nllSu~derstood because of racial, social, or economic 
background differences, but will probably be criticized and deni
grate.d as we.',"- -:heir mistrust can be a significant oustacle that 
req~lres muc~' ~Ime a~d patience to overcome. This situation is 
particularly dlfflc~lt w.lth a parent who was severely abused or 
ne?lected as a ch"d~ It resernbles. and reinforces the pattern of 
being u~~~IE' to obtain ~nderstand'ng and sympathy, of receiving 
only. ~r.ILtlcISIn and punishment. The worker Will require great 
st:nsltlvllY to separate these two closely allied patterns of distrust 
-'-one resulting from the different backgrounds of the parent and 
the worker, .and t~e ?th.er .from the parent's childhood experi
e:-ces. Desp~te th.eli· slm"a~lty, the two patterns must be recog
nI~ed as having different orrgins and meanings and must be dealt 
with separately. The most important guid\.!line is for the worker 
to accept the parent as an individual with a right to personal ideas 
and to ~eet the parent on his or her own ground a5 comfortably 
as possible. 

Effecti~e y~atment can ble handled by people from ma~y dif
ferent. dlsclplme~ and. ,:,alKs of life, using various therapeutic 
t~chnlques. SpeCial training and experience in a specific profes
sional or paraprofessional field are invaluable assets but the 
~orker's character and personality are .of equal irnp;rtance. It 
IS useful fO.r a worker to have a nonchalant ability to accept 
mar~e?I'y different patterns of human" behavior, without having 
to CritiCize, c0ntrol, or manage; an ability to adapt to the parents' 
needs and to try to satisfY them without being self-sacrificing; 
~ome knowledge of child development and behavior" and 
~deally, experience in h~ving raised children successfully: Most 
Im~orta~lt, the personal lIfe of the worker has to provide enough 
satisfaction so that the worker's own self-esteem will not depend 
on the behavior and progress of the parents. 

One of the primary requisites in working with abusive and 
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neglecting parents is respect> for them as individuals. Feeling 
respected, the. parents can learn to respect themselves and c~n, 
in turn, more readily develop the ability to be empathically caring 

for their children. 

In addition workers must be more available tha~ is usually 
considered n~cessary in therapeutic work. They must be willing 
to accept telephone calls or emergency contacts outside o~ reg
ular office hours and should never be out of town or unavailable 
without adequat~ notice to the parents. To develop and maintain 
a reliable therapeutic relationship in which the parent is ~ble to 
trust and 'depend on the worker, the worker must aVOid any 
semblance of desertion or ab~ndonment. Such a relationship can 
involve large expenditures of time find emotion for the worker
a fact that again suggests advantages to involving two or more 
workers with each family in which abuse has occurred. AlthouBh 
some agencies have found this practice to be disruptive, sharing 
the burden of dependency, anxiety, and responsibility can make 
treatment contacts easier as well as more effective. 

The most valuable ingredients that enable parents to grow and 
develop are time, attention, tolerance, and r~.cognition of their 
worth as individual human beings-all of whIch the worker can 

provide. 

Treatment Modalities 
The matching up of parent, worker, and treatment modality 

is difficult and usually. managed on a less than ideal basis. Since 
the parents are often extremely reluctant to become involved in 
any form of treatment, the selection of a treatlnent method may 
be determined by what the parents will accept rather than .by 
theoretical reasons for a specific choice. In addition, the selectIon 
of a therapeutic worker or a mode of treatment is often more 
influenced by availability than by theoretical ideals. ~t prese~t, 
there are no data derived from thorough, comparatlve studies 
indicating how or why anyone mode of treatment is more effec
tive than another for a particular parent. Yet, even in the face of 
rather haphazard selection, remarkably good results have been 

. produced by various treatment methods. 

By far the greater part of treatment for parents is handled by 
public and private social agencies in which the traditional values 
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and n:ethod~ of social casework are maintained. There is, how
ever~/ncreaslng use of.~ther tec~niqLles and of paraprofessionals 
~or .. ng u~der .supervlslOn. Vartous therapeutic approaches are 
dIscussed In brtef below. 

Community Mental Health Agencies. A family treatment plan 
may call for. any of ~ number of mental health services-individ
ual coun~ell~g, fa~IIy counseling, group therapy, play therapy, 
or ~sychlatrtc ser.vlces. To r:,any families, perhaps most, these 
servIces may.be elth~r unavailable or economically out of reach, 
unless there IS an actIve mental health agency in the community. 

The mere existence of a ~ommunity mental hea'lth agency does 
~ot ensure adequate serVIce. Dr. lewis Thomas observes that 
several decades of Mental Health have not made schizo'phrenia 

go away, nor has It been established that a Community Mental 
Heal.th Center can yet maintain the mental health of a com
munity." 8 Moreover, the availability of the mental health resource 
does not ensure that the family needing this service most will be 
helped. Parents haVing the problem of abuse or neglect rarely 
seek out mental health services; and it is not uncommon for 
those· referred through protective services or the juvenile court 
to keep no more than a few appointments. 

Responden~s to a survey conducted in California included 
:ecommendatlons. for "aggressive mental health services reaching 
Into. the communIty to effect prevention as well as treatment." 9 

T? Improve the delivery of mental health services in New York 
CIty, the MaY~,r's ~ask Fo~ce on Child Abuse and Neglect recom
me~ded that socIal servIces be considered the most important 
ancdlary (back~~p) service available to abusing and neglectful 
parents who utilIze mental health facilities." 10 The Task Force ad
vocated that a caseworker be assigned to each family under treat
ment ~y. menta.1 health services. The caseworker would maintain 
close. lIaIson wIth the mental health facility both to ensure that 
aPPointments are kept and to provide whatever services are needed' 
to solve or ameliorate problems that arise during treatment. 

O.ne means of providing more active "outreach" mental health 
serVIces. is through a visiting psychiatric service, another recom
mendat~o.n. 'of the Task Force. They suggested that "a staff of 
home-VIsiting mental health specialists be developed to treat 
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those parents whose personal isolation precludes regular office 
visits." II This service could be staffed by various professiqnals
psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, or psychiatric s?cial workers. 
The Task Force report indicates that while the cost pf such a 
service would be high, it might be moderate in comparison to 
the combined "costs" of parents without the help they need
the costs to themselves, their children, and society as a whole. 

·Psychotherapy. Various modes of psychotherapy have been 
used in the treatment of abusive parents. Although there has been 
some success with classical psychoanalysis, the general character 
structure and life-style of most abusive parents ·tend to make this 
procedure impractical and usually unsuccessful. On the other. 
hand, psychoanalytically oriented dynamic psychotherapy, when 
handled by skilled therapists, has proved extremely successful 
in many cases. 

In general, the therapist must be more willing to a?apt t? 
patient needs and to allow greater. dependency than IS or?l
narily considered appropriate. IntenSIve psychoth!=rapy that skill
fully utilizes transference, with avoidance of a full transference 
neurosis, can stimulate major growth and deep structural change 
in parents despite their severe immaturity and development~1 . 
arrest. The oarent tends to respond best when psychotherapy IS . 
accompanied by supportive services provided by a child protec
tive service or by individual social workers, la)' therapists, or 
group therapy. Skilled and experienced psychologists can also 
work successfully as counselors and therapists in both individual 
and group situations. 

Group Therapy. Group' therapy has at least one specia.1 ad~an
tage for parents with the problem of abuse or neglect: It brings 
these typically isolated people into contact with others . .The 
Final Report of the New York Mayor's Task Force comments that 
"the very structure of the group serves to e.liminate feelings of 
isolation by providing a 'common ground' for peer support." 12 

Parents wh.) have the courage and ego strength to enter a 
gro~p program can be heJped through the process to 7~p.ress 
their emotions more openly and to learn to accept CritIcIsm. 
As members find out that they are not alone in their troubles, 
their self-esteem improves. And as they can understand and 
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respond t.o each other's feelings and problems, they can have 
the experience, perhaps for the first time of trusting someone 
else a~d even bei.ngable to extend help. 'In addition, since the 
therapist ~orks with a number of clients at once, group therapy 
helps ameliorate the shortage of professionals specifically trained 
to deal with cases of abuse and neglect. 

By itself, h0:-veve;, group therapy is seldom adequate for the 
person. or family Wlt~ overwhelming social problems, since the 
therapist cannot proVide the social services that may be needed. 
Moreover, e~penen~e suggests that one-to-one contacts outside 
th.e group, either with group leaders on an individual basis or 
with ~orker.s from other agencies, are often necessary for the 
parent s optimal development and improvement. 

Most groups are formed and led by professionally trained 
g(OUP therapists such as psychologists, psychiatrists, other mental 
health ,,:,orkers, and social workers in protective agencies. It is 
often wise to h~ve a.t least two leaders, preferably a man and 
a woman, espeCially If the group consists of couples. 

Sin~e its introduction in 1955, group psychotherapy has been 
~sed m.the treatment of almost every psychiatric disorder. While 
Its u.se In the treat':lent of abusive and neglecting parents is on 
~he I~crease, th~re IS as yet a dearth of published reports detail
mg either techniques or long-term results. 

Much of the avai.lable literature is based on the group therapy 
program ,of the Child ~ra~ma In~ervention and Research Project 
at UCLA s NeuropsychiatriC Institute. The project is staffed by 
10 members of the Department of Psychiatry five of whom 
work with.the group therapy program. Dr. Morris' Paulson clinical 
psychologIst and principal investigator for the project describes 
the g~oup program as "multidisciplinary, multitheor~tical, and 
eclectIC treatment of abusive parents through the vehicle of 
g.roup psychotherapy." 13 ThJt program has been operating for 
SIX years and has served sdme 115 parents to date. There are 
two separ?te thera~y groups! ea.ch conducted by male and female 
co-therapists. A ~~Ild psychiatrist and a public health nurse lead 
one groUPi a clInical psychologist and a psychiatric nurse lead 
th.e other. A psychiatric social worker IJrovides liaison contact 
WIth the professional community. 
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Group members are either referred through the Department 
of Social Services or the juvenile court, or come through self
referral. Though not required by law to attend, many parents 
are strongly encouraged. The program insists that both parents 
attend, if both are present in the. family. The intake' procedure 
includes interviews with two staff members and a day~long psy
chological examination. There is no specified time for termination 
of therapy. The abused children of group members are generally 
in foster placement or with relatives, and most of the parents 
continue to attend meetings until their children are returned. 
There has been only one recurrence of abuse among the parents 
in treatment, and this child was a sibling rather than the child 
originally abused. 

The goals of the program are emotional growth, insight, and, 
ultimately, successful termination of therapy. Initially, the indi
vidual parents were suspicious of the therapists. As the meetings 
progressed, the members of each group increasingly began to 
trust the therapists and one another, acknowledge their need 
for help, and place the therapists in the role of pprent surrogates. 
As Dr. Paulson and several of his colleagues note: "For every 
step toward growth in therapy that could be attributed to the 
co-therapists, there were ten steps attributable to the group and 
its members. This was, for the th(~rapists, confirming evidence of 
the power and the effectiveness of group psychotherapy." 14 

According to Dr. Paulson, many of the parents proved to be 
"incredibly ignorant of child deveiopment; they had no concep
tion of what a three-month-old infant was capable of." The 
program was therefore expanded to include half-hour sessions 
dealing with facts about child development and child-rearing. 
These weekly sessions precede the two-hour therapeutic meetings. 

Sin'ce many of the parents had problems arranging for the 
care of their children while they attended group meetings, the 
program added an in-house "baby-silter"-a trained worker who 
also functions as an observer of the children's behavior. Behavioral 
observation includes notes on how the child separates from 
the parents, other facets of parent-child interaction, and the 
child's manner of relating to other ,children. These data give 
the therapists valuable clues about the family's progress. 
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The therapists give their telephone numbers to clients, remain 
on call 24 hours a day, and sometimes make home visits. As 
Dr. Paulson explains, these practices help illustrate their phil
osophy: "When you're panicked, in despair, and have no place 
to turn, that may be the time when the child is injured. You've 
got to have a number to call, you've got to have somewhere 
you can go." 

Parent Aides. (L~y Therapists) . . To the parent in need of help, 
access to psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers is some
times limited by waiting lists and often by cost. In many cases, 
nonprofessionals can help to meet parents' needs. Kempe and 
l-!el~e: hold that th~ great majority of parents "can benefit 
significantly from an Intense relationship with a nonprofessional 
therapist." 15 

Professi~nal opinion is divided on the issue of parent aides. 
Dr. Frederrck Green of Children'S Hospital, Washington, D.C., 
notes that some professionals are skeptical whether "this kind 
of. n~nprofessi~mal p~rson dealing with a critical problem may 
raise Issues which he IS not capable of handling." But Dr. Vincent 
Fontana, discussing the parent aide program in Denver, does not 
seem to agree: "Are there not dangers in letting amateurs ven
ture where perhaps even some psychiatrists may fear to tread? ... 
~~. The Aid~s are carefully c~osen and work under the super
VIsion of ~oc/.al workers and In consultation with pediatricians 
and psych/atrrsts . ... [TJhe entire famiiy structure is carefully 
evaluated and the parent or parents psychiatrically tested before 
any sort of therapy is initiated. The ill receive treatment and the 
immature get motherly visitors." 16 The New York City Mayor's 
Task Forc~ suggests that, while lay therapists are inappropriate 
for use With parents suffering severe psychiatric problems they 
can be "highly effective" with the parent plagued by isolation.17 

. There are different concepts of "lay therapists," and variations 
In t~e nature of ~hejr relationship to the client, the kinds of 
services they prOVide, and the intended results. But most such 
programs are consistent in their description of the parent aide 
as s~n:eone who displays warmth and understanding, who listens 
uncrrtlcally, and offers support. While Dr. Green prefers the 
term "friend of the family," others describe the role as that of 
"parenting'! 0,. "mothering" the parents. 
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Ideally a parent aide is willing to become deeply involved 
with a fa'milY for a period of eight totwelv~ months 0: longer; 
can make weekiy or twice-weekly visits dUring that period;. ~nd 
tan relate to the parents from a listening, approving, nonCritical 
point of view, rather than from a position of authority, 

The goals of lay therapy are necessaril'y limited. While parent 
aides cannot be expected to undo the harms of the past, t~E".y 
can help the parents to a point where the child can safely I I've 
at home; where the parents can see and even enjoy the child as 
an individual; where they can recognize impending crises; where 
they can ask for as well as offer support; and where, evencuallYI 
they are no longer depe'ldent on the primary therapist. ls

• 

Within the broad concept of lay therapy, various programs 
have been developed. 

Denver. The Parent Aide Program, based at Colorado General 
Hospital, is staffed by men and women who were raised by 
loving parents, who are themselves parents, amI who are ready 
to take on the care of another adult. They come from all economic 
and social groups, and their background~ are carefully matched 
to those of their clients. They work part-time and receive a small 
hourly wage. 

Parent aides informally visit one or both adult~ i.n the fan:i1y 
once or twice a week. They are encouraged to fit Into the Ilfe
;~tyle of the family-to have a CIJp of tea or coffee in the kitchen-:
and to listen with interest to thE~ problems of the parents. Between 
visits, they are available for help in crises; th~ client has the aide's 
phone number and that of an alternate aide. As ther3PY.pro
gresses, they generally begin to function as mature and reliable 
friends, rather than solely as visiting helpers. 

Since parent aides need close and continuing. supervisi?n, 
Kempe 'and Helfer recommenJ that they be based In a hospital 
or other agency that has the necessary professional supp~rt.19 Every 
two weeks the parent aides attend a group therapy sessIon where 
they are ~ncouraged to express to the professional staff their 
inevitable feelings of frustration, anxiety, and anger: The emo
tional stress of working with abusive parents makes It necessary 
to limit caseloads to two or three families each. 
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. One social. w.orker can supervise several parent aides and 
stili carry a limited c~seload, which substantially r.dduces the 
cost .of treatn:e~! an~ Incr~ases its availability. Clinical results
provided the Initial diagnosIs of the family's needs was correct
have been outstanding. Fontana suggests that if lithe Aide is 
succe~sful in establishing a supportive relationship ... is able 
to budd up the parent's self esteem and sense of personal worth 
... to develop a relationship of mutual trust ... to ease the 
par~nts through cri.sis situations and truly understand the parent's 
feel~ngs, then sht;! IS. not only helping the parents but the entire 
family and protecting the child in the most effective way 
possible." 20 . 

San Diego. Dr. Kent Jordan, with a grant from the California 
Department of 0ental He~lth, is attempting to implement the 
Den~er lay-ther~~lst model In the San Diego Department of Social 
Services. In addition,. he intends to expand the lay volunteer pro
grams alre~dy I,mderway and to develop' training materials. The 
program ",:,111 eventually include 200 carefully selected volunteer 
lay therapists, ~ach handling one case, with one client visit per 
~eek: As a control group, there will be clients who receive 
Identical treatment except f?r the provision of the lay therapist. 
Dr,. J?rdan hopes to determine, among other things, the charac
teristics of an effective lay therapis f!.21 

Lansing, Mich!gan, Lansing's Parent Aide Program puts relatively 
g.reater emphasIs on friendship than on therapy. The 21 parent 
aides .are mostly young married women. According to Helen 
McGUire, the program's supervisor, they are untrained, but care
fully. screened: "We look f9r individuals who have a good 
marriage, have chil?ren with normal problems that the parent 
can ha~dle, are nO~Judgmental and outgoing, and have a capacity 
for I.ovlng people. They are not paid for their work, but do 
receive expense money. . 

vyorking.under the supervision of a social worker from Catholic 
Social .Servlces, eac~ parent aide is assigned one family-usually 
a multiproblem family that requires more attention that the case
w.orkercal1 give. Their primar\-' role is that .of an understanding 
frlen?, needed to break through the family's isolation. In emer
gencies, they provide services such as transportation or babysit-
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ting. Since most of the parent aides are young, they are more like 
sisters than surrogate mothers to the parents they work with. 

Sometimes the parent aide and her husband and children 
get together with the client-family socially. As Helen McGuire 
explains, "They're basically free to do anything they want-and 
they're resourceful." 

Arkansas. SCAN (Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect) Volunteer 
Service, lnc.

t 
was organized in Pulaski County, Arkansas by Sharon 

Pallone in 1972. Her reason for founding SCAN was that not one 
local agency, public or private, could meet the needs of an 
abusive parent she knew. Available professional help w~~ !rag
men ted, slow, and generally unable either to meet a CrISIS or 
to produce lasting results.22 

SCAN is currently staffed by 13 full-time employees and about 
55 volunteers. The voll.mteers, mostly women without full-time 
jobs, provide emergency intervention, as well as long-term coun
seling and supportive services. Each contributes 'an average of 20 
hours a week and is reimbursed $50 a month for expenses. 

The volunteers are carefully selected and given an initial 40 
hours of training, conducted by doctors and other community 
professionals. Among the topics covered in training are medical 
evidence of abuse and neglect, legal aspects of the problem, 
marriage counseling

t 
counseling techniques t transactional analysis, 

and group therapy. In-service training consists of staff meetings 
every other week and professional consultation as needed. 

Under contract with the Arkansas Social Service Division, 
SCAN receives referrals from the Division t the community, and 
Arkansas Children'S Hospital and cooperates extensively with 
the University of Arkansas Medi~al Center, The Service recently 
expanded from its base in Pulaski County to neighboring Wash
ington, Garland, and Jefferson Counties as a result of a demon
stration grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfar'e (the grant was awarded jointly by the Office of 
Child Development and the Social Rehabilitation Service). 

In all four counties, every report of suspected abuse or neglect 
is investigated within an hour by a SCAN volunteer. The volun-
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teer has ~o le~al authority to remove a child but, through close 
cooperatIon wIth the prosecuting attorney and the Social Service 
D~vision, is ab,le .to offer the parent the alternative of working 
wIth SCAN or racIng law enforcement officials and possible foster 
placement of the child. 

Most of SCAN's work consists of "mothering" the parents 
thereby teaching them to be better fathers and mothers. Th~ 
volunteer focuses .~n the problems of the parents, providing 
support and noncrItIcal counseling according to their needs. As 
Sharon ~all.one explains: "The volunteer's work .may be as simple 
as convIrlcIrlg a mother who beat her child because she didn't 
mop. the floor that two-year-olds can't be expected to mop floors. 
But It may be much tougher-improving housing, getting food 
stamps or money, arranging for adequate health care. We work 
with every agency in attempting to.' solve the problem that 
spawned the crisis." 

. The maximum caseload for a volunteer is four families, includ
Ing no more than two active cases. The volunteers initially spend 
a great deal of time with each family at home. Their involvement 
tapers off as the situation improves, although cases are maintained 
as long as necessary. 

Initially, professionals in the community were slow to accept 
the volunteer organization. But as a result of the skill of SCAN's 
volunteers-who, 'since August 1972, have provided service to 
well over 200 families-the Service has the full cooperation of 
both the professional community and local government. Even
tually, SCAN plans to operate statewide. 

Public Health Nurses. Many communities already have a rich 
resource for therapeutic and follow-up care: visiting public 
health nurses. Early in the diagnostic process, the nurse can 
provide the protective service caseworker with valuable infor
mation abo~t the family. a~d about the interaction between par
ents and children. By tramIng and experience, most public health 
n~rses are ~omfortable entering th~ homes of clients and talking 
"':"th them m a relaxed, coffee-in-the-kitchen way. Some, in addi
tIon, have a great capacity for caring for the parents of abused 
or neglected children. 
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To function therapeutically, the nurse must be noncritical, 
nonjudgmental, and prepared to commit herself to a deep involve~ 
ment in the family's life. She should be a sympathetic, under
standing listener, rather than an advisor or teacher. The nurse's 
role is to provide needed "mothering." She should focus not on 
the child but on the parents, offering them an opportunity to 
break out of their isolation, to develop trust in another adult, 
and to raise their opinions of themselves. Without an excess of 
advice or lecturing, she may be able to help the parents begin 
to understand and even enjoy their children. 

Dr. Morris Paulson and several others from the staff of UCLA's 
Neuropsychiatric Institute describe why such a relationship can 
develop: "While both male and female therapists [in their group 
therapy program] were regarded with increased warmth and con
sideration, the female nurse co-therapist was much more identi
fied in this surrogate [parent] role. Her information input in the 
important areas of child development, her practical knowledge in 
the caring and nursing of the infant and growing child, and 
her numerous home visits all defined the greater degree of 
intimacy and personal involvement in the life "'xperience of these 
families." 23 

If possible, the nurse should informally visit the family once 
or twice a week-twice weekly at first, then tapering off as the 
parents progress, It is important that the relationship, once begun, 
not be cut off too soon. The visits should continue until the 
child is no longer at risk-preferably for a year or longer if nec
essary, but seldom for less than eight or nine months. Despite 
the atmosphere of friendliness and informality, the nurse's visits 
are an important element of treatment, and a decision to ter
minate should be made jointly by the nurse, the protective 
service worker, and any other professiona' lirectly involved with 
the 'family. 

Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services. Homemaker se,<vices 
have been recommended and used as a support to families 'under 
stress, as an alternative to temporr.ry removal of the child from 
the home, and as a way to facilitate a child's return. In addition, 
homemakers can assume a preventive role, if available to families 
in which "mothers simply do not have the strength to cope with 
all the demands of several children." 24 A homemaker who can 
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fi~ into the family-not to run the household, but to work along 
with and support the parents, helping with the house and children 
as needed-can help relieve at least some of the f<tinily's' stress. 

The exa~t role of the homemaker varies according to the needs 
of the family and the goals of the treatment plan. One possible 
role for the homemaker is mentioned by Paulson and Blake: like 
the visitJng nurse, she can help the social worker evaluate the 
family strengths and weaknesses through daily observation of 
interpersonal relationships and patterns of Iiving.25 

The report of the New York Mayor's Task Force points out that 
a homemaker who cleans, shops, cooks, and cares for the chil
?ren ~an be valuable ~nd even necessary to many families, 
including those whose children are neglected, and can in the long 
run decrease the costs of service to the family. But, the report 
adds, such a homemaker is seldom needed by abusive parents 
and would be of no help in altering destructive patterns of 
behavior. The Task Force recommends that the most qualified 
homemakers be trained as parent aides "to address the emotional 
rather than the materiul/logistic difficulties experienced by the 
abusing parent/' 26 

Kempe and Helfer note that the homemaker can be part of the 
therapeutic team, helping to provide the parents with understand
ing and emotional supportY If the community has a parent aide 
program, homemakers could be included in their in-service train
ing sessions to gain professional support and advice. 

Whatever the role of th,c homemaker in a family, It should be· 
made clear to the parents from the start. Otherwise, the home
maker's presence may lead to confusion, suspicion, and even 
greater stress for the parents. ' 

Parents A~onymous. "/ started P.A. because of my own prob
!er:ns, becaus,e of my own pain, my own anguish." 28 This is how 
JOlly K., a former abusive parent who had been abused as a 
child,. ex~lains the be~inning of Parents Anonymous, a self-help 
organizatIOn for abusrve and potentia!fy abusive parents. After 
repeatedly approaching established agencies for help that she 
never received, Jolly K. started P.A. as a way to help herself and 
others. 
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Today, three and a half years later, P.A. includes some 112 
chapters* and approximately 1200 members throughout the 
United States. Each chapter is headed by a dlairperson·-a parent 
from the group-and a professional sponsor who is usually, a 
social worker, psychiatrist, or psychologist. However, as Dr. Vin
cent Fontana observes, "P,A. does not suffer' from any goggle
eyed reverence for professionals." 29 The main emphasis is on 
parents helping one another. 

Members attend weekly meetings, at which they exchange 
family experiences, both good and bad, in a noncri,tical, sup
portive atmosphere. Since all the members have experienced the 
stress and anger that can lead to abuse, they can discuss each 
other's problems with understanding and without moralization. 
Parents typically unable to communicate with othl~rs learn to 
share their feelings with the group. 

An additional focus of P.A. is on crisis incervention, which 
typically comes as the result of a telephone call for help. M~mbers 
exchange fjrst names and telephone numbers. When a parent 
under stress feels in danger of abusing a child, she or he can 
call another member, day or night. Help may take several forms: 
discu5sion and reassurance over the phone, a personal visit, or 
sometimes temporary care of the child by another parent. There 
is a general feeling that giving help-actually being useful to 
someone in a time of crisis-can be as therapeutic as receiving 

help. 

Since about 80 percent of P,A.'s members are self-referred, 
some professionals-while lauding the success of the organiza
tion-would like to see closer ties between local P.A. chapters 
and protective service agencies. Protective services could then 
monitor and be accountable for the child's safety and could pro
vide support services, if needed, while the parents continued 
with P.A. 

Crisis-Oriented Services. As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, 
. crises tend to playa significant role in the lives of families in 

. *Parents Anonymous has recently received an OeD grant t,'l expand to 200 
chapters. ' 
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which abus~ or neglect occurs. For some families, the crisis may 
be of a physIcal nature-the lack of food, clothing, transportation 
or shelter. In such cases, addressing the family's physical needs~ 
through, for. example, the provisi.on of an emergency loan, tem
porary housrng, or needed c1othrng-may be an important first 
step toward treatment, by relieving a stress-producing situation 
that may have no other solution. Such action may establish the 
worker as a pers~n who is sensitive to the "real" needs of the 
parent and can rernforce the parent's feelings of being cared for. 

But. for many parents, crises are not so much the result of 
materral need as the product of momentary frustration r:nd stress. 
The breakdown of the television, an argument with one's spouse 
th~ child's breaking of a lamp-these are among the everyday 
crrses ~ha~ can prec!pita~e abuse. To help both the parent and 
the child In such a sItuatIon, emergency services should be avail
~ble aro~nd-~he-c1ock. These could include a 24-hour crisis
rnterv~ntlon II~e (s~~ Chapter 2), crisis nursery facilities (see the 
followrng sectIon, Treatment for the Children"), or the tele
phone number of a worker who can be called at any hour. 

Edu.cation. in Parenting. Treatment that uses cognitive learning 
tec~nlques IS ~a~ed, at least in part, on the assumption that the 
parents h~ve dIffIculty because they have not been given proper 
opportunIty ~nd knowledge to develop adequate parental atti
tudes and s~lI!s .. To some extent, this is true; but, in general, the 
deepest defICIt rn the parents is in the emotional or affective 
rather than the cognitive sphere. 

Some pa~ents, particul~rly those who neglect or only mildly 
a?use .a child, may profIt from instruction in parenting tech
nIques. But this should not be a standard or exclusive treatment 
~etho.d for the r;'ajority of parents. In many cases, even those 
rnvol.vlng the serrous abuse of a child, the parents are able to 
proVIde goo~ ca~e for other children in the family. It is evident 
from such sItuatIons that the parents do not suffer a lack of 
factu.a.1 kn~wledge, but rather emotional difficulties involving 
sp~clflc attItudes toward and misperceptions of .an individual 
child. 

For th.ose par~nt~ .lackin!5 child-care skills, classes in a school 
or hospItal or rndlvldual Instruction by a public health nurse 
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could be an extremely valuable part of the parents' treatment. 
Such instruction could include learning how to diaper, feed, 
pick up, and play with children; how and when to discipline a 
child; and some facts about child development. The content and 
nature of the instruction will, of course, be determined by the 
needs and abilities of the individual parent. 

Behavior Modification. Behavior modification techniques-the 
use of positive or negative feedback to modify behavior-have 
been found to effect changes in the attitudes and actions of abu
sive parents in relatively short periods of time. However, it is 
not clear whether such techniques have validity for long-term 

rehabilitation. 

To some extent, positive reinforcement is an element included 
in almost all modalities of treatment for the parents. But the use 
of negative-feedback techniques to induce change has been 
seriously questioned, even though there has been superficial 
success with such techniques. Negative feedback is essentially a 
repetition of the childhood experience of most of these parents, a 
repetition of the very process that helped lead them to abuse or 
neglect their children. 

Treatment for the Children* 
While the care of abused and neglected children has been the 

concern of health and welfare agencies in this country since the 
late 1800s, much of the professional emphasis has been limited 
to medical treatment and physical protection. In. many cases, 
protection has been synonymous with removal of the child from 
the home. But more and more professionals are recognizing that 
the child as well as the parent requires direct help if treatment is 
to produce optimal rehabilitation of the family. 

The purpose of this section is to descri.be several methods of 

*Much of this section has been adapted from material written by Elsa Ten 
Broeck and Steven Stripp for the Office of Child Development in 1974. Many 
of the points discussed are based on the authors' experience at the Extended 
Family Center, San FranGisco. Except where indicated, the subsection "Removal 
of the Child" has been adapted from material. written by Douglas J. Besharov 
for OCP in 1975. Much of this subsection is based on the April 1972 Report 
of the New York State Assembly SeleCt Committee on Child Abuse, of which 
Mr. Besharov is the executive director. 
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d~rect ~reatment for the very young (up to age five) child. This 
discussion does not attempt to set treatment for children apart 
from treatment for parents. While it focuses on children it 
emphasizes the family setting, the effects of children's treatm'ent 
on the parents, and the need to coordinate treatment for all 
family members. 
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I In t~is section, aspects of treatment in a day care setting are 
t~e prl~ary foc.us. T~ere are several reasons for narrowing the 
~Iscusslon. to this setting: little has been written about therapeu- II 
tiC nurseries; many older children in need of treatment can be II 
referred for individual child-psychiatric services whereas the !I 
very you.n~ childcanno~; a.nd finally, emphasis h;s to be placed 1 ..•.•. 1 
on provldlllg therapeutic Intervention for children as early as I 

possible. I J 
,~ 

Before discussion of actual treatment modalities, it is important'! 
to look at the role of out-of-the-home placement of the child "J 
as part of the family's treatment plan. .1 , , 

A 
Removal of the ChHd 

Temporary Removal. Of the many difficult issues in the man
ag~ment of child .abuse and neglect, the involuntary removal of 
children from their parents is among the most volatile. There are 
som.e. families in which children cannot safely remain. For these 
families, tempora.ry or permanent removal of the child accom
p.anied by ap~ropriate treatment for the parents, is the only 
viable al~e~natl~e. How~ver, because of inadequate casework 
an~ admlnlstr~tlve practices, insufficient funding, and lack of 
trained, experienced workers in some child welfare agencies, 
foster care-the placement of children with a foster family, in 
a group home, or in an institution-is the primary mode of 
"tre~ti.ng" the problems of abuse and neglect in some com
munities. As a result, some children who could remain in their 
own homes are placed in foster care, and too many children 
remain in foster care for too long. . 

The increasing use: of foster placement in recent years has 
led to a general lowering of standards for recruitment and approv
al of foster parents. It is a "seller's market" in a sense' m()re 
stringent standards, even if they could be e~forced, would leave 
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many children without homes. In some cases, the quality of 
foster care is not significantly better than the care the children 
received from their natural parents. There are, for example, cases 
where foster parents abuse the children placed in their care. 

Inadequate record-keeping in some agencies only aggravates 
the problems of substitute care. One agency, for instance, suc
cessively placed and then removed seven children from a foster 
home is the space of one year. Since there was no record to 
explain why these children were unable to get along in the home, 
it was impossible to determine which, if any, children could be 
placed there in the future. 

The child's position in foster care is complicated by policies 
in some agencies prohibiting excessive emotional involvement 
with the foster parents. The rationale is that foster care is tem
porary, the ultimate objective being the return of the child to 
the natural parents; undue affection by the foster parent could 
cause emotional ambivalence if and when the child is returned 
home. When foster parents follow such guidelines-providing a 
warm home, but a home without too much love-the children 
often perceive the foster parents as they do their own parents, 
unable or unwilling to love them enough. 

It is not unusual for an agency to remove children from a 
foster home because they are shown too much love. One agency 
used this reason to remove two children, nine and eleven years 
of age, from a foster family in which they were thriving after 
three years of placement. The children were placed in an institu
tion, and the foster parents brought the matter to court. Nine 
months later, the case was resolved in the foster parents' favor; 
but by this time, the children felt so rejected and confused that 
they refused to return to the foster home. Although both chil
dren had an I.Q. of about 120, they remain in the institution 
where 90 is the average I.Q. 

Once the abused or neglected child is placed in foster care, 
many agencies make little or no effort to work with the natural 
parents. This is not only dangerous for other children who may 
remain in the home without services or protective supervision, 
it also allows foster care to become a more or less permanent 
situation for the children who are removed. There are, of course, 
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some agencies that do creative and highly constructive rehabili
tative work with the natural parents, but these seem to be excep
tions to the typical practice. 

Planning for families does not seem to occur in any predictCl!Jle 
or reasoned pattern. For example, it is not uncommon forchil
dren to be placed in foster hornes far from their natural parents. 
Under such an arrangement, meaningful contacts between chil
dren and their natural families are almost impossible, and suc
cessful rehabilitation of families becomes unlikely. 

In a research project headed by Dr. David Fanshel, director of 
the Child Welfare Research Program at Columbia University's 
School of Social Work, 624 children who entered foster care for 
the first time in 1966 were followed for five years. At the end of 
three and a half years, 46 percent of the children were still in 
substitute care.30 Commenting on their findings, Dr. Fanshel and 
his colleague Dr. Eugene Shinn write: "It is our impression that 
too many children slip into long-term foster care careers with 
the passage of time and their statuses become frozen through 
a process of default rather than through a consciously arrived at 
decision that alternatives to placement are not feasible.1I31 

Thi~ fail.ure.to consider alternatives to placement is particularly 
alarming In lIght of the often damaging effects of foster care. 
Even when the quality of care is adequate, placement can be 
troubling to children. As Dr. Ner Littner explains: "No matter 
what the realistic reason for the separation, the child seems to 
experience first-either consciously or unconsciously-a feeling 
of abandonment, which contains elements of loss, rejection, 
humiliation, complete insignificance and worthlessness.l' 32 Foster 
care places children in a painfully ambiguous situation in which 
they are unsure of their future. Children frequently blame them
~elves for ~he separation from their parents, and they harbor feel
Ings of guilt. If they relate the separation to some fault of their 
parents, their identification with the parents can result in their 
seeing themselves as similarly "bad." 

The very nature of foster care adds to children's concerns 
about their worth. Children in institutions may feel "different" 
because they do not have a .family; those in foster homes have 
names different from the foster family,.a constant reminder that 
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they do not really belong. Eugene A. Weinstein investigated foster 
children's grappling with four questions: WhO" am I? Where am 
I? Why am I here? What is going to happen to me? 33 His findings: 
these are confusing, anxiety-laden questions for children in foster 
care; however, children who had more contact and were pri
marily identified with their natural families showed a statistically 
greater understanding of their foster placement. These findings 
point not only to the difficult ambiguities that placement can 
impose on a child but also to the continued importance of the 
natural family to the child's well-being. 

In 1971, the Davidson County (Tennessee) Department of Pub
lic Welfare (DPW) began a three-year project in the metropolitan 
Nashville area, addressing many of the problems of foster care. 
The project, Comprehensive Emergency Services for Children in 
Crisis, provides. 24-hour emergency services-including intake, 
foster homes, taretakers, and homemakers-to enable neglected 
and dependent children to remain at home or, when removal is 
necessary, to minimize the traumatic effects of placement. During 
its first three years, when the project was funded by the U.S. 
Children'S Bureau, emergency placements were reduced from 
approximately 480 to 70 .. Funding is now handled by the state 
and county DPW. In addition, the Children'S BurealJ is now 
funding a follow-on project to disseminate information about the 
Comprehensive Emergency Services program. To date, some 20 
communities are committed to installing similar programs.* 

Among the recommendations of the Massachusetts Committee 
on Child Abuse were four suggested components of an adequate 
foster care system: the 24-hour availability of "highly competent 
professional foster homes"; a mechanism for recruiting, review., 
ing,and supporting "good quality" foster homes; the innovative 
use. of day care; and the development of alternative group care 
facilities. These recommendations are based on the assumption 
that, when placement is unavoidable, foster-home care "is often 
preferable" to and "less expensive" than institutional care.34 In 
a foster home, a child should receive temporary but uninter-

"For further information, contact Patricia Lockett, Director of the National 
Center for Comprehensive Emergency Services, Nashville Urban Observatory, 
320 Metro-Howard Office B!Jilding, 25 Middleton Street, Nashville, Tennessee 
37210i(615) 259-5371. 
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rupted care, while his or her parents are in treatment or until 
permanent placement is arranged. 

Fo.ster parents of~en pride themselves on taking better care of 
a c~rI~ than the chrld's natural parents. This feeling-while it is 
gratifYing for the foster parents and helps to compensate for 
po.or pay ~nd I~ng hou.rs-c~n further disrupt the natural parent
chrld relationship by reinforcing the parents' poor image of them
selves. However, through careful selection and professional sup
port, foster parents can be a source of help for the natural 
parents as well as. for the children. The following example Ulus
trates the supportive and therapeutic role the foster parent can 
play. 

.Throughout th~ investigation and court hearing, Erica main
tained that she did not know the cause of her five-month~old 
daught~r's severe iniuries. She felt that the psychiatrist and 
the sOCIal workers who were assigned to "help" her were 
unfair and insensitive, and she was not able to benefit from 
the contacts. Her daughter jennifer had been placrd in ,'a fos
ter home, which Erica avoided because she was afraid of 
what the foster mother would think of her. Her husband 
Tony did not visit either, feeling little attachment to the baby 
and no responsibility for her care. 

Erica finally decided to visit her daughter; she worried that 
by staYing away she would be thought an unfit mother. To 
her surp:ise, ~he foster mother was quite sympa.thetic. She 
talked with Erica about the baby's behavior not about what 
Erica "had done." The foster mother sew~d a kerchief for 
Erica and occasionally invited her and Tony for meals. She 
encouraged them to bathe jennifer und to take over other 
parental tasks, which not only helped them to feel close to 
the baby, but also relieved the foster mother of much of 
jennifer's care. As soon as possible, Erica and Tony were 
affowed to take the baby home for short visits. These visits 
graduaffy lengthened until the child was permanently and 
safely returned.* 

*Adapted fr~m material written by Elizabeth Davoren for the Office of Child 
Development In 1974. 
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Permanent Removal. Unlike Erica and Tony, some parents of 
children in foster care will never have the interest or capacity 
to care adequately for their children. In cases where the child's 
return is unlikely, the possibility of adoption should be actively 
explored. 

Freeing Children for Permanent Placement is a project begun 
in Oregon in the fall of 1973 to deal with the problem of children 
remaining in foster care, often for years, because alternatives to 
"temporary" placement had not previously been explored. Funded 
by the u.s. Children's Bureau, the project began by identifying 
child,oen in foster family care who had little chance of returning 
to their natural homes, and by examining their files to determine 
if an honest effort had been made to work with the natural 
parents. Treatment services were then provided for those parents 
who seemed likely to be able to respond. In the project's first 
year, over 10 percent of the children in the study population 
were returned to their natural homes; others were adopted by 
their foster parents; and, for others, adoptive homes were re
cruited. The project-which covers 10 of the state's high-popula
tion counties and a sampling of rural counties-is also working 
to, educate judges and attorneys about the importance of freeing 
children for adoption when there is little possibility of their 
return to their parents.* , 

In recent years, adoption has become possible for an increas
ing range of children; those who are available for adoption now 
stand a better chance of finding a home. There are several reasons 
for these changes. Because of more widely practiced birth control 
and the legalization of abortion, and because more unwed 
mothers now keep their children, there are increasingly fewer 
unwanted children. Interracial adoptions and the adoption of 
older children have become more common as the number of 
white infants available for adoption has decreased. In addition, 
subsidized adoptions have lessened the financial burden to fam
ilies with limited incomes.35 

. Nevertheless, many child welfare agencies rarely, if ever, con
Sider adoption as an alternative for children in their care. In the 
--~ 

'For further information, contact Victor Pike, Project Director, Freeing Chil-
dren for Permanent Placement, 1415 S.E. 122nd Street, Portland, Oregon 97216; 
(503) 257-4344. 
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Fanshel study, less than three percent of the 624 children in 
foster care were adopted in the period of three and a half years.36 
Many smaller agencies are simply unequipped to handle adop
tions. In one case, although the foster parents wanted to adopt 
the child arid the natural mother agreed to terminate parental 
rights, the agency did not know how to go about the adoption 
process. Other agencies refuse to assist in adoption proceedings 
on the grounds that their attorneys' time is not reimbursed.37 

Even after the decision to terminate parental rights, adoption 
can be torturously slow. New York City's Department of Social 
Services studied tir:ne variations il1 the adoption process, using 
a sample of 274 children from 19 agencies.38 The time between a 
child's placement with an agency and completed legal adoption 
ranged from 13.4 mont~s to 28.1 months, with an average of 
22.1 months. T~e mean In te.rva I from placement with an agency 
to placem~nt In a~ ad~ptlve home was approximately eight 
mont~s. ThIs study IS of Interest not only because it shows the 
ado~tlon p~o~ess to be unnecessarily lengthy, but also because 
the tIme vanatlons among the 19 agencies indicate that the quality 
of management can prolong or expedite the process. 

The adoptability of a child can be greatly influenced by the 
length of the a~option process. Prospective adoptive parents 
gener?l~y ~refe.r I~fa~ts. Although this preference is becoming 
less ngld, It stIli lImIts the possibility of adoption for children 
ov~r three or fo~r years of age, particularly for minority-group 
ch~ldren .. Mor~ Impor~ant, a lengthy adoption process places 
children In a kind of lImbo in which they are denied consistent 
mothering in their formative years. Judge Nanette Dembitz of 
the New York Family Court warns that "children are kept in 
foster care for year after year after year; if finally by the age of 
seven. or .te.n or twelve the mother has completely abandoned 
the child, It IS too late--and frequently the child is too maladjusted 
or too involved in juvenile delinquencies-for adoption." 39 

There are at least two specific mechanisms that could facilitate 
the adoption process. First, since some agencies avoid adoption 
in favor of prolonged foster care because of such ,expenses as 
legal fees, private welfare agencies could be reimbu'rsed for the 
costs involved in terminating parental rights and placing a child 
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for adoptiori,.Second, laws could be enacted authorizing the 
juvenile court to immediately free children for adoption when, 
in Judge Dembitz's words, "the possibility of the mother's ever 
being able to give the child decent care is zero or very, very 
slight." 40 

Treatment Modalities 

Within the last decade, a variety of services for abused and 
neglected children has been developed to supplement in-home 
treatment services for the family. The intent of these services 
is to support the child's expression of feelings, to meet the child's 
emotional needs, and to offer direct treatment. 

Play groups generally meet a few hours a week, often while 
parents are attending therapy sessions. Frequently staffed by vol
unteers under the supervision of a professional, t~e play group 
has as its major advantage the opportunity for diagnostic observa
tion of the children. 

Crisis nursefles offer immediate relief to parents who are 
temporarilyCunable; to care for their children. The primary func
tions of .,!he crisis\nursery are to protect t~e child and help 

. stabilize ,:the horneoy providing the parents short-term relief 
from chiFp-care respoij~ibilities. 

Therapeutic day: care :fenters have several important functions. 
From (four to ten hoursz;:a day, the center functions as a refuge 
for the children; and isa support to treatment for the parents 
vides diagriostic observation of and intensive, long-term therapy 
for the children; and ~~a support to treatment for the parents 
by alloWing them thebeeded time to develop and pursue other 
interests. 

Family shelters dffer intensive 24-hour residential care for 
the entire family. ;§uch comprehensive treatment provides an 
ideal setting for in,fensive diagnostic study and 'round-the-clock 
intervention. Re~id~ntial treatment is usually limited to a few 
mOr)ths, -followed2:fby out-patient supervision. An example of 
a family shelter is "the Temporary Shelter at the New York Found
ling Hospital.41 /~~i 
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Behavior Characteristics and Dynamics 

Brief contact with abused and neglected children has led to 
descriptions of placid, slow-learning infants and overly friendly 
preschoolers who form indiscriminate attachments to adults. 
These descriptions support the opinion that the children, though 
quiet or overly friendly, are generally "normaL" But through 
long-term daily contact, this initial "normal" and, in particular, 
"good" behavior can be seen to be only one of several defenses 
again~t the very troubled environments in which maltreated 
children develop. 

In day care settings, abused children have displayed a variety 
of behaviors that are noticeably different from those of other 
children of the same age and in similar settings.42 The abused 
children evaluated in one study were found to be four to eight 
months behind their peers in language developmentY In general, 
the children's coordination skills, both gross and fine, are less 
developed than would be expected for their age; those who are 
mobile tend to be accident-prone. As a group, abused children 
are sick more often and for longer periods of time than infants 
and preschoolers in other group settings. 

Their behavior tends toward extremes of introversion or extro
version. The degree to which the children were abused seems 
to be in alignment with both their symptoms and their respon
siveness to treatment. When abuse is severe, the children tend 
to display extremely introverted symptoms; when abuse is mild, 
they tend to display a variety of extroverted symptoms soon 
after the first week in a center. 

Introverted symptoms include passivity, withdrawal, inhibited 
verbal or crying responses, and immobility. Extroverted symptoms 
include hyperactivity, very short attention span, and seemingly 
unprovoked aggression. The initial symptoms of the introverted 
children tend to resolve int6 more varied repertoires of behavior 
within the first three months in a center; for the extroverted group, 
the initial bp.r.~vior changes may occur in a few weeks or less. 
In general, children who are initially timid and passive eventually 
begin to express more anger and defiance, while those who are 
initially aggressive and hostile gradually begin to express sadness 
and fear. Timid children who originally require a great deal of 
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physical holding become more will.ing to ex~lore on their 0:vn, 
whereas those children who at fIrst cannot tolerate phYSIcal 
contact begin to allow it. 

Even after children have attended a center for several months 
and some of their initial behavior has changed, certain charac
teristics remain. For example, separation is difficult, from parents 
in particular; and transitions in general are very threatening. 
Arrival at the center is a difficult time of the day. Although 
many of the children overtly seem to have no fear of leaving 
their parents, they express their attachment-anxiety nonverbally 
once they are in the center. It is not unusual to find children 
climbing over or hiding under tables, hanging on to the front 
door, walking aimlessly around the room, or refusing to take 
off their coats. 

For many of the children, resistance to change continues 
throughout the day. Daily events, even those oCf.:urring with 
regularity, are continually resisted until the children begin to 
develop trust and become willing to take risks. Nap time can 
be particularly difficult. The children tend to be very tense and 
unable to relax. They resist confinement in a bed or crib and 
become upset and fearful when restrained. Despite their resis
tance, most of the children do need a nap; and, with individual 
attention and physical contact, they do fall asleep. 

Another prominent characteristic is the children's unusual 
propensity for violence.44 Many respond with aggression to 
anxiety, threats, and confu:.ion. It is not unusual to observe a 
toddler, who is unable to join in a game, simply destroy the 
game rather than accept exclusion. Many of the children express 
violence even without provocation. Destructive behavior tends 
to be characteristic of those who have suffered chronic anger 
and rage from disrupted rapport or trust with their parents. 
These children are often vulnerable to tantrums and rage as 
well as to destructive acts when confronted with the limits and 
discipline of the center. 

Some children in treatm~nt have displayed well-developed 
skills at frustrating and provoking both adults and other children. 
Those who have experienced chronic shame and fear-by being 
disciplined through name-calling and required to perform beyond 
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their age and developmental capabilities-tend to humiliate and 
terrorize other children. Those who have suffered chronic dis
tress-by having satisfaction of their needs delayed or only 
partially met due to negative parental feelings-often seek to 
frustrate others. 

Periodically, some of the more severely abused children exhibit 
autistic-like behavior. They appear to desensitize themselves to 
certain auditory, kinesthetic, and visual stimuli. In a conversation 
these children listen and respond; but when being disciplined; 
they refuse to acknowledge or respond to their own names. 
They sometimes collide with objects, as if the objects did not 
eXi.st. And despite frequent accidents, they exhibit no signs of 
pal~ and seem to have only a hazy awareness of their physical 
environment. Much of this desensitization is believed to be 
defensive behavior developed to cope with the physical pain 
these very young children experienced early in life. 

Treatment Considerations 

A center for abused and neglected children need.; to offer 
the nUlturing and care most children receive at home' in addi
tion, it has to help the children develop skills to cop~ with the 
above average demands of their homes. Two goals of treatment 
are for the children to develop their ability to trust and to develop 
positive self-images. Both can be reached more easily if the 
therapeutic environment gives the children a sense of safety 
and positive feedback. 

It is important to create a personal space for each of the 
chlildren; a space where each is reminded of his or her unioue 
identity. A picture of each child in his or her part of the room 
is helpful; and mirrors, particularly small hand-mirrors are not 
only inter~sti'ng to children, but help them initially in d~veloping 
their ~~lf-Imagel:i. Such measures can help the children develop 
a positive sense of themselves that will allow them to maximize 
theil ability to grow and develop. 

A ICOnsistent routine helps the children perceive the center 
as a "saf.ell environment where they can test feelings and actions 
and begin to trust themselves and others. To facilitate the devel
opment of trust, the staff should be consistent in their actions 
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and should always prepare the children for transitions through 
verbal explanations. It is important to verbalize even routine 
transitions, such as feeding and changing. This technique is 
particularly helpful with the nonverbal child and has encouraged 
speech in children who are old enough to talk but who have 
previously remained nonverbal. 

,Verbalization between the staff and the children can also 
help the children recognize and deal with their feelings, particu
larly feelings of rage and terror. Once the predominance of these 
negative feelings lessens, the child can begin to learn to deal 
effectively with the environment.45 

The center's program must also teach the chi'ldren how to deal 
with various settings and surroundings and how to obtain satis
faction from a variety of sources. The children quickly learn that 
certain behaviors and expressions which are denied them at home 
are allow~d in the ·center. Abused and neglected. children learn, 
at an earlier age than most, the reality of contradictions in life 
and the types of adjustments they must make. Without extensive 
longitudinal research, it is impossible to assess the effect of this 
~nowledge, at such a young age, on children's emotional growth 
and development. Nevertheless, it is clear that unless the chil
d~en are removed from their parents, they must learn to cope 
With some degree of emotional trauma. 

A side benefit of all day care programs is that they expose 
pr~school children to adults who can supplement parental care. 
ThiS exposure helps children realize that there are adults other 
than their parents who can provide for their needs. The sharing 
?f . pare~tal :esponsibilities, including child care and nurturing, 
IS a baSIC principle of the extended family. The re-establishment 
of this principle can be an effective means of assuring the phy
sical and emotional survival of the maltreated child. 

. A t~erapeutic environment in a day care center, coupled with 
intensive parent treatment, is often the most effective means to 
help the children maximize their development. Without having 
to .endure the trauma of total separ'ation from their parents, 'the 
c.hddren can learn the coping skills needed to minimize the nega
tive effects of remaining in a home where their emotional needs 
are not completely met. 
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Planning a Center 

Following is a list of some practical considerations in planning 
a therapeutic day care center. 

• Choosing a population 

(1) Determine the age group of children to be served. 
(2) Develop, designate, or coordinate with programs to 

provide treatment for the parents of client-children. 
(3) Determine the types of cases to be served-whether 

preventive, suspected, or identified. 
(4) Develop a re~erral process. 

• Choosing a site 

(1) Become familiar with all federal, state, and local codes 
relevant to group child care, such as welfare, fire, or 
health department codes that will impact on particulars 
of the age group to be served, required indoor and 
outdoor space, required plumbing, required isolation 
space, required access to the building and yard, and 
needed renovations to the existing building. 

(2) Obtain zoning requirements needed to establish a day 
care center in the chosen site. . 

(3) Evaluate the site in terms of transportation to and ·from 
the center. 

(4) Evaluate the available space in terms of future require
ments. For example, in a long-term piOgram, more 
space will be needed when infants reach the toddler 
stage. 

(5) Choose a site that includes adequate separate space 
within the center for parents to meet with each other 
and with the staff. Preferably, there should be enough 
space to accommodate groups of parents. 

(6) Apply for and obtain all licenses required by state and 
local laws. Be prepared for delays in processing such 
applications. 

(7) Negotiate a lease with an open-ended option to renew. 

• Equipping a site 

(1) Spaces that should be created include a space for 
. isolating disruptive chUdren, a space where children 
can express aggressive feelings, and a particular space 
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that helps the child feel safe and not overwhelmed 
by emptiness or overcrowding. ' 

(2) Suggested equipment and supplies include: 
(a) Strong durable toys that can withstand great 

amounts of physical attack yet cannot be used 
as weapons. 

(b) Equipment that allows for the expression of teel
ings, such as barrels (for hiding); pounding 
boards; large foam-rubber blocks; musical in
struments, especially drums and bells (careful 
supervision is required with these); a record 
player and records; dolls and a doll h0use; a 
television cabinet (without the picture tube or 
the accompanying electrical equipment) that 
the children can use for dramatic play; dress-up 
clothes; and toy kitchen equipment. 

(c) Equipment that encourages group play, such as· 
a water table, a rocking boat,' a sand box, a 
three-foot-wide slide, and an auto-tire swing. 

Cd) Equipment that encourages active play, such as 
climbing boards, climbing structures, tricycles, 
and a padded· tumbltngarea. 

(e) Equipment that encourages verbalization, such 
as books, records, blocks, and a fish tank (prop
erly anchored and carefully supervised). 

it Suggested daily routine 

(1) Arrival 
(a) Greet the parents and children. 
(b) Put coats and personal belongings away, allow 

for the expression of separation feelings (verbal 
and nonverbal), and prepare for breakfast. 

(2) Breakfast 
(a) Preparation: set the table (the children's par

ticipation should be encour\lged), toilet the chil-
dren, help them to wash their hands. . 

{b) Eating: allow for messiness, but take precautions 
to protect the children's clothing; stimulate con
versation about home and the day ahead. 

(c) In cleaning up, the children's participation 
should again be encouraged. Toilet the children 
after breakfast. 
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Staffing 

(3) Morning activity 
(a) Include group activity to encourage peer rela

tionships, activities to help children in individual 
areas, and activities to enhance development 
ski lis. 

(b) Where possible, allow for simultaneous group 
and individual activities with staff available for 
both. 

(4) Lunch 
(a) Preparation (same as breakfast). 
(b) Eating (same as breakfast). 
(c) After cleaning up, prepare the children for their 

naps. 
(5) Nap 

(a) Preparation should include outside activity to 
. release energy, preparation of the sleeping area, 

toileting, quiet time with books and puzzles, 
verbal preparation, and individual physical con
tact such as rocking and patting to encourage 
relaxation and sleep. 

(b) Waking up should be followed by tOileting, then 
music or quiet activities. 

(6) Afternoon activity should include free play' out-of
doors, supervised group games, and individual use of 
space. 

(7) Departu re 
(a) After toileting, have children's personal items 

together and the children cleaned up prior to 
their parents' arrival. 

(b) Verbally prepare the children for departure. 
(c) In greeting the parents, ask about their day and 

inform them of the events of the child's day. 
(d) Give support to the children as they leave. If 

necessary to aid in the transition, allow a child 
to take something from the center home. 

Staff Selection. The selection of appropriate staff is the most 
crucial ingredient in a successful program. Although all the char
acteri~tics of a successful teacher cannot yet be defined, limited 
experience shows that a teacher should have good health and 
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stamina; be patient, flexible, and consistent; have a cheerful 
disposition; and, most important, have special sensitivity for both 
the child and the parent. It is a rare and valuable teacher who 
can give the needed emotional support to the children and still 
support and empathize with the parents. 

The teacher must perform many parental functions-such as 
showing the children tenderness and affection, and setting rea
sonable limits-and must often help the child cope with instances 
of parental rejection, resentment, inappropriate expectati'Jns, and 
even brutality. Yet, at the same time, the teacher must be sensi
tive to the parent's ability to nurture the child and must be 
willing to turn that responsibility back to the parent. The center 
must create an environment where the parent and the child can 
relate on a level that provides for the maximum growth of each. 

When interviewing prospective teachers, questions such as ~he 
following should be asked: . 

• How would you handle a parent who is angry because you 
allowed his child to behave in a manner that the parent 
does not allow at home? 

• Do you feel that the needs of abused children differ from 
those of children who have not been aoused? If so, how 
do they differ? 

• How would you handle the following situation in the cen
ter: a child, in front of her parents, tells you that she 
doesn't want to go home? 

• What would you do if a parent began to spank her child 
excessively in front of you in the center? 

• How would you, as a teacher, discipline a child in the 
center? 

• How ~ould you respond to a three-year-old in the center 
requesting a bottle at nap time? 

• What would you do if a parent refused to allow you to do 
certain things for his child that you felt were important to 
the child's development? 

Staffing Patterns and S~pport The required child/staff ratios 
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of traditional day care agencies-4:1 for infants, 5:1 for pre
schoolers 46-are not adequate to meet the physical and emo
tional needs of abused children. Working with abused children 
requires total involvement. They frequently need individual 
attention, and they require constant supervision. The work can 
be physically and emotionally exhausting. 

Day care personnel traditionally schedule breaks and staff 
meetings during nap time or scheduled group activities, times 
that usually allow for low staff/child ratios. In therapeutic day 
care settings, however, these are the times of great,est tension 
for the children. The budget should permit enough supplemental 
help to provide the full-time staff with relief, planning time, and 
meeting time away from the children. 

Faced with limited resources to hire the needed full-time 
staff, the typical therapeutic center must use volunteers and part
time help. For example, the Extended Family Center in San 
Francisco has successfully used two mentally retarded adults in 
the infant-center program. Other alternatives for providing sup
plemental care include using high school students and neighbor
hood youth groups; college students majoring in education, 
nursing, or social work; and senior citizens. A large staff offers 
the' additional benefit of allowing the children to relate to a 
number of adults who give them consistent nurturing. 

Ideally, the staff should include both men and women of a 
wide range of ages and of various ethnic backgrounds. If pos
sible, one or more staff members should work exclusively with 
the parents. In addition to maintaining a large corps of parr-time 
and volunteer help, it is important to provide the full-time staff 
with ongoing training and ways to handle their own inevitable 
frustrations. 

Therapeutic Interventions and Games 

The staff of the Extended Family Center uses specific inter
ventions and has developed games to help the children begin 
to recognize and deal with their feelings and alternative forms 
of behavior. Several examples follow. 

Therapeutic Interventions. Preverbal infants may exhibit rage 
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and tantrums through uninterrupted crying or lack of respon
siveness to holding, .feeding, burping, and- changing. These 
behaviors are often the result of repeated force-feedings or being 
ignored when quiet or crying. Appropriate interventions include 
gentle rocking in an automatic swing, singing, feeding in a feed
ing table with a large tray, or encoura:sing feeding by allowing 
natural exploration with soft, colorful food such as fruit cocktail. 

The verbal child may exhibit rage through tantrums or destruc
tive acts. Such rage may be the result of the parents' anger with 
the child's expression of needs or their arbitrary interruption of 
the child's pleasurable activities. For the verbal child expressing 
rage, ~everal types of intervention are: consistent verbalization 
of limits; forceful verbalization of unacceptable destructiveness; 
encouraging both the "injured" child and the aggressive child 
to verbalize anger; acknowledging the child's fear of rejection; 
and giving the child space to have a tantrum, then encouraging 
him or her to rejoin the group once the tantrum is' ended. 

As a result of parental anger and threatened punishment in 
reaction to a child's expression of needs, the child may exhibit 
symptoms of withdrawal: passivity, immobility, meek crying, or 
extreme shyness with adults and children. Appropriate interven
tions would include: establishing a protective environment for 
the child; one-to-one, adult-to-child contact; holding, rocking, 
and eye contact; singing; and encouraging the child to explore 
various objects. 

Finally, for children who terrorize others through unprovoked 
threats, taking toys from other children, taunting, or risk-taking, 
several interventions can be used: consistent and appropriate 
setting of limits, encouraging the child to verbalize feelings, or 
offering the child alternatives to these behaviors. Such actions 
are often the result of either parental expectations that the child 
perform beyond his or her ability, or repeated criticism and 
threats. 

Dramatic Play. Games based on dramatic play should fir~t be 
practiced by the teaching staff, then introduced to afew children 
at a time. Usually, the teacher will go through the dialogue and 
action two or three times, leaving appropriate pauses, until the 
children gradually respond and imitate. Slow, clear dialogue and 
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consistently repeated actions facilitate the children's learning. 
Some children may simply watch for a time before joining in. 

The following dramatic play, liThe Glum Ghost Lives in the 
Zeon Pit," is particularly helpful for children who exhibit rage 
and tantrums. 

Introduce the game by asking the children: 

"Do you want to plaY'Glum Ghost'?" 

Teacher: "This is what the Glum Ghost says: 
'I'm busy being busy, being busy.'" 
(This is said while pointing in the air and turning 
in a circle.) 

Teacher: (Points at one of the children.) 
"Don't you laugh!" 

Repeat; this time going in the opposite direction. After some 
practice, employ the "Cloze" technique and omit the word 
"laugh." The children generally supply the word with glee. 

Teacher: (After two circular walks.) 
"Where does the Glum Ghost live?" 

. Teacher: (Stooping.) "Way down, down, down in the Zeon 
Pit!! And what do you hear from the Zeon Pit?" 

Teacher: (In a whiny, angry tone.) /II want to be happy yes
terday! I want to be happy yesterday!" 

Teacher: (Stands slowly while mimicking a pair of glasses 
with his/her hands and looks at each child.) 
/I Are you in the Zeon Pit? ... No, you're smiling . .. 
Are you in the Zeon Pit? .. . /1 

Children enjoy this game and frequently askto replay it. Some 
of the parents have borrowed it to play with their children at 
home. The game can be llsed as a treatment technique when 
employed at the anticipation or onset of a child's tantrum. The 
teacher can use the hands formed as glasses to clue the child's 
memory of the game. Next, the teacher can say: ilYou're falling 
into the Zeon Pit! When you're through being miserable, come 
join us." 

"Poor, Pity-Me Parrott" is a dramatic play for children who 
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exhibit withdrawal; it is particularly effective for children who 
exhibit chronic anxious imitation of others.' . 

Teacher: (Arms folded to simulate wings; head rolled in a 
bird-like gesture.) "Awrrk! I'm not here! Awrrk! 
I'll do what you do ... maybe you'll like me!" 

Repeating the phrase, walk backward until hitting a wall. 

Teacher: "Ouch! Why did I hit my head? Oh, why? Oh, 
pity me!" 

Many children play and replay this game with laughter for 
relatively long periods of time. Those who enjoy it often ask 
their parents to play "Glum Ghost" as well. 

For children who terrorize others, the dramatic play "Stupid 
Stick" is especially useful. 

Teacher: (Holding a stick vertically.) "I'm all alone. I don't 
need help! Forward march!" (Begin moving back
ward.) "I'm all alone. i don't need help!" (Back into 
wall and hit head.) "Ouch! It's your faultl It's your 
faultl" (Mimic striking someone next to you and 
end game with:) "I'm not a stupid stick. Are you 
a stupid stick?" 

The play can be used as an intervention by asking a child who 
is threatening another if he or she is a "stupid stick." 

Implications for Parental Treatment 

Therapeutic nurseries are best offered as one component of 
a comprehensive treatment program for the family:H Direct care 
of the child can, in fact, create additional problems for the 
parents and should not be offered unless some type of sup
portive treatment is available. 

For example, one of the classic symptoms of abusive parents 
is an often extreme need fornurturing. Unless the parents receive 
individualized treatment, they often resent the care and treatment 
their children receive. It is pointless to create a positive environ
ment for a child eight hours a day only to have him or her return 
each evening to Jealous and resentful parents. 

Treatment for the children can also have a negative impact on 
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the parents' characteristically low self-esteem. A parent's sense 
of inadequacy tends to increase when the child enters therapeutic 
day care. The mother and father typically interpret the referral 
to the center as an illustration of their failure to be "good" 
parents. Feelings of inadequacy are most often expressed through 
resistance and hostility toward the center's staff; the parents tend 
to be critical of the care the child receives and appear to rejoice 
when staff members make mistakes. Even parents who seek help 
voluntarily tend to resent the staff because competent profes
sionals make them feel more inadequate. 

Although threatening, therapeutic day care is a valuable service 
that offers tangible help to the parents. Many parents in fact 
seem to "dump" their children on the staff, and frequently forget 
or e~en refuse to come for the children in the evening. These 
reactIons generally reflect the parents' inability to tolerate the 
dependency of the child; they diminish as the parents' own 
dependency needs are met in treatment. 

Another advantage of the therapeutic nursery is that it offers 
par~nts the opportunity to see their children in a group and to 
begIn observIng them and their behavior in a new way. The 
nursery is also an ideal setting for parent educatIon programs 
staffed by workers trained to deal with the special needs of 
parent:. Timing is a primary factor in the success of parenting 
educatIon: the parents can use information on child develop
ment and child care only when they are ready to nurture their 
childr~n,. and this. oc~urs only when their own needs begin to 
be satIsfIed. At thIs tIme, the parent will usually ask voluntarily 
for needed information about the child's development. Parents 
who continually reject solutions to their child-care problems may 
simply be stating that they are not yet ready to deal with the child. 

In treatment, there is sometimes conflict beween the needs 
of the child and the needs of the parent. The following case is 
an example. . 

Elaine was three months old when diagnosed tor fractures 
of the jaws, ribs, and extremities resulting from abuse. After 
seven months. in the home of relatives, she was returned to 
the custody of her parents on the conditions that she be 
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placed in day care at the Extended Family Center and that 
her parents participate in the center's parent-treatment pro
gram. 

Initially, Elaine was extremely withdrawn. She would not 
move unless picked up by a staff member, and she rarely 
cried. When handled by an adult, she became fearful and 
whimpered quietly. Nap time was most difficult. Despite all 
attempts to help her relax, Elaine rarely slept. The only object 
that gave her comfort was her bottle. . 

After the family had been in treatment for about four 
months (Elaine was then 14 months old and just beginning 
to walk), her mother demanded that the staff no longer give 
the bottle to the child. For about a week, the teaching staff 
and social workers at the center discussed with the parents 
the child's need for the bottle. But the mother remained 
adamant that Elaine was old enough to be weaned. She felt 
that the center was spoiling her daughter: "It's a hard world, 
and it's time for Elaine to learn how to be tough in order to 
survive." The mother and father, concerned whether they as 
parents could control the care of their child, finally threat
ened to remove Elaine from the center if. their expectation 
was not met. After conferring with the center's consultant, 
the staff reluctantly agreed not to give Elaine a bottle at nap 
time. 

There are no specific guidelines for these situations other than 
to warn of their existence and to note that it is important for 
the staff to be aware of the entire family's needs and to consider 
both the immediate and the long-term consequences of all deci
sions. In the case described above, it was decided that insisting 
on the child's having the bottle would result in the parents' rejec
tion of treatment; this would place Elaine at a greater risk than 
was warranted by the consequences of depriving her of the bottle. 
Such conflict situations can sometimes be avoided if staff mem
bers respect the pi.lrents' opinions about the care of their children 
and allow them to air concerns and grievances. 

A related problem that must be anticipated when planning a 
family-oriented center is the potential conflict between staff 
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members who work with the parents and those who work with 
the children. Such conflict easily develops unless defrnite times 
and procedures are designated for communication between the 
two groups. Exchange of information among all therapeutic work
ers is essential for understanding both the children's and the 
parents' behavior and for offering appropriate, consistent treat
ment. 
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Chapter 4 
Education and Training* 

Education and training is the third essential component of the 
community-team program. Like the identification and diag
nosis component and the treamtent component, education and 

training is essential to a community program's success. The devel
opment of educational programs can involve any of a number of 
people and groups-an educational specialist from ·the commu
nity mental health center, the department of social services a 
u~iversity, or the school system; professionals skilled in working 
With groups; someone experienced in the production of audio
visual presentations; an advertising agency; or groups such as the 
League of Women Voters or the Junior League. The work of 
these people-the education component of the-community team 
-falls into four basic. areas: education of the public; education 
of professionals who deal with children; the training of those 
directly involved in cases; and public relations. Their efforts will 
determine, at least in part, the effectiveness of case management 
in the community. 

- Public Education 

Children are abused in the privacy of the home. Their families 
are typically isolated from friends and relatives; and neighbors, 
not wanting to become involved t may simply ignore a child's 
screams, scars, or neglected condition. As late as 1966, one 
authority, Elizabeth Elmer, wrote of the "social taboo" surround
ing child maltreatment: "We resent the evidence ·that vindictive 
'Impulses exist in others and may therefore exist in ourselves. 
Hence, the 'cloak of silence' and the determined actions to 
~Iirhinate or disregard the evidence." I 

b 
*Adapted from material written for the Office of Child Develop;"ent in 1974 

Y Deborah Adamowicz and Donald Depew, Brandegee Associates, Inc. 
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As long as people are reluctant to accept the reality and 
seriousness of child maltreatment, children in need of protection 
are likely to remain at risk, and parents in need of help are 
likely to remain isolated with their problems. The public needs 
to be informed that abuse and neglect can occur ir.. any neigh
borhood and in any family. They need to understand the necessity 
of reporting their suspicions that a child may be at risk. They 
have to be informed about the procedure for making a report. 
And, most important, they need to be familiar with the types of 
services available to families with the problem of abuse or 
neglect. 

Dr. Vincent Fontana suggests an additional focus for public 
education: public awareness of the problem of maltreatment 
should include awareness of t,;t·,~ need for people to reach out
in a personal, caring way-to isolated families. Public education 
could perhaps include promotion of lithe idea of neighbor 
helping neighbor or running next door to offer coffee and sym
pathy." 2 This focus would not only clarify the "helping" aspect 
of the community's approach to cases of maltreatment, but might 
also help to prevent the abuse or neglect of a child. 

This level of knowledge and awareness in the general public 
might well be the object of a long-term educational program. 
In the shorter term, a brief but intensive information campaign 
can sensitize the public to the problem. There is evidence that 
public information programs can have a tremendous impact on 
reporting. Florida, for example, conducted a statewide, total
media public information campaign from October 1972 through 
December 1973. During the first 12 months of the campaign, 
there was an increase of more than 200 percent over the previous 
year in the number of reports phoned in through the state's 
reporting line. In total, more than 29,000 reports were received 
during this period. A discussion of the Florida campaign, includ
ing guidelines for conducting a public information program, is. 
presented later in this chapter. 

Professional Education 

Doctors, nurses, social workers, teachers, and all other profes
sionals who work with children need more extensive information 
than the general public. Many professionals are unaware of their 
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legal responsibility to report suspected cases. Others, though 
aware, simply fail to report for any number of reasons or report 
only the most extreme cases. 

Professional education, like public education, can take various 
forms. For example, a manual-including general social and 
physical characteristics indicative of abuse and neglect, legal 
responsibilities, and reporting procedures-coul~ be developed 
and distributed to professionals locally or statewide. 

Short-term courses and seminars could be held for professional 
groups in the community; perhaps these could be i.ncluded as 
part of the in-service training programs teachers, social workers, 
and other professionals are required to attend. Sympathetic pro
fessionals could be enlisted to address professional meetings. A 
well-known physician or the head of a state agency, for instance, 
could address local meetings of the medical profession, empha
sizing both professional considerations and the legal obligation 
to report. A lawyer might be asked to address groups of profes
sionals to explain the legal aspects of the problem. Or members 
of the community program could speak to various groups about 
the extent of the problem locally, the services available in the 
community, and how they as professionals can help. 

University departments of medicine, law, social work, nursing, 
and education could be encouraged to include in their curricula 
general information-or even specific training-on the detection 
and handling of cases of abuse and neglect. Professionals from the 
community program could help design these curricula and might 
even arrange to speak to classes or conduct seminars for the 
students. In addition, state licensure boards and pediatric spe
cialty boards could be encouraged to include on professional 
examinations questions on the problem of child maltreatment 
and the st~te's reporting law. 

" 

Professional Training 

Professionals directly involved in case management require 
specific training on their roles and responsibilities. For instance, 
protective service caseworkers and police officers have to learn, 
among other things, how to evaluate a home in terms of the 
child's safety. Physicians and others sharing diagnostic respon-
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sibilities have to be trained on the specifics of their roles. And 
those involved in treatment-from psychiatrists and psycholo
gists, to homemakers and parent aides-need to be instructed 
on how to work with the families. 

While specific information on roles and responsibilities will 
vary with the particular discipline or agency, the general content 
of training workshops could include discussion of the psycho
dynamics of child maltreatment, recognition and diagnosis of 
the problem, interview techniques, legal aspects, involved com
munity agencies and their functions, and the roles and respon
sibilities of all professionals participating in case management. 
To encourage interdisciplinary cooperation, various professionals 
could jointly conduct workshops for different groups. For exam
ple, members of the Los Angeles Police Department's Abused 
and Battered.Chiid Unit attend an intensive, eight-day training 
program that Includes speakers from U.C.L.A.'s Neuropsychiatric 
Institute, the Children's Hospital, and the Department of Public 
Social ~ervices. If people qualified to direct such training are 
not available locally, professionals from diagnostic consultation 
teams, child protective services, and community programs in 
nearby cities or states may be willing to conduct seminars and 
workshops in the community. 

Training in the practical aspects of case management should 
be supplemented with regular meetings focused on the emo
tional aspects of the job. Elsa Ten Broeck, director of the Extended 
Family Center in San Francisco, explains: "Child abuse hits at 
the most personal level, and creates incredible anxieties. It's 
hard to deal with people who can injure or kill a kid. To be 
successful, you have to deal with your own anxieties and emo
tions. As we, as professionals, begin to support and deal with 
each other on a more real basis, services will improve./I 

Public Relations 

Public relations activities are a natural outgrowth of educational 
~rograms. PlJbli~ awareness of the community-team program will 
likely generate Interest. among laypeople and professionals as 
well as increase commu!iiW'":m.It)I}.{§JJJent in the program. But 
members of the program's education corrl"panetit"5nauld also take 
specific steps in the direction of public relations. ·""'<""0: -
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The press should be kept informed of p~ogram accomplish
ments and activities-the establishment of a protective service 
unit or a parent aide program, notices of symposiums, or the 
creation of a crisis-intervention "hotline." Members of the pro
gram should try to obtain the support of local professional asso
ciations, and should actively seek to involve both professionals 
and interested laypeople. 

Fund raising is another obvious PR activity. Members of the 
program will have to obtain funding for the salary of a program 
coordinator, the expenses of volunteer parent aides, the salaries 
or expenses of members of a speakers bureau, and various other 
expenses. But, as discussed in the guidelines in Chapter 5, fund 
raising for the program should not be attempted until the three 
program components have been established and the members 
of the community team are able to work together smoothly. 

Public relations might also focus on legislative activity. In 
Montgomery County, Marylaild, for example, members of the 
Executive's Task Force on Child Abuse promoted legislative revi
sions which were subsequently included in the state's child abuse 
statute (see the appendix). In addition, community leaders should 
make legislators on the local, state, and national levels aware of 
the problem of child maltreatment and the need for appropria
tions for programs and trained staff.1 

The kinds of public relations work a community program un
dertakes, like every other facet of the program, will be deter
mined by the needs and resources of the community. 

The Florida Public Information Campaign 
The following pages describe the brief, but intensive public 

information campaign conducted by the state of Florida from 
September 1972 through December 1973. While Florida's pro
gram is not necessarily the ideal model for all public information 
efforts, it is a good example of one state's success in heightening 
public awareness about the problem of child maltreatment. This 
discussion is presented as a case study that illuminates some of 
the methods, the problems, and the possible impact of a coor
dinated, statewide information campaign. 
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Although it was not the first state to make a public information 
effort, the Florida campaign was outstanding in its scope and 
quality. Florida had already initiated a statewide protective ser
vice program; a toll-free, 24-hour telephone system for reporting; 
and a central register to receive, relay, and store information 
about reported families. The statewide, total-media campaign 
was intended to enhance these existing resources. It had two 
principal objectives: to increase public awareness of the prob
lems of abuse and neglect; and to inform the public of an easy 
means for reporting. In practical terms, these objectives came 
down to one goal: to make the reporting line ring. 

Before the Campaign 

Between September 1970 and September 1971, 17 reports of 
abuse and neglect were filed in Florida's "central register," a 
small box in the Jacksonville office of the Division of Family 
Services (DFS). This box was the only statewide record of reported 
cases. At the time, both reporting and investigation were handled 
through local juvenile courts, whose personnel were instructed 
to notify DFS of all reports received. But because the system 
lacked coordination, most reports never reached Jacksonvill(~1 and 
it was not possible to obtain an accurate, statewide picture of the 
incidence, reporting, and management of abuse and neglect. 

Like reporting, child welfare services were uncoordinated on 
a statewide basis. In 1970, only 27 child welfare units operated 
in the state's 67 counties, and only three areas within the DFS 
organization had specialized protective service units. 

Florida's approach to managing abuse and neglect began to 
change in 1970, when the legislature took the position that the 
state, rather than the counties, should have overall responsibility 
for child welfare services. The next year, several legislative 
changes enabled the Department of Health and Rehabilitative 
Services (DHRS), of which DFS is a part, to begin building a state
wide protective service program. 

One of these changes was the revision of the state's Child 
Abuse Act (Section 828.041, Florida Statutes). Previously, only 
doctors and other medical personnel were mandated to report 
abuse, and there was no requirement to report neglect. Under the 
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amended act,effective July 1971, doctors, nurse~, teachers, social 
workers, and employees of any public or private facility serving 
children are required to report suspected abuse or neglect directly 
to DHRS, which is to investigate all reports immediately. The act 
also called for the Department to establish a .central register as 
part of its overall mandate lito protect and enhance the welfare 
of abused children~ and ... other children potentially subject to 
abuse [when] detected by a report ... "* 

During the same legislative session, the Juvenile Court Law 
(Section 39, Florida Statutes) was also revised. As part of the 
amendment, the Division of Family Services was given specific 
responsibility for dependent children, with DFS personnel autho
rized to take a child into temporary protective custody if the 
child is in immediate danger in the home. 

As a result of these legislative changes, DFS issued 'a Statement 
of Intent on June 29, 1971, which provided that DFS would 
administer the Child Abuse Act; establish a centralized reporting 
system; coordinate a protective service program for the entire 
state; and conduct a statewide, public-service publicity cam
paign. According to Geraldine Fell, assistant chief of the Bureau 
of Children's Services, DFS, liThe main difference in protective 
services since 1971 is that, for the first time, protective service 
workers are located in each county in the state, making services 
available to children and families 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week." 

In October 1971, the Division set up a central register ~nd 
telephone hotline-called the Florida Child Abuse Registry Wide 
Area Telephone System (WATS)-as the core of a statewide 
reporting and investigative system. When the hotline system was 
firs~ installed, thousands of letters explaining the reporting pro
cedure were sent to Florida professionals mandated to report. 
Follow-up postcards and telephone stickers with the WATS-line 
number were sent within a month of the beginning of operation. 
Several newspaper editorials on abuse and neglect and the state's 
reporting system appeared at this time, in addition to occasional 
news releases issued by the Division. Although the system re-

*Under the legislative definition, the term "abuse" includes neglect and failure 
to provide sustenance, clothing, shelter,or medical attention. 
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ceived no other publicity, 19,128 reports of abuse and neglect 
were entered in the register the first yearj 4955 came in through 
the WATS line, and 14,173 through the local DFS offices. 

The Campaign 

With the hotline system in operation, DFS initia.ted plans for 
the statewide information campaign required by its 1971 State
ment of Intent. In mid-1972, the Division retained Franceschi 
Advertising, Tallahassee, to produce the public-service program. 

The Concept. The advertising agency's proposal was to blanket 
the state for a period of one year with high-quality materials for 
television, radio, outdoor advertising, and newspapers, as well 
as collateral items. 

Their original concept was to capitalize on the shock value of 
abuse. They felt that pictures of abused children or models made 
up to appear battered-children with bandaged heads, scarred 
bodies, blackened eyes, and broken arms-with "Stop Child 
Abuse" as the campaign's theme, would command their audi
ence's attention. Initially, the DFS staff liked the concept. But 
after further consideration, the agency reversed its opinion and 
rejected the idea. They reasoned that the public was being so 
saturated with violence by the news media that further exposure 
to brutality might "turn off" the people they wanted to reach. 

After several more creative sessions, the agency developed 
the concept of using pictures of healthy, appealing children to 
contrast with the headline "Who would hurt a little child?" This 
question became the campaign's theme. 

Basically the same headli:1es and body copy were used for all 
media. Alternate headlines were "Who would ... murder, rape, 
starve, torture, burn, neglect ... a little child?" The copy an
swered the headline question, briefly explaining the problem in 
Florida, and stressed the need for reporting. Each piece of copy 
ended with the toll-free WATS number, followed by one of two 
tag lines: "You could save a young life" or "Lift a finger to save 
a child." 

Since all media were to be used, continuity of theme was 
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essential. Duane Franceschi, who supervised production of the 
campaign, believes that repetition of the theme among the var
ious media helped reinforce the campaign's message: "The ideal 
situation would have been for a person to hear a radio spot while 
having breakfast, to see a billboard while driving to work, to 
notice one of the ads in ·the afternoon paper, and then to see a 
public-service spot on television that evening. This was the kind 
of reinforcement we hoped for. We didn't expect anyone to copy 
down the WATS number after seeing or hearing one of the ads. 
We simply wanted to make people aware that child abuse is a 
reality and that there is a reporting number available." 

Samples of Campaign Materials. The samples reprinted here 
illustrate how the campaign's theme was carried throughout the 
different media. Following are scripts for two of the 60-second 
radio spots, the first introduced by original music written for the 
campaign. In all, nine radio announcements of different lengths 
were produced. 

MUSIC: Hold the children in your arms . .. Only you 
can keep them safe and free from harm . .. 
Keep them warm . .. 
(Under) 

ANNOUNCER: Who would beat a little child? Last year 
thousands of people throughout Florida did. 

MUSIC: 

They beat them, starved them, tortured them, 
raped them, neglected them ... and even 
murdered them. 

These parents are sick. And their children 
need help, desperately. 

Now you can help. If you know of a case of 
child abuse, call us toll free, any. time, day or 
night. Call Child Abuse, 800-342-9152 ... 
You could save a young life. 

Only you can keep them safe and free from 
harm . .. Keep them warm. 

ANNOUNCER 1: Here are some numbers we think you should 
know: 
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ANNOUNCER 2: Sexual abuse . .. 523. Beatings . .. 2,663. 
Medical neglect .. . 1,115. Abandonment . .. 
844. Unattended ... 4,541. Broken bones 
. . . (Under) 

ANNOUNCER 1: This is not a casualty list for Viet Nam ... It's 
a list of actual reported cases of child abuse 
in Florida. Last year, over 19,000 children 
were beaten, battered, burned, raped, 
starved, tortured, neglected, and murdered. 

ANNOUNCER 2: Dead on arrival . .. 13. 

ANNOUNCER 1: Who would hurt a little child? You'd be sur
prised! 

If you know of child abuse, call this number, 
any time, day or night, toll free ... 800-
342-9152. You won't have to get any more 
involved than a phone call . .. 800-342-9152. 
You could save a young life. 

The following television scripts were used for two of the six 
professionally produced color spots. The first is a 30-second an
nouncement; the second runs one minute. 

VIDEO 
Open on extreme close-up of 
little girl sobbing. Slow pull 
back to reveal she is sitting 
on bed. Camera very selec
tively pans on girl. 

SUPER: Call Child Abuse 

800-342-9152 

You Could Save 
A Young Life. 

AUDIO 

Who would rape a little child? 
Last year, throughout Florida, 
there were over 400 reports of 
children who were raped by a 
parent. 

If you've never thought much 
about child abuse before this, 
we hope we!ve got you think-
ing now. ' 

If you know of an abused or 
neglected child, call us toll free 
at 800-342-9152, any hour, day 
or night. 

You could save a young life. , 
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VIDEO 
Two-frame quick cuts of 
children's heads . 

Numbers super over children. 
Total changes with each new 
number. 

Freeze frame on last child. 

SUPER: Call Child Abuse 

800-342-9152 

You Could Save 
A Young Life. 

AUDIO 
SFX: Computer noises. 

ANNOUNCER 1: Here are some 
numbers you should know. 

ANNOUNCER 2: Broken bones 
. .. 149. Beatings . .. 2,663. 
Sexual assaults . .. 523. Unat
tended . .. 4,547. Neglected . .. 
1,775. Abandoned . .. 844. Dis-
organized family life . . . 

ANNOUNCER 1: Last year 
throughout Florida there were 
over 19,000 reports of abused 
children. And remember, these 
are not just statistics . .. they're 
children. Here's another num
ber you'd better know. 

If you know of.an abused or ne
glected child, call Child Abuse 
toll free at 800-342-9152, any 
hour, day or night. 

The copy samples below wer(~ used, respectively, in full-page 
and small~space newspaper ads. 

WHO WOULD HURT A LITTLE CHILD? 

In the last year, thousands of people throughout Florida did. 
They beat children, burned them, starved them, raped them, 
neglected them, tortured them mentally, and murdered them. 

These people are sick. 
These children need help. Desperately. 
What can you do? 
We're working on the theory that somebody knows about 

almost every child who is abused or neglected. 
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ANNOUNCER 2: Sexual abuse . .. 523. Beatings . .. 2,663. 
Medical neglect . .. 1,115. Abandonment . .. 
844. Unattended . . . 4,541. Broken bones 
. . . (Under) 

ANNOUNCER 1: This is not a casualty list for Viet Nam ... It's 
a list of actual reported cases of child abuse 
in Florida. Last year, over 19,000 children 
were beaten, battered, burned, raped, 
starved, tortured, neglected, and murdered. 

ANNOUNCER 2: Dead on arrival . .. 13. 

ANNOUNCER 1: Who would hurt a little child? You'd be sur
prised! 

If you know of child abuse, call this number, 
any time, day or night, toll free . .. 800-
342-9152. You won't have to get any more 
involved than a phone call . .. 800-342-9152. 
You could save a young life. 

The following television scripts were used for two of the six 
professionally produced color spots. The first is a 30-second an
nouncement; the second runs one minute. 

VIDEO 
Open on extreme close-up of 
little girl sobbing. Slow pull 
back to reveal she is sitting 
on bed. Camera very selec
tively pans on girl. 

SUPER: Call Child Abuse 

800-342-9152 

You Could Save 
A Young Life. 

AUDIO 

Who would rape a little child? 
Last year, throughout Florida, 
there were over 400 reports of 
children who were raped by a 
parent. 

'If you've never thought much 
about child abuse before this, 
we hope we've got you think
ing now. . 

If you know of an abused or 
neglected child, call us toll free 
at 800-342-9152, any hour, day 
or night. 

. You could save a young life. 
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VIDEO 
Two-frame quick cuts of 
children's heads . 

Numbers super over children. 
Total changes with each new 
number. 

Freeze frame on last child. 

SUPER: Call Child Abuse 

800-342-9152 

You Could Save 
A Young Life. 

AUDIO 
SFX: Compul.er noises. 

ANNOUNCER 1: Here are some 
numbers you should know. 

ANNOUNCER 2: Broken bones 
. .. 149. Beatings . .. 2,663. 
Sexual assaults . .. 523. Unat
tended . .. 4,541. Neglected . .. 
1,115. Abandoned .. . 844. Dis-
organized family life .. . 

ANNOUNCER 1: Last year 
throughout Florida there were 
over 19,000 reports of abused 
children. And remember, these 
are not just statistics . .. they're 
children. Here's another num
ber you'd better know. 

If you know of,an abused or ne
glected child, call Child Abuse 
toll free at 800-342-9152, any 
hour, day or night. 

The copy samples below were used, respectively, in full-page 
and small-space newspaper ads. 

WHO WOULD HURT A LITTLE CHILD? 

In the last year, thousands of people throughout Florida did. 
They beat children, burned them, starved them, raped them, 
neglected them, tortured them mentally, and murdered them. 

These people are sick. 
These children need help. Desperately. ,1 

What fan you do? 
. We're, working on the theory that somebody knows about 

almost every child who is abused or neglected . 
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If you're that somebody, it's important that you tell us. You 
don't have to get any more involved than making a phone call. 

Call Child Abuse toll free any hour, day or night at 800-
342-9152. 

As soon as we hear from you, we'll act. If a child is in imme
diate danger, we'll take it to safety. If the parents of the child 
need help adjusting, we'll arrange it. The important thing is 
we can't help unless we know about it. 

So if you know of an abused or neglected child, or, if you 
have feelings of uncontrollable rage toward a child, call us. 

Who would hurt a little child? 
You'd be surprised. 

CALL CHILD ABUSE: 800-3';2-9152 

You could save a young life. 

WHO WOULD MURDER A LITTlE CHILD? 

Last year throughout Florida, there were 13 child abuse cases 
that resulted in death. 

Maybe you could have stopped them. 
'If you know an abused or neglected child, call us toll free any 

hour, day or night. 

CALL CHILD ABUSE: 800-342-9152. 

Lift a finger to save a child. 

The copy for posters prepared for distribution to professionals 
was essentially a shorter version of the full-page newspaper ad. 
There was only one significant change: after the final qu.estion, 
"Who would hurt a little child?" is the line "Do we hT e to 
remind you?" 

Costs. The production of these materials required almost six 
months. It has been estimated that if the agency had charged 
regular commercial rates, the cost of producing the campaign 
would have been close to $100,OOO-twice the amount they, were 
paid. 

Profes.sional advertising is expensive. For instance, the televi-
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sion materials alone cost some $20,000 to produce. Production 
units were hired to do the radio and television commercials, and 
a songwriter was contracted to write music for some of the spots. 
All the children pictured in ads were professional models, and 
only professional radio and television announcers were used. In 
addition to a creative director and a writer brought in from out 
of state, eight members of the advertising agency's regular staff 
worked on the campaign. 

Franceschi, whose background includes work in television and 
radio, feels that such professionalism is essential in any public
service campaign: "We wanted to be sure we did it properly, 
particularly since we were planning to use donated media time 
and space. I've found that if radio and television stations are 
given a good-quality, professionally produced, public-service 
announcement, they'll use it." , 

The cost of media. time and space for the statewide campaign, 
if purchased at then-prevailing rates, has been estimated at 
$2 million. To buy 30 seconds of prime time on television, for 
example, would have cost from $900 to $1400 at 1972 rates. 
Public service was obviously the only feasible way to run the 
campaign. 

Distribution. In September 1972, with production completed, 
a brochure explaining the campaign and the importance of media 
cooperation was mailed to all newspaper publishers, outdoor ad
vertising companies, and radio and television stations in the state. 
The media were asked to use the campaign materials throughout 
1973. Three days later, complete public-service kits containing 
the ready-for-use materials followed. 

In addition to the media publicity, DFS arranged to have Girl 
Scouts deliver 50,000 campaign posters to professionals including 
doctors, nurses, teachers, social workers, and day care workers 
throughout Florida. The Division had earlier begun arrangements 
to have the state's 16 telephone companies list the WATS-line 
number in their directories, both inside the front cover with 
other emergency numbers and in two places in the white pages
under "Child Abuse Registry" and "Florida, State of, Child Abuse 
Registry." 
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Media Exposure. To ensure the widest possible media exposure, 
each medium was given a choice of materials. For example, some 
radio spots were developed for stations with a "top 40" music 
format, some for "easylistening" stations, others for talk shows. 
Each included 10-, 30-, and 60-second versions. Newspaper lay
outs ranged from full-page to one-sixteenth-page ads. For tele
vision, there were six different spots, with 20-, 30-, and 60-second 
versions of each. 

As Franceschi explains, each medium was able to adapt its use 
of the materials to the space or time available: "We knew that 
television stations, for example, wouldn't use a 60-second public
service announcement in prime time when blocks of 20- and 
30-second units are sold. So we shortened our 60-second spots 
for prime time use. The longer versions, we knew, could gain 
fringe time." 

Although no formal follow-up was used to determine the extent 
of media exposure, Franceschi feels that television was the most 
effective medium for the campaign; outdoor, second; and radio, 
third. But he was disappointed in the relative lack of cooperation 
from newspapers: "Several college papers did publish the full
page ad, and several weeklies the small-space ads. But I never 
saw nor heard of a major daily using any of our material." 

He gave several reasons for these differences in time and space 
donations: ('Radio and television stations are required by the 
Federal Communications Commission to set aside part of their 
programming for public service .. This was a great help in getting 
our material on the air. And outdoor advertising companies, 
though not required to grant free space, will post a public-service 
message on an unrented unit for 30 days, provided they've beer. 
given the poster paper. Newspaper publishers, on the other hand, 
rarely donate space." Unlike the other media, which have a 
certain amount of time or space to be fiI~ed, the length of each 
issue of a newspaper varies with its- content. If a radio or tele
vision station has a 30-second unit that has not been sold, they 
will use a public-service spot to fill the time. But newspapers 
have little excess space; extra space can easily be filled with news 
or editorial copy. 

Though the campaign had officially ended, some announce-
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ments still appeared well into 1974. Both the advertising agency 
and the DFS officials are pleased with the widespread exposure 
campaign materials have received. As Mary Ann Price, a con
sultant to Florida's protective service program, commented, 
"There's not a region in the state that hasn't reported coverage 
of the campaign through radio, television, or outdoor ads." 

Effects of the Public Informa,ion Campaign 

The campaign's effects have been basically two: it has con
tributed to increased reporting; and the greater volume of reports 
has increased the caseload for DFS personnel. 

Increased Reporting. The main goal of the campaign had been 
to make the Child Abuse Registry WATS line ring. For the year
long period beginning October 1972, which included 12 months 
of the information campaign, 52 percent of all reports came in 
through the WATS line. The total number of reports had increased 
55 percent over the previous 12 months-from 19,128 to 29,686 
-and reports called in through the. WATS line had more than 
tripled. (Figure 2 shows a breakdown of results by reporting 
periods; Tables 1 and 2 present complete reporting figures.) 

The public information campaign unquestionably had an im
pact on statewide reporting, and it did in fact make the WATS 
line ring. Unfortunately, the campaign's impact cannot be mea
sured precisely, since callers were not asked what prompted them 
to report or how they learned of the WATS-line number. To 
evaluate its effect, it may be helpful to examIne several explana
tions that might account for the dramatic increase in reports 
during the campaign. 

The increase in reports could reflect an actual increase 
in the number of incidents of child abuse and neglect. This 
explanation seems highly improbable. There is no other evidence 
of a 55-percent increase in child maltreatment in one year. 
Some small increase might hi:rv'e occurred, but this would account 
for only a minor rise in reports. It seems far more likely that 
many of the reports were based on pre-existing conditions or 
on incidents that had occurred previously but had not been 
reported. This would indicate an increase in public awareness 
and Willingness to report. 
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Figure2. Time"line showing a breakdown of reports by reporting periods. 

Reports 

Total 
Receved through 
WATS Line 
(Number) 
Received through 
WATS Line 
(Percent) 

Oct.-
March 

3,615 

610 
(approx.) 

16.5 

Table 1 
Volume of Reports 

Reporting Period* 
1 

April- Year's 
Sept. Total 

15,513 19:128 

4,345 4,955 
(approx.) 

27.5 26 

2 3 

29,686 26,500 

15,375 15,350 

52 57.5 

*Reporting periods are: Period 1....:.october 1971 through September 1972 
Period 2-0ctober 1972 through September 1973 
Perio,d 3-0ctober 1973 through Sfptember 1974 

Cumulative 
(as of 9/26/74) 

75,314 

35,680 
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The increase could be attributed to increased reporting 
on the part of professionals required by the state's amended 
Child Abuse Act to report suspected abuse and neglect. Although 
this explanation couid apply to the initial 12 months of the 
state's reporting system (Reporting Period 1), it seems to have 
had little effect on the increase during much of the campaign 
(Reporting Period 2). In fact, the greater part of this increase 
in reports did not come from professionals, as Table 3 shows, 
but from neighbors, relatives, and others who may be termed 
the "general public." 

The min.imal increase in reporting by professionals does not 
ne,cessarily indicate lack of concern. For example, reporting by 
sociai workers actually declined in the second reporting period
probably not because of any slackening in effort, but because 
more people were reporting directly to Jacksonville rather than 
channeling their reports through social workers. There are per
haps other reasons that explain the small change in the volume 
of reports from professionals. 

In any event, the point is clear that the greatest increase in 
reporting has come from the general public, which was the 
primary target of the information campaign, 

Finally, it is probable that many of the reports are traceable 
to Florida press coverage of several sensational cases of abuse 
during the early operation of the hotline and register. It is 
hard to believe that reports of child torture and editorials 
on the problem of abuse in Florida could have failed to have 
some effect in sensitizing the public to the need for reporting 
suspected cases. But the magnitude of this effect is unknown. 

Even though hard supporting data do not exist, it seems 
apparent that the public information campaign, together with 
press coverage, spurred most of the reports by the general public. 

From October 1, 1973 through September 26, 1974, the date 
of the most recent compilation of reports, reporting has dropped 
off slightly-from a daily average of 81.3 reports during Reporting 
Period 2, to an average 73.4 per day during Reporting Period 3. 
Nevertheless, the number of WATS-line reports has remained 
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Reporting 
Source 

Oct.-
March 

PUBLIC 7,496 

Neighbors 326 

Relatives 374 

Parents' 315 

Anonymous 741 

Other 340 

PROFESSIONALS 2,119 

Doctors 57 

Nurses 102 

Hospitals 56 

Police 376 

Attorneys 1 

Courts 147 

D.Y.S.·· 183 

Schools 485 

Social Workers'" 661 

Clergy 16 

Day Care Centers 14 

Children's Re,idential 
Institutions 21 

Table 3 

Reports by Source 

Reporting Period· .. • 

1 

April- Year'5 2 
Sept. Total 

8,596 10,092 20,033 

2,308 2,634 7,299 

7,845 2,219 4,342 

7,679 1,994 2,760 

1,167 1,308 2,895 

1,597 1,937 2,737 

6,917 9,036 9,653 

318 375 414 

332 434 486 

163 219 386 

1,746 2,122 2,654 

3D 31 113 

327 474 222 

763 946 989 

1,oB7 1,572 1,924 

7,949 2,610 1,804 

48 64 99 

91 105 121 

63 84 441 

Cumulative 
3 (as of 

9/26/74) 

18,435 48,560 

7,345 17,278 

3,751 10,312 

2,265 7,019 

3,096 7,299 

1,978 6,652 

8,065 26,754 

323 1,112 

441 1,361 

457 1,062 

2,389 7,165 

96 240 

101 797 

790 2,725 

1,651 5,147 

1,348 5,762 

75 238 

171 397 

223 748 

'Usually one parent reporting the other. ., . 
"Division of Youth Services, DHRS, which provides intake services In Juvenile courts. 

"'Includes all social workers In all state agencies. 
• .. ·Reportlng periods are: Period 1-0ctober 1971 through September 1972 

Period 2-0ctober 1972 through September 1973 
Period 3-0ctober 1973 through September 1974 
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Change 
between 

Reporting 
Periods 1 & 2 

(Percent) 

99 

177 

96 

38 

121 

41 

7 

10 

12 

76 

25 

265 

-53 

5 

22 

-46 

55 

15 

425 

constant, with 42.5 reports now called in each day compared to 
42.1 per day during the second reporting period. A decline in 
rE::porting following a brief campaign is predictable, but reports 
from the general public seem to be holding up particularly well. 

Increased Caseload. "Whatever the direct contribution of the 
campaign to increasing the caseload," said Geraldine Fell, "what 
we now have is a program that has outgrown its staff." 

Between October 1971, when the hotline was opened, a.nd 
July 1972, the DFS added 90 workers to the protective service 
staff. The Division had hoped to add 200 caseworkers the 
following year but, because of a cut in state appropriations, lost 
58 instead. The net result was an increase of about 11.5 percent 
in staff to handle an increase of about 55 percent in reporting. 
The protective service program now has a staff of 249 case
workers, 51 unit. supervisors, and 11 regional casework super
visors. This staff of 311 people handles protective services for 
the entire state of Florida, which has a population of approxi
mately 2,116,000 children under the age of 17. 

In some areas of the state, the problems of understaffing have 
become acute, In Dade County, for example,. there was a four
fold increase in reported cases between September 1973 and 
September 1974; during this same period, the county's pro
tective service staff was reduced 10 percent. A recent informal 
survey of three Florida counties showed a rapidly increasing 
"pending" caseload-reported cases not yet investigated, with 
some reports more than 60 days old. 

The shortage of CPS personnel is a statewide problem caused 
by lack of funding. Before the state's reporting law was revised 
in 1971, both the legislature and the governor expected that 
federal Social Security Act funds would reimburse Florida for 
75 percent of the cost of the proposed protective service pro
gram. However, in 1972 Congress placed a nationwide ceiling of 
$2.5 billion on social service funding to the states. Florida, like 
most states, was caught short of money. The problem of under
staffing is now so pronounced that further public education 
efforts have been terminated. 

CPS staff shortages have impacted the provision of services 
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to identified families as well as the investigation of reports. 
When a report of child abuse or neglect is found to be valid, 
the DFS staff must be ready to take prompt action to protect 
the child and help the family. Despite the dramatic increase in 
reporting, the confirmation rate on reported cases has dropped 
only slightly since the campaign began. For the first reporting 
period, the confirmation rate was 63 percentj for the n~xt year
long period, 60 percent; and is currently about 56 percent. 

For confirmed cases, the protective service program is to 
provide a combination of counseling, referrals, and services 
such as emergency shelter care and foster care. If investigation 
of a case indicates the need, a caseworker may temporarily 
remove the child from the home. Within 48 hours, if the child 
cannot be returned home, the Division must petition the juvenile 
court for temporary custody. The child will then remain in 
shelter care, be placed with relatives, or in some cases will 
eventually be placed in a foster home. Caseworkers may also 
arrange for homemaker services for the family or may provide 
referrals to day care centers or mental health clinics. 

Counseling is the caseworker's primary function. Whether or 
not the child is removed fro'm the home, the DFS staff works 
with the family to alleviate the tensions that provoked the qbuse 
or neglect. Many families require long-term counseling, whkh
can last for months or even years. But with increasing caseloads . 
and the reduction in staff, caseworkers are often unable to 
provide the in-depth counseling needed. 

Scarce and inadequate treatment resources further hamper 
the Division's efforts to help identified families. Although many 
cases should be referred to mental health clinics, very Httle 
out-patient treatment is available in Florida. The few existing 
facilities are often ill"equipped to deal with either the children 
or the parents. According to Fell, "These are often isolated 
people who need to be reached in ways that are beyond the 
present capabilities of mental health units./I 

As Florida's experience shows, reporting alone is no remedy 
for abuse and neglect. An increase in the volume of repolrts, 
without a commensurate increase in the capacity to deal with 
identified cases, has lirnited value. 
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The revision of the Child Abuse Act, the establishment of the 
repo~ti~g and i.nvestigativ.e system, and the sponsoring of the 
publJc .lnformatlOn campaIgn are, to date, the primary examples 
of FlOrIda's effort to coordinate an effective statewide protective 
program. Mary Ann Price of the protective service program feels 
that, as a result of these first steps, children are now better 
protected. "But," she adds, "hopefully, we will continue to 
improve on our services." 

Guidelines for a Public Information Campaign 

. The Florida public information campaign has attracted interest 
!n a nu~ber of other states. DFS has received many requests for 
Inform.atlon, and the advertising agency that produced the 
campaIgn has been approached by 15 other states interested in 
a public information program. 

Those planning to conduct a campaign to inform the public 
about chIld abuse and neglect may find the following guidelines 
useful. They are based on suggestions from those who planned 
and produ~ed the Florida program and, in part, on the guidelines 
proposed In an article by Duane Franceschi.4 These guidelines 
should not be taken as hard-and-fast rules .• Rather, they are 
presented as suggestions that may help others benefit from 
Florida's experience. 

. The fi.rst and most important step in planning any public 
informatIOn effort is to determine the campaign's focus. Geraldine 
Fe~I, one ~f three DFS officials who helped plan Florida's cam
pal.gn, de~lnes this step as determining how to present "the 
ph!losophlcal base you're working from, to the audience you're 
trYIng to reach." 

I~ may b~ helpful to begin by posing and answering some 
basIc questIons. For example: Who is the intended audience? 
Is the ca~paign to be directed only to the general public, or 
to professIOnal" as well? Will the campaign also attempt to 
reach parents who have the problem of abuse and neglect or 
Who fear the potential in themselves? What is known about 
the local incidence of child abuse and neglect? How much does 
the p~blic already know about abuse and neglect, the local 
reportIng procedure, and local protective services? What are 
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people's attitudes about child abuse and neglect, about reporting, 
about intervention and treatment? As discussed in Chapter 2, 
data from the central register could be invaluable in helping to 
focus the campaign. 

The most effective way to determine the public's knowledge 
and attitudes on the problem and management of child maltreat
ment is to conduct a statewide survey. The necessary time and 
money will be far better invested in such a survey than in a 
misdirected campaign. 

Cost will vary according to· the size of the state and the 
scope and depth of the survey. A Chicago market research firm 
estimated that a statewide survey could be developed and 
administered for approximately $7,500 at 1974 rates. If the 
budget for the campaign is limited, perhaps a local firm will 
donate its services or agree to a reduced fee. 

One approach to such a survey would require a sample of 
300 to 400 respondents, each interviewed for 15 to 20 minutes 
by phone. The questionnaire might be based on the one used in 
Dr. David Gil's nationwide survey, designed by Brandeis Uni
versity and administered by the University of Chicago's National 
Opinion Research Center during October 1965.5 A post-campaign 
poll, similar to that used before the campaign, should also be 
considered in order to evaluate the camj:laign's success and to 
determine whether continued or alternate public information 
methods are needed. 

Formulate specific, measurable goals for the campaign. One 
goal might be an increase in pu.b!ic knowledge or a change 
in public opinion, measurable by "before and after" surveys. 
Another, as in Florida, might be "to make the reporting line 
ring." A major goal could be to build public support for more 
and better protective service units and treatment programs. 
Other possible goals include raising the percentage of validated 
reportsi reaching specific foreign-language or cultural groups to 
assure that all state residents are informed; increasing the number 

. of parents who ask for and receive help; or stimulating formation 
of local self-help groups. Goals should be d\~termined by specific 
conditions within the state and the most urgent statewide needs. 
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Whatever the goals, provide a means to evaluate the cam
paign's success. Only through objective measurement and evalua
tion can you decide w~ether the campaign has been effective, 
whether It was worth Its cost, whether it should be repeated 
and whethe.r in rep~tition it should be changed. Objective mea~ 
suremen~ will permit you t? repo~t the resuits of the campaign to 
the fun?~ng sourc~ and will be Invaluable if you intend to ask 
for ~?gltlOnal funding .. ~egative results will guide you in making 
positive changes; positive results-now or later-will increase 
public and government confidence in your operation. 

. The means for measuring results may have to be incorporated 
~n the operations of .state agencies. In Florida, for example, the 
Impact of t~e cam~algn would. now be known more precisely if 
the WATS-lJne procedure had Included a question to callers on 
why they were reporting or how they had learned of the WATS 
number. Other possible goals, such as increasing· the validity 
rate or increasing the requests for help from parents, can be 
measured through agency records if these data are recorded. 

Thoroughly evaJuate the material to be presented for its impact 
on the target a~d.lence an~ fO.r possible unintended implications. 
Several DFS offiCials have Indl' ·,ted that if they 'Were to conduct 
the campaign agai.n,. th~y wOI.1ld make at least two changes. 
C?ne" WOUld. be eliminating the copy line "These people are 
Sick" referring to those who abuse or neglect children Instead 
?f castigating the parents, they would make a greater ~ffort to 
Inform them that help is ava~labie. The other major change 
would be to play down protection of the reporter from involve
ment. The :ampaign told the public that "you don't have to get 
any ~ore Involved than making a phone calf"; but Florida's 
experience has been that, if the case goes to court, the reporter 
may be unable to avoid some degree of involvement. 

~nother recommendation is to coordinate the information cam
p~/gn st~tewide. This would be difficult or impossible in a state 
~Jth a Clty- or co~~ty-based systern for reporting and investiga
tIOn. One DFS official suggests that such states consider the ad
~antages . of statewide coor?ination, since both reporting and 
intervention can be more efl-ective at the state level. A statewide 
system can use one teiephone number for the entire state, bring 
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all reports directly into one central register, and handle all inves
tigations through one state agency. 

In planning and producing the campaign, be professional. 
Florida's experience shows the value of professionalism in gain
ing maximum exposure for campaign materials. The media are far 
more likely to use top-quality material than amateurish produc
tions, no matter how worthy the cause. 

To develop and produce a ·::ampaign as ex.tensive. as tha.t in 
Florida, hire a professional advertising agency or public relations 
firm. If a full professional fee is beyond reach, a local agency 
may be willing to develop the basic concept and assist with pro
duction and distribution at a reduced fee. People from the agency 
could then suggest where professional help could be obtained 
for producing the actual materials. For instance, a local television 
station might agree to produce television spots, and a radio 
station might record radio announcements. 

Plan the campaign in close cooperation with the communica
tions specialists who will develop and produce the materials. Your 
continuing direction will keep their efforts in line with your goals. 
In turn, they can advise on the strategies most likely to be suc
cessful and on the results to expect. 

If you cannot obtain professional help, contact local media 
representatives to find out if they will be willing to use cam
paign materials and, if so, the format that is most acceptable. 
Franceschi, for example, before beginning production, consulted 
with the F' 'ida Association of Br'oadcasters, the Florida Press 
Association, und six outdoor advertising companies. 

Once the campaign materials eire produced, plan distribution to 
, ensure that the materials are used. For maximum publicity, an
nounce the campaign with a press conference conducted by t~e 
governor or some other state official. A press conference will 
be more effective than a brochure to inform the media of the 
campaign and to gain their interest and cooperation. To further 
assure media cooperation, use personal contacts rather than the 
mail to distribute the materials. 

If possible, arrange for personal follow-up contacts with each 
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outlet-each radio or TV station, newspaper, and outdoor adver
tising company-to check if the materials have been received, 
to supply additional materials if needed, and to answer any ques
tions. These contacts might be made 30 days after the materials 
are distributed, and again after 90 days. The follow-up could also 
be used to determine roughly the media exposure of the mate
rials. Each outlet could be asked if the campaign materials are 
being used and, if so, how often. This information would provide 
a basis for evaluating the impact and the effectiveness of the 
campaign. 

In addition to advertising media, consider using other means to 
publicize the campaign's message. For example, although adver
tisin.g space.in the Florida press was found to be a basically inef
fective medium for the campaign's public-service ads, newspaper 
re;-'I"~:: and editorials seem to have spurred public reporting in 
~h~: Sl.~:':!. Additional publicity might be generated by periodically 
mh ..... nlng the press and other news media of the results of the 
campaign. 

Personal appearances are another valuable means of publicity. 
Representatives of the state's protective service agencies could 
appear on radio and television interview programs and "call-in" 
talk shows. Most voluntary groups such as PTA's and community 
associations are on the lookout for good speakers. A speakers 
bureau can be a welcome and effective way of reaching these 
groups and answering questions that cannot be addressed in 
detail by the materials produced for the advertising media. Per
sonal appearances are also opportunities to distribute literature 
or to make audiovisual presentations. 

. The list of possible alternatives contains many other inexpen
sive and effective rnechanisms for furthering public information. 
Whether these are intended to supplement the campaign or to 
stand alone, they 'shouldbe planned and carried through with 
the same care and professionalism as the advertising media 
campaign. 

~ final guideline: Keep the campaign itself in focus. A cam
paign that attempts everything may be too diffuse to accomplish 
anything. Don't hope to allev'iate abuse and neglect through 
information alone, and don't attempt a thorough program of 
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public education within the short-term format of an. information 
campaign. Unless the specific goals of the ca.mpalgn are .kept 
in sight, resources of time and money may be spread too thIn. 

Not every community will be able to conduct a program as 
extensive as the Florida campaign. But public education can take 
various forms. Whatever form a community's education efforts 
take think of the program as one link in a chain. Its purpose 
is t~ bring the other links together-specifica!ly, to stimu!ate 
public awareness, action, and support. Each step In the campaIgn, 
each expenditurE:: of time or money, should be directed toward 
eliciting a public response that is appropriate to local needs 
and compatible with the state's reporting, recording, and inter
vention facilities. 

Information is a means, not an end. The real measure of its 
worth is what it contributes to the protection of children, to 
help for parents, and to the long-term goal of eliminating the 
conditions that lead to child abuse and neglect. 
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Chapter 5 
Coordination and Guidelines* 

As illustrated in Chapter '1, the community-team program 
comprises three interlocking components-identification 
and diagnosis, treatment, and education. Among the three 

components, coordination is the central link. 

To be effective, coordination has to function on two levels. 
At the program level, there must be coordination among all the 
people, resources, services, and procedures involved in the 
management of abuse and neglect in the community. At the 
case level, the delivery of services to each family in need must 
also be coordinated. 

Program Coordination 

In a well-coordinated program, gaps and duplication among 
services are minimal, and the role of each worker and agency 
is well defined. In such a program, cases of abuse and neglect 
can be handled in a systemic way, but with individualized man
agement, planning, and treatment. 

Program coordination can involve any number of administra
tive tasks, including identifying problems in the community; 
handling problems between agencies; overseeing the develop
ment of new services, such as a diagnostic consultation team or 
parent aides; obtaining funding for the program; maintaining 
liaison with the agencies involved; and recommending changes 
in services, policies, and procedures as needed. 

In most community programs, coordination is either handled 
by a designated person or an inter-agency committee, or is 
shared between the two. For example, in Toledo, Ohio, coordi-

·Adapted from material written for the Office of Child Development in 1974 
by Deborah Adamowicz, Brandegee Associates, Inc. . 
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nation is handled by an advisory committee-consisting of 
administrative representatives of the agencies involved in the 
program-and by a full-time program coordinator~ who is paid 
by a private agency but accountable to the committee. 

If coordination is handled by one person, the coordinator 
should coordinate rather than direct the people and agencies 
involved in the program. If an interagency committee coordi
nates, it should ideally comprise both agency administr~t?rs a.nd 
people from the community who have necessary admlnlstra~lve 
ski"s-a banker or a businessman, for example. Rebecca Schml9t, 
the coordinator of the Toledo program, feels that professionals 
involved in case management-social workers, doctors, nurses
should not be included on a coordinating committee: "That's 
like putting a faculty member on a university's board of trustees
there are too many conflicts of interest." 

Case Coordination 

At the case level both short-term and long-term coordination 
are needed. Short~term coordination extends from the time a 
case is identified until a treatment plan is developed and imple
mented. This phase of coordination, handled by caseworkers 
from the protective service agency, involves seeing t~at the 
child .is protected and the family assessed, and arranging for 
the treatment that is best suited to the family's needs. 

Long-term coordination begins as the family is being readied 
for referral for treatment and extends until the case is closed, 
which may be months or years later. The function of long-term 
coordination is to prevent families from "fa"ing through the 
cracks"-to ensure that treatment appointments are kept, that 
the treatment planned is followed through, and that additional 
or alternate services are provided if needed. 

Various profeSSionals hold that protective service caseworkers 
are and should be responsible for both short- and long-term cas: 
coordination. Since caseworkers have the mandated responsI
bility to protect children, they must be in char.ge of case 
management from the time a case is opened until treatment 

is completed. 
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Others, however, point out that there are risks in having one 
person handle both types of case coordination. In many com
munities, various factors-such as excessive caseloads or regula
tions that cases be closed within a certain time-prevent the 
caseworker from handling long-term coordination effectively. 
In addition, protective service caseworkers are specialized in 
crisis management. Once a family has been referred for trea't
ment, it may be more efficient for long-term case coordination 
to be handled by someone who has the time and commitment 
to regularly follow up on the progress of each family, rather 
than to have the caseworker handle this fairly routine though 
essential job. If problems should occur during treatment, the 
case coordinator would, of course, refer the case back to the 
protective service worker. In this sense, the long-term case 
coordinator functions as both a support to protective services 
and a resource to ensure that each family receives the services 
that are needed. . 

Guidelines for Developing a Community-Team Program 

Given the complexities of a good community program, the 
question is where and how to begin. Who initiates planning and 
action towarcf a community program, and how does one go 
about it? 

The following guidelines are offered to those who want 
to initiate or improve a community-team program. This is not a 
set of how-to-do-it instructions. The guidelines are practical 
~uggestions to facilitate the task of developing a working program 
III most communities. They are no one's exclusive ideasi rather, 
they reflect the thoughts and experiences of many professionals 
thr9ughout the country. 

The first suggestion is to bear in mind that there are three 
components of a complete community program, as discussed ·in 
Chapter 1. The:full effectiveness of eachcomponent depends on 
the effectiveness of the others. Plan to move toward all at once, 
at approximately the same pace of development. If some of the 
elements are already present in the community, remember the 

-probable need to modify or adapt them to the special problems 
of child abuse and neglect, and to coordinate them with new 
elements as they come into being. 
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A "prime mover" has to get things going. The first step in 
creating a community team is forming a small, interdisciplinary 
planning group. This initial group should be quite informal and, 
ideally, should comprise a member of each profession involved 
in case management. The prime mover who gets this group to 
begin meeting can be one individual or several. The person or 
people need not come from any particular background or pro
fession. The prime mover is a facilitator, not an authority figure, 
and can be anyone with the will, the energy, and the patience to 
organize several initial small-group meetings. Some people feel 
the prime mover should come from a social service background; 
others recommend that it be someone from the medical pro
fession; to still others, the prime mover should be in a position 
of neutrality among the professions. There is something to be 
said for all three points of view. But the most important thing 
is ',1;1. someone devote the time and energy necessary to initiate 
a plallning group. 

Developing realistic understanding and trust among profes
sionals is the first job of any group that gets together to plan 
community coordination. The planning group must be multi
disciplinary if it is to be effective. Despite the traditional 
autonomy of the different professions, the members of the group 
must find ways to work together effectively. Probably their most 
important task in the beginning is simply to listen to one another. 
Since part of their mission is ~o teach families to break through 
their isolation and to begin to trust, they themselves must learn 
to be interdependent and trusting. 

Don't expect instant results. Real understanding and trust be
tween members of different professions, previously isolated and 
keenly aware of their own prerogatives, takes time. Coordination, 
in most communities, is not a simple matter of dividing up and 
delegating duties. According to Dr. Robert S. Stone, former 
director of the National Institutes of Health: "The development 
of a team, as distinguished from a collection of health care 
professionals who happen to work in the same building, is a 
question of interaction between people-of each influencing 
the others constructively, and of each permitting himself to be 
influenced by the others/' I Real coordination on a complex 
and demanding job has to be worked out in practice, sometimes 
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painfully. Don't expect to develop a functionIng team in months; 
think in terms of two to three years. 

Getting acquainted and establishing a common ground for dis
cussion should occupy at least the first few meetings. Don't try 
to solve problems in these early meetings; spend them getting 
to know each other's backgrounds, problems, points of view, and 
competences. 

Define the goals of the group and the roles of the professions 
and agencies represented. The expressed goals will, of course, 
have a pronounced effect on what the group does. Some goals 
are nearly universal-for example, to facilitate early identifica
tion and appropriate intervention and treatment. Subsidiary goals 
vary, depending on the needs and existing resources of the 
community. For example, one group may focus on treatment 
for the parents, while another may concentrate on better medical
diagnostic facilities. 

Again, bear in mind that the program's three basic components 
sh.ould b~ developed in unison. The program as a whole will.be 
crippled If some components are missing or weak. For example, 
sophisticated reporting and diagnostic res'Ourc:es will have'little 
if any value if treatment facilities are in short supply. Likewise, 
well-developed treatment programs will have less than optimal 
effect unless the public is informed of their existence and 
appropriate reporting and diagnostic resources are available. 

The roles of the various professions in the community may 
seem self-evident to the planning group at first, even though 
there may be overlaps in what is actually done and gaps among 
the services offered. One way to begin clarifying roles is to ask 
~ach professional in the group to list, in turn, the things he or 
she does when handling a case. The point is not to discuss or 
justify, but simply to list. Then, as a group, list the procedures 
and ~ervi~es which ideally should he available, regardless of who 
prOVIdes them. A comparison of this ideal list against the lists 
of actual services each profession provides should point out gaps 
and duplications among services in the community. 

Develop a definition of child abuse and neglect. While the 
state's legal definition controls the action of the court, a broader 
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typology of abuse and neglect is required for casework and pre
ventive intervention. Definitions tend to vary according to the 
backgrounds and customs of the community; and the definition 
adopted will determine the kind of action taken, particularly in 
case identification, referrals among agencies, and the approach to 
treatment planning. Some state laws, for example, define certain 
types of maltreatment-such as overt physical injury, inflicted 
nonaccidentally-as abuse and as a criminal action. The obvious 
response is prosecution and punishment of th'e parents. A quite 
different definition-"a family crisis which threatens the physical 
or emotional survival of the child" 2-focuses on resolving or 
preventing family crises. 

The extremes of physical abuse and neglect are easy to define
fractures, burns, serious malnutrition, or death. Other forms of 
maltreatment which can be equally serious, such as psychological 
abuse or emotional neglect, are hard to define and identify and 
even harder to write into law. Nevertheless, their recognition in 
the community's definition can make a great difference in the 
scope of services provided. (See Volume 1, Chapter 1 for a more 
extended discussion of defining child maltreatment.) 

Define the "community" that the program is to serve. Accept
ing a political. entity-a city or a county-as the community 
does present the possibility of local government backing for the 
program. For maximum program effectiveness, however, the 
community should be defined. primarily by the population served 
rather than by geographical or political boundaries. Heifer'S 
concept of regionaitzation, discussed in Chapter 1, focuses on 
the effect of the size of the community's population on the 
program. A region should be big enough, he says, to provide 
the necessary services, but- not so big as to be unwieldy. Co
ordination by regions-each comprising 200,000 to 500,000 
people-would, in his opinion, allow for optimal service delivery. 
From this perspective, program development is generally imprac
tical and often impossible whe)1.based on the county unit: only 
127 of the nation's 3,OOO-odd tounties have populations of 
250,OOQ or more. 

Identify the problems in the community. Pinpoint the most 
Significant gaps in services and the greatest obstacles to the 
development of a quality program. A list of major problems 
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might include the punitive approach of the local police; the 
disastrous understaffing or absence of a child protective service 
unit; or the near-automatic removal of threatened children from 
their homes because of the lack of treatment programs for 
parents. 

Get down to earth by consulting on actual cases early in the 
planning process. Different members could bring cases to the 
group for discussion. And even at this early stage, members 
can consult with one another on cases without any serious com
promise of the autonomy of the professional primarily respon
sible. The families will probably benefit from the consultation, 
while the professionals will gain real-world insights into each 
other's problems, methods, and assumptions. Most important, 
by working together, the members will probably discover that 
they need each other-that none of them alone can adequately 
handle a case. . 

Inform the agencies represented by the members of the plan
ning group of the purpose and progress of the meetings from 
the start. Their understanding will be needed later for support, 
in the form of money and personnel. . 

Identify "advocates" in the community who can 'help solve 
problems. Having established mutual confidence and a common 
point of view, the group can begin to involve others as needed. 
A juvenile court judge or a district attorney may help to modify 
punitive legal practices; a school teacher or principal may help 
with identification of abuse and neglect· in the schools; an 
editor or advertising agency may help with public information 
work.; a legislator or mayor may work toward improving laws 
concerning abuse and neglect; the administrative heads of 
agencies can help smooth out coordination of services. 

Among the advocates' should be representative·s" of· c(tiz€ns 
in the community. The program must reflect conimW1.ity''-flS we,LI . 
as professional standards. No service can reach its' g'reatest 
effectiveness without community support. Dr. Edmund Pellegrino 
has observed that "the health professional is always in danger 
of extending his authority in technical matters over the patient's 
system of beliefs and values."3 Many ways to involve citizens 
in the planning process have been suggested, ranging from form-
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ing a citizens council which would act as an advisory group, to 
membership of laypeople-including former abusive parents
on committees or planning and evaluation teams. 

Delegate specific tasks to individuals or small groups. A suc
cessful program will require the input of various people. People 
will be needed to develop training programs and a public 
information program, to establish diagnostic teams, and to set 
up a therapeutic development group. Once the planning group 
has established trust and a shared view of the goals and purpose 
of the program, it can seek out groups and individuals to assume 
such responsibilities with little concern about possible bias or 
"slanting" of the results toward the interests of one profession 
or agency. 

Approach the administrative heads of agencies for help. By 
this time-perhaps a year or more since the initial meeting
the planning group should be well informed about community 
problems and resources and accustomed to cooperating across 
discipline and agency lines. What the program needs now is 
some key full-time personnel, including a program coordinator 
and a case coordinator, and funds to get proposed programs 
undel' way. If administrators have been kept informed of the 
group's progre?s from the beginning and are convinced of the 
program's importance, they should be amenable to working 
together as a group-as an advisory committee or board of 
directors-to handle the specifics of obtaining and assigning 
funds and personnel. 

It should be noted that funding is not necessary early in the 
development of the program--it may, in facti create obstacles. 
When money for program development is sought before planning 
is well under way, unnecessary conflicts can arise on how to 
allocate and spend it. Fund raising should probably not be tackled 
until at least the second year of program development. By then, 
plans for the program should be fairly sound, and agency admin
istrators should be meeting as an advisory group or board that 
can coordinate funding needs. 

A final gUideline is to plan and implement programs of primary 
prevention. With the aid of community support, personnel and 
funding, careful planning for the needs of the community, and 
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trust a.nd understanding between professions and agencies-all 
of whIch should now be on a sound basis-the various com
ponents of the community program should be functioning as a 
:--veil-ordered sy~tem. At t~is time, expansion of the program to 
mclude mechal1lsms of primary prevention should be considered 
(see Chapter 6). If the community attempts to initiate a full
scale prevention program before diagnostic, treatment, and edu
ca(lon programs are established, the program will most likely 
"fall flat." On the other hand, a community with a well-function
~ng progra~ that ign?res primary prevention is side-stepping the 
Issue that IS the logical next step in the management of child 
maltreatment. 

These guidelines are not intended to make the process of 
program development sound easy. On the contrary, expect it to 
be long and difficult. There will likely be problems with people 
and resources in the community; and there may be problems 
whose sources are outside the community and difficult to influ
~nce-state laws, for example, or funding sources with conflicting 
Ideas about the use of funds, These guidelines are not offered 
as a solution to all problems, but as a logical approach which 
may help to multiply the effectiveness of people-professional 
and lay alike-in serving the needs of the community and its 
families. 
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Chapter 6 
Primary Prevention* 

Somewhere between the goals of practical men and those of 
visionaries lies the area of primary prevention. A community 
with a w~ll-coordinated program of identification, treatment, 

and education directed toward the problem of child maltreat
ment has already initiated preventive measures, although these 
can prevent abuse and neglect in only a secondary way-by 
limiting its extent and recurrence. Primary prevention focuses 
on preventing the first occurrence of child abuse or neglect 
in a family. 

Some professionals doubt that complete prevention of child 
maltreatment is even possible. It would require, they say, a 
total change in our social fabric, the creation of Utopia. Others 
consider primary prevention a more or less reachable goal. 
They propose that, while ~he abuse and neglect of children may 
never be completely eliminated, there are definite steps a well
coordinated community can take in the direction of this objective. 

This chapter examines, in the context of the community-team 
program f various preventive steps that have been proposed. None 
of these measures is new or unique. Many have been suggested 
elsewhere, often for specific purposes other than the prevention 
of child maltreatment. But for at least three reasons, there have 
been few attempts to implement most of the measures discussed 
in this chapter. First, preventive action requires a well-coordinated 
community effort, and community coordination is still relatively 
rare. It also requires an effective service-delivery system, quite 
the opposite of our typical community services, which. can seldom 
meet even chronic or emergency family needs. The third and 
probably most basic reason for the current scarcity of preventive 
action is that primary prevention of child abuse and neglect 
will require a change in attitudes and priorities-in communities 
and institutions, and in people as well. 

"Adapted from material written for the Office of Child Development in 1974 
by Deborah Adamowicz, Brandegee Associates, Inc. 
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For these reasons, a community-team program r:'ay be the 
most effective base for developing and Imple:nentl.ng a local 
program of primary prevention. In a commu~lty with a. well
functioning abuse and neglect program, the various professlon~ls 
and agencies involved in case management have alrea~y coord!n
ated their efforts and should be worki~g togethe~ .wlth relative 
smoothness. In turn, the delivery of services to fa':1"les should ~e 
functioning effectively; there should be few, If any,. gaps In 
needed services and little duplication of effort. The public should 
already be aware of the problem of maltreatment an.d of the 
services available to families locally. In such a community where 
mechanisms for identification, treatment, and educatron a~e 
coordinated and functioning, the ground has already been laid 
to incorporate preventive- aspects into each of these three pro
gram components. 

This chapter contains no guidelines for prevent!ng child. mal
treatment, but two points deserve comment. One IS t.hat pnmary 
prevention should be planned with the same care given to ~ny 
other aspect of the community-team program. Second, preventive 
mechanisms, like all other services and resources, have to be 
selected and developed according to the needs of the com
munity. It is quite possible that few or per~aps none of ~he 
points discussed below will be u.se~ by a particular community. 
But if these ideas stimulate thinking as to. wha~ forr:' local 
preventive action can and should take, this discussion will have 
fulfilled its purpose. 

Identification 

The identification of families having the problem of ab~se 
or neglect generally occurs through identific~tio~ of the child 
or children. The injury or condition of the child IS what ~sually 
leads people to suspect and report malti~atment. But In t~e 
preventive sense, identification focu~es rr.lalnly on parents With 
the potential to abuse or neglect tr.elr children. 

Like reporting, preventive identificati,~n should not .~e ~n 
accusatory action, but a' means of reaching out t? families In 

need of help. To ensure that reach-out mechanisms d~ ~ot 
be'come devices for meddling, surveillance, or unwarra~ted Incer
vention, it is important that the identification component be 
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carefully planned and coordinated. Questions such as the follow
ing should be considered: Who is to be identified? That is 
:vhat .are the characteristics and factors that suggest a family 
IS at nsk for abuse or neglect? How are families to be identified 
-th:o~g~ ~ report to the child protective agency or to a 
multidiSCiplinary team, or perhaps through interagency referrals? 
Is formal identification even necessary? What happens once a 
family is identified? How will they be helped? What happens 
if a family refuses help? . '. 

.There are v~rious possible approaches for identifying families 
With a potential for child maltreatment: for example through 
general identification resources, through the use of predictive 
models, and through the identification of "special".children. 

Identification Resources. Any professional who has contact 
:vith 'p'are~ts in the pre-, neo-, or postnatal stage is a potential 
Identification resource-obstetricians, public health nurses pedi
atricians, public welfare workers, the staffs of prenat;1 and 
well-baby clinics, day care workers, and te,achers, to note a 
tew. The ~ctual eff~ctiveness of .a~~ profeSSional in this capacity 
IS determine? by hiS or her sensitivity toward parents' problems, 
and knowledge of factors that can influence abuse and neglect. 

For instance, during regular office visits, the pediatrician could 
ma~e a point of asking each mother and father how they are 
get~lng ~Iong: Are they haVing any particular problems with 
their children? How do they feel about their children? 'When 
there are problems in the family, do the parents have someone 
to turn to for support? Do the parents help and support one 
another, or does one carry the burden of child care alone? Such 
gently probing questioning can serve a dual purpose: it shows 
concern for the parents, and it helps the professional detect 
problems that the parents might not otherwise mention. With 
knowledge of the family's problems and needs, the professional 
can then refer the parents to appropriate community services. 

Any well-publicized therapeutic service equipped to handle 
self-referrals can also function as an identification resource. 
Examples include crisis-intervention hotlines, Parents Anony
mous, therapy groups, homemaker services, therapeuti<: day care 
centers-in fact, practically any of the treatment modalities dis-
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cussed in Chapter 3. If parents are aware that such services are 
available to any family in need of support, they may refer them
selves before their problems reach a crisis stage. Having ap
proached one group or agency, the parents could then be 
directed to additional or alternate services if necessary. 

Predictive Models. The development of screening programs to 
identify families in which child maltreatment is likely, even 
though it has not yet occurred, raises both practical and ethical 
questions. Dr. C. Henry Kempe, for example, notes that on the 
basis of data now available, there is no certainty that an adequate 
screening tool can be developed. According to Dr. Vincent De 
Francis, the likelihood of coming up with a truly predictive scale 
is not very high. Dr. Ray Helfer, on the other hand, speculates 
that effective early-identification instruments will be validated 
and used within the next decade. 

While various screening tools are currently being developed,' 
ethical questions remain. The problem is not with screening and 
identification per se, but with the method and quality of inter
vention once a person or family has been identified as having 
the potential for abuse or neglect. Professionals agree that the 
most acceptable form of intervention would be the provision of 
needed educational, therapeutic, and social services to families 
willing to receive them. But what if the family refuses? . Does 
protective services or any other agency have the authOrity to 
intervene before a child is born or before there is evidence that 
a child may be at risk? The answers to these questions will 
undoubtedly influence our ability to prevent the occurrence of 

abuse and neglect. 

The "Special" Child. As discussed in Volume 1/ Chapter 2, chil
dren who are abused and neglected tend to be misperceived by 
their parents as "bad/' "stupid/' "mean," or in some way differ
ent from other children. Dr. John Caffey has pointed out that 
deformed, premature, multiple-birth, adopted, foster, ~nd st~p
children:..-those who are, in reality, different-run a higher risk 
of maltreatment than "normal" children do? 

A program of primary prevention could include early identifi
cation and follow-up of high-risk "special" children and the pro
vision of educational ,md social services to their families. For 
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ex~mple, the parent.s of a physi~ally or mentally handicapped 
child ~ould be ~rovlded appropriate diagnostic, treatment, and 
educatIOnal services. In such families, regular visits by a public 
health nurse or a homemaker-home health aide could provide 
valuable parental support. 

Treatment 

O~ce a community-team program begins to incorporate pre
ventive measures, the program's treatment component may 
assume a far broader role than before. The focus 'of treatment 
has to. be expanded to include families identified as having a 
potential for abuse an~ neglect. Depending on the specific needs 
of the pa.rents and children, the family may require any of the 
therapeutic resources mentioned in Chapter 3. 

. In.a broader sense, treatment can be focused on the commu
nity Its.elf-on the external factors that may influence a parenes 
P?tentlal for abuse and neglect. The preventive mechanisms 
discussed below involve ~ospitals, schools, bu?inesses, neighbor
hoods, a~d the co~munlty as a whole. The discussion includes 
three baSIC categorres of preventive action: modifications in the 
health-care system, measures to support family life and ways to 
help people manage personal crises more effectiv~ly. 

Befor~ discussion of these areas, it is important to look at how 
prev~ntlve measures can. be developed and implemented. One 
way IS f~r the c~mmunlty program's therapeutic development 
group, ?Iscussed In Chapter 3, to expand its scope to include 
preventlo~. In much the same way that the group approached 
therape~tlc. development, it could encourage groups. agencies, 
an.d institutions to modify their practices and offer plevention
onented programs. 

. As another alternative, preventive action could be planned and 
Implemented by a group devoted to increasing community sup
port for families. For examp'le, Forum 15 of the 1970 White 
H.ouse Conference on Children recommended that each commu
nity form a C?uncil for Families and Children as a means to make 
the communJt~ a more ~avorable environment for family life.3 

~uc~ a ~ouncd. w?ul? Include representatives of child- and 
amdy-orrented institutIOns and agencies, businesspeople, parents, 
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teenagers, and preteen children. The concerns of ~he council 
would extend beyond child maltreatment alone, but It could be 
affiliated with the community's abuse and neglect program, and 
many of its activities could amount to preventive treatment for 
the community. 

Modifications in the Health~Care System. Various studies indi
cate that a significant number of abused and neglected children 
were low-birth-weight (premature) infants.4 As a group, their mal
treatment may indirectly result from the traditiona! hospital 
practice of isolating low-birth-weight babies from their parents, 
ofter. for long periods of time. Elizabeth Elmer of the Pittsburgh 
Child Guidance Center notes that livery early separation can be 
damaging to the mother" and that studies point to this as one 
of the prime factors in later maltreatment. 

While hospitalization of premature infants is neces.s~ry, isol.at
ing them may thwart the parents' development of positive feeling 
for the child. When mothers of premature babies are allowed 
very ea.r1y contact with their children and are allowed to par
ticipate in their care, twofold benefits can result: the infants 
tend to progress more rapidly, and their mothers relate to them 
more easily.s As Dr. Ray Helfer notes: liThe results s~ow up 
maybe two years later. Mothers having e.arly contac~ with the~r 
newborns develop a different way of talking to, relating to their 
kids than those who are denied this contact./I The effects of 
early isolation on the mother-child bond suggest the .need. for 
changes in our system of protecting all newborns from Infection. 

Many hospitals now provide prenatal classes for. expectant 
parents. With several modifications, these classes might prove 
effective in preventing the maltreatment of children who are not 
yet born. Prenatal classes could be extended to include both moth
ers and fathers from early in pregnancy to at least several months 
after the bab;'s birth. Ideally, they would be available in any 
hospital or clinic providing prenatal or obstet.rical care. G~necol
ogists and obstetricians, informed of the eXistence and Impor
tance of these classes, could urge couples to enroll as soon as 
pregnancy is determined. In class, couples could be instructed in 
prenatal and newborn carei perhaps more import~n\ they co~ld 
be emotionally prepared for the role and responsibility of being 
parents. 
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The continuation of classes beyond the child's birth is impor
tant. for several reasons. Most new parents require more infor
matIOn and support after than they do before the baby is born. 
Postpartum depression, a colicky baby, and other factors that 
the parents may have calmly anticipated before delivery can take 
on unexpected proportions once they are alone with the child. 
In class each week, along with their own and other newborns 
many parents will be able to see that their child and their prob~ 
lems. are not unique; an?, as in many group programs, they may 
p.rovlde one another with mutual understanding and support. 
Either. formal or informal predictive screening programs could be 
used In these classes as a way to detect and treat various family 
problems early. 

The classes for parents could be affiliated with an infant and 
child he~lth. pr~wam in the same hospital or clinic. During reg
ular pediatriC VISits, the parents are likely to feel more comfort
able in asking questions and discussing problems if they are 
already familiar 'with the facility and the staff. In turn, the staff's 

. kn~wled~e,of t.he ~arents' problems and needs, obtained through 
their participation In the classes, should result in more individu
alized care. 

The development of such comprehensive pre- and postnatal 
programs and thei r accessibility to all expectant parents-in 
terms of both location and cost-sHould have a definite impact 
on reducing infant mortality as well as on preventing abuse and 
neglect. In some cases, mortality during the first year of life may 
be related to inadequate prenatal care. In the mid-1960s, federallY 
funded projects for maternal and infant care were developed in 
po~erty are.as in 14 cities.6 Within four to five years, infant mor
~allty rates In these areas dropped sharply-in one case, by more 
lhan half. Amo.ng those served by these projects, the number 
of premature births and unwanted pregnancies also declined. 

Still another preventive measure is the use of the health visitor 
~ ~ractic~ common in several countries. In Scotland) for. example; 
It I~ required that all preschool children be seen periodically in 
their homes by a health visitor.7 Should there be a developmental 
problem with a child, the visitor either works with the parents 
or refers them to appropriate services. A health visitor program 
could be invaluable in the identification and treatment of condi-
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tions that could lead to abuse or neglect, and could offer a means 
for personal contact and periodic health checks to even the most 
isolated families. 

Support to Family life. According to Dr. Morris Paulson, prin
cipal investigator of UCLA's Child Trauma Intervention and Re
search Project, "people are beginning to look beyond the concept 
of child abuse, to see it as just one example of the breakdown 
in family life." 

There are various data pointing to the fact that the American 
family is indeed breaking down.s In Massachusetts, 50 years' ago, 
at least one adult in addition to the parents was included in half 
of all families; today, only one family in 25 includes an addi
tional adult. Nationwide, the percentage of children whose par
ents are divorced has almost doubled in the past 10 years. 
Between 1965 and 1970, day care enrollments increased by 50 
percent; nevertheless, the number of children who return from 
school to an empty home is said to also be on the rise. 

Other· research findings suggest that even intact families are 
losing much of their traditional cohesiveness. For example, a 
recent cross-cultural study of the uses of time indicates that, com
pared to their European counterparts, American parents who are 
employed and married spend the highest ratio of free time alone 
rather than with family members.9 Even when parents and chil
dren spend time together, meaningful contact between them 
may be minimal. For instance, a sample of middle-class fathers 
claimed to average 15 to 20 minutes a day playing with their 
year-old infants; yet one study found that the mean number of 
daily interactions between fathers and infants was 2.7, and that 
the average time spent interacting was 37.7 seconds a day.lo 

Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner, professor of human development and 
family studies and of psychology at Cornell University, names 
various factors that serve to isolate p::trents and children from 
relatives, neighbors, and other traditional support systems-and 
from one another as well. Included ar.e the decline of the ex
tended family, the functional breakdown of the neighborhood, 
occupational mobility, the demands of a "rat-race" culture, and 
the increasing professionalization of child care. \I These are also 
among the influences Bronfenbrenner refers to when he calls 
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child maltreatment a product of "the circumstances in which 
people are forced to live." From his perspective, prevention 
requires the reinvolvement of adults and. children in each other'S 
lives: "Any device which furthers such involvement could func
tion to reduce child abuse by providing essential emotional sup
port to those who care for children." 

To facilitate prevention planning, Bronfenbrenner suggests 
that an initial audit be conducted to determine what the com
munity is doing and what it is not doing to support family life. 
Any number of specific questions could be raised: Where are the 
children and who takes care of them? How many children are 
left unattended because their parents are working or otherwise 
occupied? Does the community have enough adequate maternal 
and child health services/ day care facilities, recreational facili
ties? What opportunities are there for rfal interaction among 
various age groups? The questions asked and the answers ob
tained would determi!le where and how preventive action is 
directed. 

Neighborhoods. In many communities, the' functional neigh
borhood is a thing of the .past. Interaction between neighbors 
tends to be limited to a passing nod, and often neither knows the 
other by name. In such neighborho-ads, family isolation is com
mon, and children are more likely to be abused and neglected. 

The redevelopment of functional neighborhoods could prove 
to be a key element in the prevention of child maltreatment. One 
possible approach is through the use of "block parents," 12 Local 
schools could be asked to identify one or two parents in each 
block who are we!! known among their neighbors. These people 
would then be asked to assume the role of block parents. They 
would get to know their neighbors, identify the problems in their 
blo~ksJ and organize neighborhood-based activities. In shortl 
their task would be to initiate the concept of neighborliness
people knowing and helping one another. 

Other d.evices for revitalizing neighborhoods include neighbor
hood family centers where "leisure and learning and community 
problem-solving" programs could be provided for people of all 
ages, and where legal aid, child care, health, weffare, and other 
family-oriented services could be obtained; 13 recreati6naij and 
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day care facilities located in areas easily accessible to families; 
and public places throughout the community where children and 
adults can walk and talk and sit together. 14 

Business. Any community attempting to prevent the maltreat
ment of its children, and concerned about upgrading the quality 
of family life, should include business and industry as potentially 
strong allies. The report of Forum 15 of the 1970 White House 
Conference on Children explains: "To an extent not generally 
recognized, the patterns of life of American families are in
fluenced by employment policies and practices. Employers, both 
public and private, can make a significant contribution to placing 
families and children at the center rather than on the periphery of 
our national life." 15 

Specifically, as the conference report indicates, employers 
could be made aware of the need for minimizing out-of-town, 
weekend, and overtime obligations; reducing geographic moves; 
increasing the number and status of part-time jobs; making work 
schedules as flexible as possible; giving leave and rest privileges 
to pregnant women and new mothers and fathers; and locating 
day care facilities at or near the parents' place of employment. lb 

Such actions could benefit employers as well as workers: the 
potential economic advantages include more and better produc
tion, and lower turnover and absenteeism. 17 

Employers may also be amenable to more innovative ap
proaches to fostering adult-child interaction and understanding. 
Children are generally excluded from the world of work and 
responsibility. Rarely are they able to observe their parents, or 
any adult other than teachers or pediatricians, at work. To coun
teract work-related segregation of children from adults, Forum 15 
recommended a practice common in the USSR: that business 
firms or departments "adopt" a group of children-a school 
classroom, a nursery school class, a Boy or Girl Scout troop. IS The 
workers could periodically visit the children's group and, 0\1 

occasion, could invite the children to their place of work. The 
objective is not vocational education, but to acquaint children 
with working adults, and workers with children and their families. 

An example of such a program is depicted in the film, A Place 
to Meet, A Way to Understand, produced by Forum 15. The pro-
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gram it documents was arranged on an experimental basis be
tween the Detroit Free Press and the sixth-grade classrooms of 
two public schools-one in a slum area, the other in a middle
class neighborhood. 

Schools. As it operates today, our educational system may be 
failing both children and families in various ways. Urie Bronfen
brenner observes that children are drilled in subject matter, while 
the "development of a child's qualities as a person-his values, 
motives, and patterns of social response"-is virtually ignored; 
schools purport to prepare children for "life/' yet rarely equip 
them with either education for parenthood or training for re
sponsibility, decision making, and problem solving. 19 Just as 
business and industry separate children from adults, our educa
tional system isolates them-and their teachers-from both adults 
and children of other ages. Although schools could have a major 
impact in reducing the potential of future parents to maltreat 
their children, at present they do little to suppor family life. 

There are a number of things that schools could do as part of 
a community's program of primary prevention. Probably most 
important, school systems could institute a mandatory human 
development curriculum, including education tor parenthood* 
and family life for students from kindergarten through high 
school. The curriculum could incorporate various studies: from 
hygiene and family planning to human interaction and how com~ 
munities function. While the specifics of the curriculum would 
vary with the community, the general objective would be to 
better prepare children to become responsible adults-including, 
of course, preparation for parenthood. 

Vincent De Francis suggests that, for very young children, such 
education' could take a subliminal form. Readers, for example, 
could contain stories about Mama and Papa Bear, their inter-

*Under a grant to the Education D~velopment Center, Cambridge, Massa
chusetts, the Office' of Child Development, in cooperation with the Office of 
Education, has developed a curriculum in education for parenthood for use in 
grades seven through twelve. The curriculum is being used in a number of 
scho.ols across the country. In addition, seven youth-serving organizations have 
received OCD grants to design their own parent-education curricula for use 
outside the schools (for example, the Boy and Girl Scouts and 4-H Club mem
bers). For further information, write to the Office of Child Development. 
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actions with their little bears, their realistic handling of crises, and 
their next-door neighbors who love children dearly but have 
decided against having any of their own. As children progress, 
the curriculum could become more formal. They could learn not 
only about the practical aspects of parenthood-how to feed and 
diaper a baby, basic child develol?ment, what to. expect of a 
child at a particular stage-but about the emotIonal aspects 
as well. 

For example, the curriculum could include among its. goals. a 
change in the current permissive attitude toward physIcal dIs
cipline of children. In school, .children co~ld be taught that anger 
and frustration play an unavoIdable part In parenthood, but that 
there are ways to cope with negative feel.ingsi that t~r?ugh even 
mild corporal punishment, the young child can be Injured; ~nd 
that there are more constructive forms of discipline than spanking 
and physical force. But childr~n learn. throu~h exan;pl.e ?S w~lI 
as through instruction. The child who IS physIcally dIscIplined In 

school learns that the use of force against children is considered 
acceptable, and may later apply the 17sson to .his or her own 
children. Elimination of corporal pUnishment In schools, and 
substitution of other forms of motivation, would demonstrate 
the community's concern for nonviolent discipline and provide 
examples of methods. 

Children could also learn that, in bearing and raising a child, 
one assumes a highly responsible role-a r?le that n~t everyone 
should undertake. Accordingly, sex educatIon and blTth-control 
information should be included in the curriculum. With the in
creasing rate of births among girls ag~d 1~ t~ 11/ it,is obvious 
that such information should be provIded In JunIOr hIgh school, 

. if not earlier. 

The location of day care centers, crisis nurseries, and other 
preschool programs in or near secondary schools could serve a 
threefold purpose. Older students could gain both p:acti~al 
experience and course credit by working, on a r~gular baSIS, WIth 
the younger children. They could be entrusted WIth actual respon-

"'According to the 1974 Statistical Abstracts, th~ ra!e of live births among th.is 
age group rose from .8 births per 1,000 pop.ulatlon In 1960 t? 1.2 per 1,000 \0 

1970, the latest year for which data are available. In actual figures, the~e were 
6,657 live oirths among girls aged 10 to 14 in 1960, compared to 12,246 In 1970. 
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sibilities-as opposed to customary "duties/-requiring judgment 
and decision making, such as involvement in planning and 
operating the programs. In addition, such programs would begin 
to replace the traditional age-related segregation in our schools 
with interaction between young children, adolescents, and 
parents and other adults. 

Schools could also develop and publicize classes for adults in 
parenting education and family life. Classes available both in the 
daytime and the evening would allow for more fl/?xibJe enroll
ment and for a mixture of adults and teenagers in the classroom. 
While the classes would be directed toward strengthening "nor
mal" families, they could a~so serve as a therapeutic resource 
and as a means to identify parents with a potential for abuse 
or neglect. 

Crisis Management. Crisis occur in every family. In the abusive 
or neglectful family, they are often a way of life. The parents are 
characteristically unable to pl~ln ahead, to anticipate crises and 
head them off and to attack problems analytically. They are also 
unlikely to deal with problems at all until they have reached the 
crisis stage. 

These typically isolated families get little or no outside sUPI..iort 
with their problems. Since the parents often have a tragically low 
opinion of themselve5, they are vulnerable to anything that may 
diminish their self-esteem. To them, an incident that other fami
lies might regard as minor-a child breaking a lamp or a marital 
argument-may be the overwhelming "last straw" of a perpetual 
series of crises, and may trigger abuse. 

It is impossible to prevent all crises. What can be attempted at 
the community level, for the short term at least, is the provision 
of services and facilities to help families cope with crisis and to 
help relieve stress. For example, a 24-hour crisis-intervention 
hotline, as discussed in Ch~pter 2, could give a distraught parent 
somewhere to turn. 'Understanding and support over the tele
phone can help in many cases; but callers could also be directed 
to other services for additional ongoing help. 

Crisis nurseries or a free crisis-babysitting serviCe, available 24 
hours a day, could help relieve some of the stress of a mother 
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in a time of crisis, and would protect her children until the danger 
is past. Family crisis centers, an extension of the concept of the 
crisis nursery, could provide a temporary refuge for the. whole 
family-safety for the children and support and counseling for 
the parents. 

Day care ideally offers not only social sti~ulation to the chil
dren of isolated families, but a way to relieve parents of the 
seemingly endless burden of child care. As Bronfenbrenner ex
plains: "Taking care of kids can be very, very hard work. When 
you have to do it essentially 24 hours a day, and are under the 
demands of a very young child, .and there's nobody else to spell 
you off ... then you can go batty. That's when child abuse co~es 
in." For day care to playa preventive role, the cost and. !?catlon 
of facilities would have to be within the reach of all families. 

Poverty is almost universally recognized as .a~ aggravati~g in.
fluence to families at or near the point of cnsls. Dr. DaVid Gd 
points out that "environmental stress and strain are consid~ra?ly 
more serious for persons living in poverty than for t~~se enJoymg 
affluence" and that "the poor have fewer o~portun~tles than th: 
nonpoor for escaping occasionally from child-rearing responsI-
bilities." 20 

There may be limits to what one community can do about 
poverty, but much can be done to relieve its ~mpact. Fo~ example, 
depending on its size, a community can provide a certain number 
of additional jobs for those who are une~ploye.d. It can arran?e 
for crisis-oriented financial support, provided Without long wait
ing or excessive investigation. Crisis housing can be prearranged, 
ready for emergency use. In addtion, a community can work 
with and support local social service age~cies to ma~e the de
livery of services to the poor less chaotiC, more reliable, and 
more supportive to the personal dignity and self-esteem of the 
recipient. 

For the longer range, communities can help prepare their 
members to deal with crises more effectively. Local school sys
tems can be induced to put far more emphasis on .learning ab.~.ut 
values learning to make decisions, and developing the ability 
and the habit of accepting responsibility. Children, fr~~. t.he 
earliest elementary grades, could be given actual responSibilIties 
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in both the school and the community. They could be taught 
problem-solving skills and crisis-management techniques. They 
could also be involved, far more than at present, in group activi
ties-with peers as well as children and adults of all ages-so 
that they can learn constructive interdependence. 

Education and Training 

With the addition of a preventive focus, the community pro
gram's education and training component would not be essen
tially changed. The function of those comprising this component 
would be much the same as before: to educate the community, 
to train professionals involved in cases, and to conduct public 
relations work. The main difference would be in the expanded 
focus of education and training. 

For example, the goals of public and professional education 
could be broadened to include increasing people's awareness 
of primary prevention. The public should know what steps the 
community is taking to prevent abuse and neglect, and how 
individual citizens can become involved. AII.parents should be 
aware of the services available to any family in need of support. 
Professionals who work with parents and children should be 
aware of the characteristics of high-risk families, the services 
available to these families, and how to refer a particular family 
for help. 

Education could be directed toward specific groups to inform 
them of theIr potentially valuable role in eliminating child mal~ 
treatment. One project could be to convince school boards, the 
state board of education, and individual teachers of the need for 
changes in the educational system. Another could be to help 
employers recognize and modify their impact on family life. A 
program of primary prevention will require the involvement of 
the community as a whole. Appropriate education and training 
are essential to producing a climate in the community for preven
tive action to succeed. 

* * * 

The proposals in this chapter do not constitute a design for 
Utopia. They are not guaranteed to prevent family crises nor to 
eliminate the abuse and neglect of children. But, together, they 
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could help mak13 any community a better and safer place for 
children and families to live. 

-
Blaise Pascal, the seventeer'lth century French philosopher and 

scientist is kllown to have made a wager in which he bet on the 
existenc~ of God. His rationale was that he would lose nothing 
if he were wrong, but would gain heaven if he were right. In 
much the same sense, no one can be certain whether the mal
treatment of children can ever be prevented, nor what form pre" 
ventive action should take. But, like Pascal, the community ~hat 
wagers in favor of preventive measures has nothing to lose but 
has very much to gain. 
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Appendix 
Examples of Community Programs* 

Following are four examples of communities that are making 
a coordinated effort to deal with the maltreatment of children. 
While various coml)1unities in the United States have programs 
that would serve as excellent examples, the four included here 
were selected because they illustrate a range of different types 
of communities; alternative techniques for program develop
ment; and various structures, services, and objectives. 

• The program in Honolulu is centered on a strong pro
tective service unit that functions as the agency of prime 
responsibility; a children's hospital; a multidisciplinary 
consultation team; and strong community support 

• In Greater Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, the child abuse 
program has two unique features: it is based on a two
county unit and, unlike many communities, has developed 
a strong and innovative therapeutic component. 

• Montgomery County, Maryland is a suburban county hav
ing one of the highest per-capita income levels in the 
United ~'tates. The development of its program was sparked 
by work.of the local 4-C Council and the backing of a 
strong county executive. 

,. Uptown Chicago is in some respects the opposite of 
Montgomery County. Part of an "inner city," it has a 
relatively large population of day laborers, poor people, 
and transients. The program here is an example of coordi
nation in a large city. 

Each of these communities has found its own way of working 
toward a community program based on its own needs and 
resources. No community's lJrogram would be ideal for any other. 
These examples are presented not as prepackaged models that 
can be installed in any community, but as programs that have 
been adapted to local needs by concerned people within the 
community. 

*Adapted from material written for the Office of Child Development in 1974 
by Deborah Adamowicz, Brandegee Associates, Inc. 
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Honolulu County, Hawaii 
1 

To me, Honolulu has the ultimate in coordination and 
in what may be called a "team approach" ... This is 
a classic example of what ought to be in terms of a 
sound protective services program. 

Vincent De Francis, Director of 
the Children's Division, The American 
Humane Association 

The concepts "protective services" and ('team approach" are 
relatively new, even 'among professionals. Yet on the island of 
Oahu( Honolulu County, Hawaii, both have been developing 
for years. 

In 1937, Hawaii established the Department of Public Welfare 
(DPW)-the predecessor of the present Department of Social 
Services and HOllsing (DSSH)--to protect children and prevent 
family breakdown. In 1956, the DPW, the juvenile court, and 
the police department jointly developed "Operation Help," an 
outreach program to initiate social services on a 24-hour basis 
to families in crisis. 

The enactment of a mandatory child abuse reporting law in 
1967 was the first of a series of events that culminated, two 
years later, in the establishment of a multidisciplinary proH~ctive 
service cent.er for the island. With the passage of the reporting 
law, the DPW lacked sufficient staff to handle the increasing 
caseJoads. The result was predictabl~: needed services were not 
being provided. Community accusations that the Department's 
Oahu branch was not adequately protecting children resulted, 
in 1969, in special state legislative action providing for additional 
staff positions, the re-establishment of the protective service unit 
(created in 1957 but later discontinued), and funds for a colla
borative team. Late in 1969, DSSH established the Children'S 
Protective Services Center. 
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Servi~g the 640~OOO people of Honolulu County, Oahu, the" 
Center. IS .l:ouse~ In a r.ented building on the grounds of Kaui
keolan.! Children s HospItal (KCH). As Figure 3 shows, the Center 
comprises ~hree c.omponents: the DSSH Oahu Branch Protective 
Service Unit, KaUlkeolani Children's Hospital, and a community 



advisory committee. An annually negotiated c~n.t~a.ct between 
DSSH and the hospital clearly delineates responsl~J!ltles betw~en 
the social work and medical components of the ~enter. Funding 
presently comes through state and federal monies. 

According to Dr. Vincent De Francis: '~The beauty of the 
Honolulu program is that it can be replicated anywher~. It 
does' not require any enormous in~estment of funds, ~rovlded 
there's an existing protective service oper~tlon. All It need,~ 
is the designation of the unit and the procuring of consultants. 
But Dr. George Starbuck, the medical direcr!?r ,of th~ Center, 
notes that while many hospitals use the c~lIaboratlve team 
approach he is not aware of any community program that 
replicate; the Oahu model in its entirety. 

The DSSH Protective Service Unit 

Oahu's protective service unit includes e~ght caseworkers! .a 
~upervisor, a social worker aide, and cler.leal support. Crrsls 
oriented, the unit is responsible for the SOCial work ass~ss.ment 
of reported families and .for transf~rring each case, within _90 
days, to an appropriate unit for ongoing treatr:nent and f~lIow up 
care. The average monthly caseload per SOCial worker IS about 
20 families; to date, the social work turnover has averaged three 

positions a year. 

The unit receives all reports of suspected abuse an? neglect 
through the hospital's 24-hour SWitchboard. Table 4 IS a sumf marized list of cases reported from 1967 through ~;73 an9. 0 

the number of confirmed reports each year. (HawaII s reporting 
, law includes emotional deprivation and sexual abuse as report-

able conditioris.) 

Table 4 

Reports of Abuse and r~eglect, Oahu 

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Received 88 67 375 924 934 1051 962 

Confirmed 69 49 204 455 455 480 461 
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Kauikeolani Children's Hospital 

The medicalcomponen~ of the Center inCludes' a' full-time 
salaried medical director, a full-time nurse, two psychiatrists, 
two psychologists, and a secretary-all paid through annually 

'Ilegotiated DSSH-KCH budget funds. The hospital, through its 
medical staff, is responsible for conducting the diagnostic study 
of children and parents and for providing medical treatment and 
hospitalization when needed, (This is modified if a family p'refers 
to have the medical workup done privately.) In addition, mem
bers of the medical·staff se.rve as consultants to protective service 
workers, both from the Center and from outside units. 

The medical director reviews the medical aspects of each 
case and all diagnostic workups; can obtain medical information 
for a social worker if necessarYi is available to professionals 
throughout the state for medical advice about cases; discusses 
medical diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment with reported fam
ilies; and, if the caseworker desires, can act as a counselor to 
both parents and children. 

Multidi'sciplinary Collaborative Teams. In addition to these 
various functions, the medical director has established and 
maintains two collaborative teams. The original team has been 
meeting since December 1969 to provide recommendations to 
caseworkers on one or more generally complex cases a weeki 
the second team was formed in response to the increasing work 
of the Center. 

Team members include the Center's social work supervisor, 
the medical director, a pediatric nurse, a state deputy attorney 
general, a pediatric psychiatrist, and a pediatric psychologist. 
In addition to these fixed members, team case reviews include 
the social wod er in charge of the case and sometimes physicians, 
lawyers/ teachers, school counselors, pubPc health nurses, police, 
or others whose knowledge of the family may be needed. As 
part of an outreach effort, the teams periodically meet with 
social workers from units outside the Center and from private 
agencies to consult on casl2s. 

The function of the collaborative teams is to recommend the 
most feasible treatment plan for the famiiy. However, the social 
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worker presenting the case retains final responsibility for decid
ing on and implementing the treatment plan, prior to referring 
the case for ongoing treatment and follow-up. 

If a parent or child requires therapy, it is arranged if possible 
with someone who has not done the diagnostic workup of the 
family. Protective service workers typically attempt to involve 
the parents in the problem-solving process. For example, if 
removal of the child is indicated, most caseworkers will recom
mend temporary separation to the parents and will suggest 
possible alternatives such as placement with friends or relativ~s, 
in the protective service unit's emergency shelter, or in a foster 
home. 

The Research Advisory Committee. Through the initiative of 
the medica! director} the Center has also established a Research 

. Advisory Committee, conSisting of the medical director, a nurse/ 
research coordinator, and professionals in maternal and child 
health, psychiatry,' psychology, and social services. The Com
mittee has reviewed pertinent literature; organized a retrospec
tive study of certain cases; and assisted in developing forms for 
requesting the services of the collaborative teams and for record
ing team recommendations, the protective service dispositiQn, 
and follow-up reports. 

The Community Advisory Committee 

The third component of the Children's Protective Services 
Center, the Community AdVisory Committee represents a cross
section of the community including various family-serving agen
cies. The. Committee can deal with the community at large in 
a manner not possible for DSSH. For example, it can seek public 
funds to support increased cnmmunity services. The Committee 

. can also review and assess problems in the community and pass 
its recommendations on to DSSH or the Centeri in turn, through 
the Committee, the Center can seek help from commllnity groups. 

As part of the Center's community services, the medical direc
tOf, social work supervisor, and nurse conduct an extensive 
education progmm-for schools, physicians, nurses, social work
ers, the police, ambulance drivers, and both public and private 
community organizations. 
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Future pl~ns for .the Center include' the possible addition of 
a-therapeutlc and follow-up unit group therapy d 
aide pro I dd" ' ,an a. parent . gram. n a Itwn, there are plans to develop a program 
ge~r:d to the prevention of. renewed abuse in reported families 
a.n k /0 t~e study of low-blrth-weight infants who are at high 
filS dor a use and neglect. The latter phase of this program is 
a rea y underway. 

in a pap~r presented at The American HUmane Association's 
;econd NatIOnal Sympos,ium on Child Abuse, held in October 

974, ~ade A,:""ana, social work Supervisor of the Children'S 
Protectlv.e S~rvlces Center, .I!ste? the following as results of the 
pr~gram. chtld.r:n and famIlies In crisis are being served quickly 
an ;nore efficiently; the Center's interdisciplinary approach 
~o~ tn~utes to "more healthy family functioning"; and each ar
tlclpatlng profession continues to learn from the others,L p 

. Slowly, ,the Cent~~ is moving toward its objective of providing, 

t
/nh ~wfan~l~ w?rds, the best protective services to children and 

elr amlles.'n Honolulu." 3 

Greater lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania 

. Coordination Across County Lines 

in Lehigh and ~orthampton Counties are two of the most affluent 
. PennsylvanIa. To~ether they comprise the Greater Lehi h 

Val~ey. The populatIon of approximately 470,000 includes ~II 
~hcloe~onomlc levels and a variety of ethnic and cultural groups 

b e ur a~ centers of Bethlehem and Allentown are surrounded 
y extensIve rural areas. 

In th~ lat~ 19?Os,~r, John Wheeler, an Allentown pediatrician, 
w~JJleel7g In hlsynvate practice repeated incidents of abuse in 
~I .e-~ ass f~mlhes. Rather than putting the incidents out of 
!s min , Dr. Wheeler decided to find out what the a encies in 

h~s cou~ty were doing about the problem. The answer~ not onl 
~Id t~ehlgh .County lack. a specific program for abusive familie:' 

ut . e typical commu[l'llty response to the parents was punitive. 

D W;eeler then contacted a former medical school classmate 
r. ,Henry Kempe, who is now director of the National Cente; 
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for the Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect 
in Denver. He obtained information on development~ in the 
field of child protection, community-based program moaels, a~d 
therapeutic approaches. His inquiries eventually led to a senes 
of meetings among the directors of the Lehigh and Northampt.on 
Counties Children's Bmeaus, the director of the Base Service 
Unit of Lehigh County Mental HealthiMe~tal. Re~arda~ion (MH/ 
MR.), and Dr. Raymond Seckinger, a psychl~tnst In pn~~te prac
tice. Their purpose in meeting was to consider a specIfic gro.up 
therapy program for parents. In late November 1969, the first 

'iocal therapy group was formed, under the sponsorship of the 
Lehigh County MHiMR Base Service Unit. 

The Child Abuse Group, as the group therapy program is 
called, and the administrative meetings that led to its establish
ment, were the beginnings of a cpordinate two-c:ounty program 
for the Greater lehigh Valley., While many of Its components 
have been developing over the past five years, muc~ of the 
Ccurdinated Child Abuse Program is still in the formulatlve stage. 
The description below includes functioning aspects as well .as 
some new and some proposed additions to the Program. Begln~ 
ning in October 1974J the ~xpanded Program is ?eing partially 
funded over the next three years by the Pennsylvania Department 
of Public Welfare. 

The Program provides services only to families who have. the 
problem of child abuse or who refer themselves as potentlal.ly 
ab'usive. For families in which children are neglected, the chd~ 
dren's Bureau in each county provides protective services; how~ 
ever services to these families are separate from the Child Abuse 
Program. The 1974 statistical accounting of child, abuse repor~5 
is not complete as of this writing, but an informal survey IS 

presented in Table 5 below. 

TableS 
Child Abuse Reports, 1974 

Validated Validated Indeterminable Total 

Lehigh 27 4 9 40 
County 
Northampton 13 4 8 25 
County 
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Objectives 

The Coordinated Child Abuse Program has six broad objec
tives: 

• to prevent the abuse of children by effecting psychologi- . 
cal changes in parents and responsible,adults 

• to enhance children's development 

• to modify the home environment so as to lessen stresses 
that may precipitate abuse 

• to improve the effectiveness of the Program's training 
component . 

-

• to conduct research that will add to the understanding of 
both the etiology of abuse and the effectiveness of dff~ 
ferent treatment modalities 

• to further educate the' community in order to create a 
more favorable climate for positive family change. 

Coordination and Administration 

According to Dixie Bair, supervisor of the child' abuse unit of 
the Lehigh County Children's Bureau, community cooperation 
and the coordination of services are the "key" to the Child 
Abuse Program. Coordination functions at several levelsJ as Fig
ure 4, an organization chart of the proposed Program, shows. 

At the administrative level, the Program in each county is under 
the auspices of the respective county's Children's. Bureau, with 
the Bureau's director or desigriated assistant responsible for 
administration. In addition, a program coordinator-responsible 
for supervising the integration of all compor. its of the county's 
program-has been added to the staff of each Children's Bureau. 
Their specific duties include: maintaining communication among 
the agencies and resources involved and resolving any internal 
conflicts that may develop within the Programi developing 
liaison with other 10calJ state, and federal programsi proposing 
changes in administrative policies and procedures; developing 
training programs; spearheading community education; arrang
ing consultations and case conferences on specific caseSi coor
dinating the work of all involved agencies once a treatment plan 
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has been developed for a family; providing ongoing follow-up 
on all cases; overseeing the collection of statistics on abuse 
cases; and handling information requests concerning abuse and 
the Child Abuse Program. 

The coordinating mechanism between the two counties is 
PROTECT-an unincorporated, nonprofit association of profes
sionals and interested individuals from the community. Begun in 
1973, PROTECT functions as an advisory group to the agencies 
and professionals in the Program. There are currently 32 members 
representing various disciplines and every agency involved in the 
Program. 

Reporting and Diagnosis 

In Northampton County, all reports of suspected child abuse 
are handled initially by intake workers at the county's Children's 
Bureau. In Lehigh County, initial handling is. shared by Chil
dren's Bureau intake workers and caseworkers from the' child 
abuse unit. All reports are' received by the intake department; 
but approximately 50 percent, particularly those resembling "clas
sic" child abuse cases, are forwarded to the abuse unit super
visor, who assigns cases for immediate investigation to the unit's 
caseworkers. In the future, the child abuse unit may possibly 
receive and investigate all child abuse referrals in addition to 
providing ongoing services for accepted cases. 

If a report is made by a neighbor, relative, or other nonmedical 
source, the intake worker will visit the re'ported family Within 24 
hours and, if necessary, take the child for medical evaluation. 
If an apparently abused child is seen first at a hospital dispensary, 
the attending physician 'will admit the child, begin a thorough 
medical work-up, and make an immediate oral report to the 
Children's Bureau. The hospital's social service department will 
later contact the Bureau and" if indicated, will file a written 
report Within 24 hours of receiving the written report, the 
Children's Bureau intake worker will visit the child in the ward, 
speak with the attending phYSician, and then meet with the 
parents. 

Upon receipt of a written report from, any source, intake 
workers make an immediate oral report to the local police, who 
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file the reported information. In Lehigh County, the police take 
no further action unless requested; in Northampton County, the 
local police department and the Children's Bureau mutually 
decide if and how the police should be involved in the case. 

Within 24 hours after receiving a written report, the intake 
worker begins a comprehensive psychosocial evaluation of the 
family. Based in part on this evaluation, the Bureau must deter-

. mine whether placement of the child-either voluntary or court 
ordered-is necessary. The next decision is whether or not the 
parents are "group material"-can they function in and benefit 
from the group therapy program? A "custom-fitted" treatment 
pial is developed for every family. 

rhe intake process ends once the parents are referred for 
treatment and planning for the child is completed. A child abuse 
unit caseworker is then assigned the case, if it has not already 
been assigned to the unit during the intake process. Currently, 
the average caseload per abuse unit caseworker in Lehigh County 
is 20 families; in Northampton County, 15. 

The Greater Lehigh Valley Program also includes a child abuse 
consultation service, available to any physician at no charge to 
the patient. Headed by Dr. Wheeler, the service will assist 
attending physicians in the evaluation of children and the course 
of action to be taken. 

Treatment 

Since the initiation of the Child Abuse Group, an increasing 
array of family-oriented treatment services has been developed 
in the Greater Lehigh Valley. 

Parent Groups. The original parent therapy group, led by 
psychiatrist Raymond Seckinger, was open to parents from both 
counties, with caseworkers involved with the families participat
ing in the group. A year later, the clinic director of the MH/MR 
Base Service Unit, Helen Ruch, a psychiatric social worker, joined 
the group as co-leader to provide individual counseling to group 
members. Approximately 18 months after the initiation of the 
group/one protective caseworker from each county was assigned 
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to handle all abuse cases, and each h€came a permanent member 
of the group. Abuse unit caseworkers are now assigned to the 
groups. 

Child abuse reports in the Greater Lehigh Valley increased 
about 900 percent between 1969 and 1974, and two additional 
ther~py groups ~ave been formed. Northampton County now 
has Its own !?roup, and Lehigh County has two. Group, individ
ual, an,d family therapy, as well as marital counseling, are avail
able to p~rents in both cou~ties. A future goal is to have bilingual 
staff provide casework service for Spanish-speaking families. 

The broad goals of the therapy groups are to "refine" and 
"rem~dell/. aggression; to increase self-identity; to guide in family 
planning; to define and refine interaction between nuclear- and 
extended-family n:emb.ers; and to improve marital and parent
grandparent relationships, parenting capabilities child-rearing 
practices, and impulse control. The groups are ;Iso concerned 
with prevention-aiming to prevent further abuse in member 
~~mil.ies. that ~ave previously been reported and to prevent the 
tlrst incident In self-referred families that have identified them
selves as potentially abusive. 

T~e success of the groups is illustrated by the recidivism rate: 
preViously over 50 percent, it has dropped to zero for parents 
who have completed the entire therapy program. However there 
have been four or five instances of repeated abuse-in th~ form 
of physical injury, development of a "failure to thrive" condition 
or emotional disturbance affecting the child-in families wh~ 
withdrew prematurely from the treatment program against pro
fessional advice. 

The Children's Bureau caseworkers assigned to families in the 
therapy program provide various services. They initially prepare 
the parents for the program; transport them and their children 
to and from the weekly group sessionsj and, when appropriate, 
provide individual therapy, marital counseling, and family 
therapy. Caseworkers also utilize any available community re
source to help the family. If necessary, caseworkers help the 
parents manage a budget or secure better housing, transport 
them for medical attention, and provide them with child devel-
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opment information. Once the parents have suc~ess.fully co.m
pleted the therapy program, the caseworker maintainS serVice 
contact for approximately six months. 

Parent Educiltion. Among the recent additions to the Child 
Abuse Program is a pilot program in which parent-educat~rs, 
employed and trained by the local Head Start program, provide 
supportive and preventive services to pare,nts. The g.oals of the 
program are two: to increase the parents self-conflden~e and 
self-esteem by increasing their teaching skill.s and enhancing ~he 
learning environment of the home; ahd to Il~crease the le~rnlng 
capacity self-esteem, and emotional well-being of the children. 
There a~e plans to expand the program in its ~econd y~ar to 
include education of foster parents who are caring for children 
previously abused by their natural parents. 

For approximately one and a half hours every other week, 
parent-educators "focus" on a specific presc~ool child of .the 
family (al,though other children from the family a~d th~ neigh
borhood are included in activities) and the parents In their home. 
The parents are taught skills to facilitate ~heir children's. deve~
ooment behavioral expectations appropriate to the children s 
d~velo~mental level, and constructive methods of rewarding and 
disciplining children. The program will also include group me~t
ings for mothers, with lectures and discussions on such tOPICS 
as nutrition, health, and psychological problems. 

Treatment for Children. When one 'Of the parent therapy 
groups meets, the preschool children from each family. are 
brought to a "play" group for group activities, social stimula~lon, 

-and observation by volunteers. These groups are sometimes 
videotaped for diagnosis by the child-psychiatrist consultant, for 
playback to the parent group, or for training purposes. 

There are also plans to expand the availability of therapeutic 
day care for abused children a~d their siblings; :? dev~lo~ ~ 
24-hour crisis nursery that would Include temporary ~oomIng-1n 
facilities for mothers and children; and to develop in each county 
a day care facility in the Base Service Unit (or wherever the parent 
groups meet). 
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Education and Training 

The education component of the Coordinated Child Abuse 
Program includes both public education and the training of 

, professionals. 

As David Lehr, program coordinator for Lehigh County, ex
plains, child abuse is not the problem of welfare agencies 
alone: "What we hope to. do is to educate the community to 
the fact that this is a community problem-that everybody has 
to pitch in. A particular point emphasized to the community is 
that child abuse can happen in anybody's family and that all 
parents are vulnerable." Though newspaper articles and a bro
chure describing the program are used, speakers are the main 
source of public education. The program coordinators and pro
fessionals from PROTECT regularly speak to church and PTA 
groups, junior and senior high school classes, college students, 
hospitals, medical societies, and other community groups. 

Training for professionals had been conducted on a somewhat 
"hit-or-miss" basis in the past, but has become increasingly more 
formal. Currently, there are plans to develop a comprehensive 
training program over a three-year period. In 1975, the first year, 
all professionals, including medical and school personnel, and 
paraprofessionals involved in case management are receiving 
in-service training--including workshops, observation of other 
programs, consultation with professionals outside the Lehigh 
Valley, and ongoing training conducted by local professionals. 
In the second year, training will be provided for a limited number 
of professionals throughout the state. In the third year, the Pro
gram intends to make available a comprehensive "training pack
age" that cah be adapted to the needs of any community. 

Research and Evaluation 

Also projected for development over a three-year period is 
the research and evaluation segment of the Program. This seg
ment, which is being conducted in cooperation with Lehigh 
University, has several general aims: to develop qualitative mea
sures of criteria relevant to the objectives of the Program; to 
assess the degree to which these objectives are achieved; to 
develop controlled research on the etiology of child abuse and 
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the prediction of high-risk familiesi to assess the extent of child 
maltreatment 10callYi and to evaluate the effectiveness of 
training. 

Five specific outcomes are anticipated from the first year's 
research activity: 

• an annotated bibliography on child abuse 

• an analysis of evaluation methods for assessing the back
grounds and personality dynamics of abusive parents, the 
developmental levels of abused children, the parent-child 
interaction, and the home environment 

• a comprehensive record-keeping system for involved agen
cies, with a manual explaining its use 

• a set of research-design models for use in testing hypo
theses about the causes and dynamics of child abuse 

• a design and a set of procedures for conducting a Lehigh 
Valley census of child abuse. 

These initial research products will be the bases of the research 
and evaluation conducted in the second and third years. They 
will be available for use in other programs. 

Montgomery County, Maryland 

It Takes a Tragedy' 

In May 1972, a child in Montgomery County, Maryland was 
tortured to death by her parents. The incident was followed by 
sensational press coverage, and drew the attention of local citi
zens and government to the problem of child abuse and neglect. 
The essen~lal question they raised' How could such a thing hap
pen in one of the most affluent counties in the United States
a county with one of the highest levels of public education and 
with a range of social services beyond the reach of most com
munities? There was a sense of searching for a scapegoat. 

A suburb of Washington, D.C., Montgomery County has a 
population of approximately 500,000. The agency mandated by 
law to protect children is the protective service unit of the 
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c()~nty's department of social services. In the county, there are 
vanous other public agencies involved in the welfare of chil
dren, as well as a 4-C (Community Coordinated Child Care) 
Coun:il-:a private organization dedicated to mobilizing and 
coordinating community opinion and action toward better 
child care. 

By mid-summer, the 4-C Council had set up a Child Abuse 
Committee, with both lay and professional members, to study 
the county's protective service system, identify local needs and 
suggest possible solutions. The Committee's role was that' of a 
catalyst. Its members investigated how other communities re
spond to the problem of maltreatment, recommended the crea- . 
tion of a coordinating task force, pressed for improved legisla
tion, educated the public about the problem of abuse and 
neglect, and sought public support for positive action. 

In November 1972, Montgomery County Executive James B. 
GI.eason establishe~ the task force recommended by the Com
mIttee-the ExecutIve's Task Force on Child ·Abuse. His reasons 
for creating the Task Force were basically three: he recognized 
the.government's responsibility for protecting children, the need 
to Improve and develop protective and rehabilitative services 
locally, and the likelihood that improved services would require 
county funds. More than a general study group, the Task Force 
was charged with developing specific programs and recommen
da~ions, determining their costs, and planning their implemen
tatIOn. 

~he Task Force is co-chaired by the director of the county's 
offIce of human resources and a representative of the 4-C 
Council. Other Task Force members include top county adminis
trators from ,the public school system's pupil personnel section, 
the health dE!partment, the department of social services the 
department of juvenile services, the juvenile section of the p'olice 
depart:nent, and the state's attorney's office, as well as a juvenile 
court Judge and a representative of the six area hospitals. The 
Task Force held weekly meetings from January to May 1973 and 
has met biweekly since. Approximately every fourth meeti~g is 
open to the public. 

Early meetings were devoted to establishing a viable working 
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group. Diane Broadhurst, the original co-chairwoman repre
senting 4-C, describes the atmosphere of the initial meetings as 
one of apprehension: "Everyone was looking for someone to 
blame for the child's death. In my experience, the same psy
chodynamics tend to occur over and over. It seems to take 
something dramatic-a tragedy-to galvanize a community into 
action; then people begin to look for somebody to blame. But 
the simple mechanics of getting together once a week and talk
ing began to produce a positive change." 

The Task Force initially addressed itself to problems of inter
agency cooperation and coordination. Its members jointly studied 
procedures within and among agencies, they exchanged infor
mation, and they learned from one another. As communication 
among the members improved, coordination among the agencies 
they represented gradually began to develop. 

Broadhurst feels that the improved coordination of services in 
the county owes as much to the county executive's backing of 
the group as it does to the work of the Task Force itself: "In 
getting organized, it helps tremendously to have the backing of 
the community's top political executive. Lacking that, there's too 
much time, and money, and effort required to get what you 
need." 

The Task Force has impacted the way Montgomery County
and, to some extent, the entire state-deals with child abuse and 
neglect. Its impact has occurred in five basic areas: legislative 
change, case management, education and training, long-term 
treatment, and coordination. 

legislative Change 

Soon after its inception, the Task Force joined the 4-C Council 
in working to revise Maryland's child abuse law. They analyzed 
and suggested changes to proposed legislation, educated the 
public to the need for legislative revision, testified before the 
House Committee on the Judiciary, and submitted written tes
timony to the state senate in support of one of the proposed 
bills. Partly due to their efforts, the state adopted new legislation 
in May 1973. The revised law now designates the local depart

. ment of social services and the local law enforcement agency 
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to ~ecei~e and jointly investigate all reports-a practice that was 
poll~y In. Montgomery County fully a year before state law 
required It. 

Despite the legislative revisions, the Task Force felt that the 
~aryland sta.tLJte needed to be further improved. In mid-1973 
Its subco.m';lltt~~ on legislation drafted an amendment that pro~ 
posed eliminating the requirement for parental consent for the 
medical examination and treatment of a child if abuse is sus
pected, mandating all Maryland physicians to examine such chil
?ren, and. granting immunity to any individual or institution 
~nvolved In. the exam!nation or treatment. This amendment, 
Introduced Int~ the legislature by County Executive Gleason was 
subsequently Incorporated into a bill that included a' pro
posal to. expand the I~gal definition of abuse to include sexual 
molestatIOn anrl explOitation of minors. The bill was passed by 
the legislature and signed by the governor, effective July 1974. 

Case Management 

Probably the greatest change in Montgomery County's ap
proa~h. to ~buse. and neglect has been in the way cases are 
Id~ntlfled, investigated, and managed. Among its first accom
pl~shments, the Task. Force replaced the state's long and com
plicated form for written reports with a single, clearer form to 
be. used by all county agencies and professionals involved in 
chl!d care. In response to another Task Force recommendation, 
a single telephone number now serves as a 24-hour hotline for 
reports from anywhere in the county. 

Within ~ne h.our of. any report of suspected abuse or gross 
neglect, a Juvenile section police officer and a protective service 
c~seworker jointly investigate. In most cases, the child is imme
dlat~ly taken for medical examination. The social worker accom
panied by the police officer, is authorized to take a child into 
t~mporary prot~ctive custody if needed. Removal must be justi
fied th~ following court day in juvenile court and the court 
?etermlnes the immediate disposition of the c~se .. If the child 
IS temporarily removed from the home, a later hearing· is held 
for a more permanent disposition. 

A protective service caseworker needing consultation on the 
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management of a particular case can bring the case before the 
county's Child Protection Team. Established upon the recom
mendation of the Task Force, the Team has been meeting weekly 
since February 1974. Its function is to provide multidisciplinary 
consultation and to review cases periodic~!!y. Permanent mem
bers include a pediatrician, a psychiatrist, a public health nurse, 
an attorney, a pupil-personnel supervisor from the public schools, 
a protective service supervisor, and a. police juvenile officer. In 
addition, other professionals involved in a specific case are 
invited to become ad hoc team members. 

Protective service workers can also obtain consultation on 
specific cases from the health department Evaluation Team, 
located at the district court since February 1973. The prime func
tion of the Evaluation Team-which comprises a pediatrician, a 
psychologist, a psychiatrist, a social worker, an education diag
nostician, and a pupil-personnel worker-is to assist the court in 
case evaluation. 

Another recommendation of the Task Force that has served 
to improve case management was a budget increase of almost 
$47,000 in county funds to provide for more protective service 
caseworkers. Early in 1972, the local protective service unit had 
three caseworkers and one supervisor; caseloads averaged 35 
to 40 cases per worker. Today, the complement is 15 caseworkers, 
three supervisors, and a clerk-typist. Caseloads average about 25 
per worker. 

The health department, the juvenile section of the police 
department, the department of juvenile services, and the office 
o(human resources have also increased their staffs. A new dis
trict court judge has been appointed who will devote 60 percent 
of his time to juvenile court; and a new position for assistant 
state's attorney has been assigned to the juvenile court. 

Education and Training 

Among its initial charges, the Task Force was to plan broad 
public education and professional training programs. Since the 
local 4-C Council had already launched educational programs
including a child abuse conference for professionals in 1972-
the Task Force agreed that 4-C should handle the major educa-
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t~on~l. effort. The 4-C Child Abuse Committee has compiled a 
slgnlflcan.t r~ference collection on abuse and neglect, housed in 
the publIC. lIbrary system; established a speakers bureau; and 
proVIded VIdeotapes for community information and the t .. 
of speakers. raining 

Most of th~_ a!?encies represented on the Task Force have 
conducted penodlc or on.going training programs for their staffs. 
Task Force members routinely plan and frequently participate in 
these ~rogram.s. Relevant training has been provided to the 
protectIve servIce staff; all administrators, superVisors, and pupil
personnel staff ?f the ,Public school system; the entire health 
departmentj police offIcers; day care employees' and the staffs-
of at least two local hospitals. ' 

In ~dditio.n,. the county's public school system has undertaken 
a major training program-Project PROTECTION.* Funded by 
an $80,000 federal grant, the program includes training for the 
county's 8,O~0 public school teachers on how to identify, report, 
and :-vork wl~h abused and neglected children; training for non
publIC schOOl teachers; and curriculum study and policy revision. 

Treatment 

Child abus~ is a felony in Maryland. Montgomery County has 
a.dopt~d a polICY of avoiding criminal prosecution whenever pos
SIble In favor of treatment and rehabilitation although many of 
the trea~n:ent modalities needed are presently'lacking. In addition 
t? ProvIding: typical ra~ge o~ p.lacement and counseling ser
VIces, the proLectlve servIce unIt IS sponsoring a group therapy 
prog;am for abused adolescent girls, and is working with the 
publl~ school system's adult education program to develop an 
effe~tlve gr~up program for parents. The health department 
provl~es . v~nous therapeutic services, and area health centers 
offer Indl~ldual co~nseling or psychotherapy, health education 
and help In parenting. ' 

. Exte~ding the range of treatment is one of the Task Force's 
ImmedIate concerns. There are plans to develop therapeutic 

PR6~~~~~~r iMnformation, contact Diane D. Broadhurst, Coordinator Project 
.' ontgomery County Public Schools, 850 North Wa'shin t 

Street, Rockville, Maryland 20850; (301) 949-7888. g on 
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modes and services now unavailable in the county: lay thera
pists, Parents Anonymous, crisis nurseries, and family crisis-ca~e 
homes. Improvements in basic mental health services and In 
basic maternal and child health services are also planned. 

Cooll'dination 

At the case levei coordination is handled by protective service 
workers who are ~andated to fullow each case. The Child Pro
tection Team serves as an additional case-coordination mechan-

ism. 

At the countywide program level, coordi~ation. is shared. by 
the Executive's Task Force and the county s child protection 
coordinator a full-time administrator of the Child Protection 
Team. The ~oordinator, with an administrative assistant and an 
administrative aide assists the Team in developing procedures, 
scheduling and giving notice of meetings, and preparing mate
rials. In add1tion, the three maintain liaison with governme~t 
departments represented on the Team and with other pub.llc 
and private agencies; collect and analyze data related to child 
maltreatment; oversee the development of treatment resour~es 
in the community; design and evaluate treatment a~d service 
programs; plan and implement education for professlona~s and 
for the community; and periodically report on community r~
sources, gaps in available services, and recommended changes In 

policies, procedures, or programs. 

Montgomery County is in many ways unique. It is an affluent 
county, with a local government committed to and capable. of 
effecting needed change. But its efforts to develop an eff~ctlve 
community program typify a number of the proble~s t~nd Issues 
that any community might face. And its reported incidence of 
abuse and neglect-302 referrals between January 1 and June 1, 
1974.,-is evidence that child maltreatment is as common to the 
suburbs as it is to any community. 
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Uptown Chicago 

A Thorough Planning job 

Uptown Chic~go, a community of about 140,000 people, has a 
wide array of health and social service agencies to serve its 
extremely diverse population. A broad range in housing prices 
reflects the local mix of socioeconomic groups: from stable and 
affluent families to large numbers of migrants, transients, and 
day laborers. Uptown residents include people from Appalachia 
and the South, the Middle East, Asia, significant Latin American· 
and American Indian populations, and a sizeable number of 
former mental patients. 

Among the many service agencies in Uptown Chicago, some 
serve the community, some the city, and others the county or 
state. Some are privately funded; others ref =ive funds from the 
city, the state, or the federal government. Until recently, con
sistent coordination and communication among Uptown agencies 
was lacking. There were gaps and overlaps in services, and occa
sional interagency rivalries. Many of the agencies were handling 
cases of child abuse and neglect with little knowledge of the 
services other agencies offered and with little or no success in 
coordinating the child protective services available. 

A major step toward coordination was taken in 1973. A group 
of service providers, concerned about the fragmentation of ser
vices, settled on child abuse as an issue on which they could 
begin to work together. The group called itself the Uptown Task 
Force on Child Abuse, and a number of committees were formed 
to address specific tasks. As it continued to meet, the Task Force 
attracted service providers from an increasing range of agencies, 
as well as some community representatives. Today the Task 
Force represents about 30 Uptown agencies, both public and 
private. 

Two people responsible for the Task Force-Dr. Nahman 
Greenberg, a psychiatrist at the University of Illinois Medical 
School, and Paulette Williams,· a social worker and planning 
associate at the Edgewater-Uptown Community Mental Health 
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Center-were selected, respectively, as the chairman and the 
executive secretary of the Task Force. The Illinois Department 
of Children and Family Services (DCFS), the state agency man
dated to protect children, assigned a full-time staff person to the 
Task Force to serve as the internal coordinator. 

For the present, the Task Force considers itself a planning group 
rather than a direct service provider. Members feel that, in 
the past, programs have been adopted before being thoroughly 
planned, and without the full participation or consent of those 
expected to act on them. The Task Force initially decided to step 
back and do a tnorough planning job-spending the necessary 
time to educate themselves and to resolve interagency con
flicts and misinterpretations of roles. 

Their objective, according to Dr. Greenberg, has been "to 
explore the local need for services in the area of child abuse 
and neglect, to detem~ine where the gaps in services are and 
what can be done to develop a model program." Improved 
coordination has been "just a spin-off" of their work, although 
it is the long-range goal. 

Education 

Educ~ltion has been a primary focus in two senses: Task Force 
membe:rs have been educating themselves and evaluating the 
need for edllcation among other professionals and in the com
munity as a whole. 

Self-education comes through discussion of mutual problems 
and through the work of several Task Force committees. The 
Background Information Committee collects data on child abuse 
and neglect, research data, and information on new proposals 
and programs, both local and national. To help the Task Force 
better define the community's service needs, a Case Documen
tation Committee is attempting to identify a cross~section of 
cases to determine the present situation of previously treated 
families and the gaps in the services they received. 

As another means to determine needs, the Resources Com
mittee 'sent a questionnaire to 190 Uptown Chicago agencies and 
institutions, asking what services each could make available and 
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what each saw as the most serious gaps in existing services. The 
questionna~ies. drew an immediate response from 70 agencies. 
~esponses indIcated, among other things, the lack of coordina
tIon was felt to be a serious drawback. Some respondents urged 
the Task Force to take on the task of coordination immediately, 
but the members have so far preferred to remain with their 
original planning intent-to complete a thorough assessment and 
to arrive at a comprehensive plan. 

The Education Committee was formed partly in response to 
the nee~ of· the DCFS to educate those service providers who 
are re~ulred by law to .report. The committee is responsible for 
~xplonng the communIty's educational needs and for develop
Ing programs on such subjects as general information about 
ab~se and neglect, legal conSiderations, community resources, 
child development, and effective parenting. 

The Orientation/Membership Committee serves as the Task 
:orce's ~ublic relations body. It is responsible for disseminating 
informatIon about the Task Force and for recruiting other agen
cies, groups, and individuals as members. 

The Task Force has not yet made a direct attempt to involve 
commun~ty people~ except. for an "open house" sponsored by 
the Steerrng CommIttee to Inform the public about the program. 
The Task Force members recognize the need for further com
munity involvement, but feel they need something more definite 
than they have yet produced in order to get people to respond. 
But, as Paulette Williams notes, the work of the Task Force is 
approaching the point of needing some "reality testing" in the 
community to see how closely the group's plans match actual 
needs. 

Identification 

Most of the agencies which responded to the Resource Com
~itte~~s q~estionnaire stated their need for more training in the 
Id~ntlflcatlon ?f a?used and neglected children and of family situ
atlons where It mIght occur. Dr. Greenberg, in his own estimate 
of needed services, included "much ,better identification proce
dures" as well as "developing the capacity of the community 
its('lf to reveal where the problems are." 
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As a result of the Education Committee's work, a task force 

on child abuse has been formed at one Uptown school. Its 
purpose is to identify suspected cases of maltreatment and to 
direct families to appropriate community services. 

At present reports of suspected abuse typically go to the 
police, and ~ases are usually taken to court-a procedure said 
to contribute to the reluctance of doctors and others to report. 
The Task Force's Court and Legal Services Committee has been 
examining the policies and practices of the juvenil~ court} ~nd 
will make recommendations for changes and possible realign
ment of roles. Committee members have established good work
ing relationships with several of the Cook C~unty)uvenile co.urt 
personnel including some judges. The committee IS also .Iooklng 
into the legal and political feasibility of greater community con
trol over abuse and neglect cases. 

Treatment 

Despite the abundance of agencies in Uptown Chicago, there 
is a critical shortage of stress:'relief, crisis-oriented, and treatm~nt 
services. According to Paulette Williams, among those lacking 
are 24-hour crisis nurseries, provisions for immediate financial 
assistance and housing, parents' groups, homemaker services, 
short-term crisis centers to serve entire families, and resources 
for the care of abandoned children. In addition to noting these 
specific 'gaps, she describes present treatment plans as usually 
geared only to the protection of the child, rat~er than being 
coordinated plans for the treatment of each family as a whole. 

In response to these and other problems, the Program-Wri~ing 
Cornmittee is charged with studying various models of serVice, 
examining community needs (through the input of other com
mittees) developing a philosophy of service related to the local 
situatio~, and writing a program for a comprehensive, coordi
nated network of services. Its goal is to devise a coordinated 
system that not only is geared to the particular problems and 
needs of the Uptown community but can be ,useful as a model 
anywhere. 

Coordination 

As yet, there is no formal structure in Uptown Chicago for 
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the coordination of services at either the administrative or the 
case level. 

At the case level, lack of coordination is recognized as a serious 
gap. Task Porce members agree on the need to coordinate the 
separate services that an individual family may require from 
various agencies, but have not as yet agreed on the person or 
agency most appropriate for the task. One suggestion that the 
Task Force is debating is the development of one centralized 
service to handle intake, ensure careful diagnostic evaluation, 
and coordinate individualized treatment. An advantage of such 
a separate unit would be its neutrality. But there would be dis
advantages: existing agencies would have to relinquish some 
case control, and funding would be required. . 

In November 1974, the Task Force submitted a proposal for 
federal funding of a coordinated community service project. 
When its proposal was rejected, the group began to re-examine 
its focus and goals. The Task Force has since incorporated, 
elected a board of directors, and selected new officers. In addi
tion, the Task Force plans to request representation on the board 
of the newly funded Metropolitan Area Protective Services Proj
ect-a group comprising DCFS and 17 private service organiza
tions attempting to coordinate service delivery for Chicago's 
entire North Side. (The proposed service area includes Uptown, 
but the projPct does not formally involve the Task Force at 
present.) 

As part of its current refocusing efforts, the Task Force plans 
to gear itself more toward actual service coordination, now that 
its "ideal model" has been relatively well developed through 
planning. As Williams notes: "Coordination and development of 
services could have been attempted more quickly, but it would 
have been mechanical. We wouldn't have had a common under
standing of the function of each agency or even a common con
cept of child abuse. We've gone out of our way trying to get 
the agencies committed to a common purpose. We very much 
believe that a planning phase-during which a true communica
tion of needs, definitions, resources, and so on occurs-is essen
tial for commitment and cooperation in service delivery and 
coordination in any community." 
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Although the Task Force has preferred to think through ques
tions rather than to make premature proposals or attempts at 
formal coordination, some practical benefits of the Task Force 
are already evident throughout the Uptown community. Repre
sentatives of approximately 30 local agencies have improved their 
mutual understanding and their working relationships, and the 
agencies themselves have begun to work together more smoothly 
in serving families. 
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